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Abstract

ABSTRACT

This thesis presents a number of procedures and methods developed to

fabricate tapered filament wound tubes intended to serve as electric

utility poles. The two basic winding patterns, circumferential and

geodesic are discussed in detail and mathematical models presented

with subsequent illumination of critical properties as these patterns alter

the materiâl properties of the tubes. Models of the interaction of the two

types of winding pattems are presented describing the nonJinear

variations of material properties. Techniques for the production of light

weight composite mandrels with unequal dome apertures with

integrated part extraction properties are described.

Experimental tubes were fabricated using a robotic filament

winding machine and tested to failure. Full scale tubes were

construc'ted using a variety of winding patterns and tested to determine

the equivalent ANSI 05.1 Pole Standard. A second set of smaller poles

were constructed to examine the behavior of jointed poles composed of

two sections coupled with a variable length ferrule type joint.

A computer program is described to simulate the load

performance behavior of both single and multiple section poles

composed of both circumferential and geodesic winding patterns. The

computer program contains subroutines to determine the thickness and

wind angle drifr at any arbitrary point along the length of the pole

sections. Thus permitting the direct solution of the effective axial
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stiffness at any point along the length of the structure using classical

lamination theory principles. The incorporation of the Fundamental

Bernoulli-Euler beam deflection equations, capablè of modeling large

deflections, into an iterative procedure within the program permits the

solution of deflection under arbitrary loading. The analysis program ¡s

structured to permit the investigator to use inputs that are compatible

with those required by the computer controlled filament winding

machines. Computer modeling is compared to experimental results and

demonstrates encouraging concurrence. A demonstration of the ability

of a simplified computer program to determine the best method of

upgrading a pole from one ANSI 05.1 class to a higher class is

described. The work described is expected to result in the ability of

fabricators to quickly determine the most appropriate laminate structure

to meet specific performance criteria eliminating the trial and error

process. The program also permits the solution of the design problem

using inputs compatible with the computer controlled filament winding

machine eliminating the need for translation to winding machine inputs.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The world wide standing inventory of timber suitable for lhe producl¡on

of poles is not likely to increase in the foreseeable future. Lumber prices

world wide show a steady trend upward as local supplies are depleted or

protected for environmental reasons. The remaining stands of timber are

sought after by developed and developing nations alike for many industr¡es

from pulp to housing,

The likelihood of lumber producers continuing to supply low cost pole

logs to electr¡c utilities while other markets are prepared to pay higher prices

for large logs is questioneble. ln spite of the more obvious env¡ronmental

concerns about chemically treated ut¡lity poles and the relatívely short service

life span, escalating market valuê for clear structural timber will ultimately

make solid wood too valuable for use as utility poles.

Fiberglass reinforced polymers have been considered as potential

replacement for wood poles, as have both steel and concrete. The choice of

alternative materials does depend on local conditions w¡th respect to cost,

transportation and industrial capac¡ty among other factors. FRP gpe poles are

presently available from a number of suppliers and have received only lim¡ted

acceptance by the North American utilíties and may be regarded as very

rarely utilized. Compliance with the pole classification system presently being

used is not w¡thout some difüculty.
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This project had as its primary focus, the production of poles suitable

for use by electric power utilities. One of the utilig's major criteria for use was

classif¡cation of poles into distinct classês on the basis of load cepacity.

¡n parlicular it was the goal of this project to determine the most

feasible method of producing FRP poles, designing the production facility,

implementing the selected technology and subsequenily fabr¡cating small

scale and full scale test specimens. The technology was to be kansferred to

the industi¡al partner Faroex Ltd, The f¡rst part can be summarized quickly as

Filament Winding. This phase of the project was simply reduced to

consideration of economics. Since filament winding utilizes raw materials with

the lowest cost per pound and one ofthe highest production retes; it inevitably

places sécond to pultrusion which typically has a higher production rate in

pounds of mater¡al per hour.

The design limitat¡ons of pultrusion limit parts to parallel fÌber

orientation collinear with the extrusion direction. Monolithic tapered structures

were not feasible. This left filament winding as the only poss¡ble choice.

Knowing that a number of very low angle, axially oriented laminates

as well as hoop or circumferential fibers were required to withstand bending

and tors¡onel loads, Filament Winding was clearly less restrictive than

pultrusion. Additionally the choice of winding technology, robotic versus

mechanical clearly favored the automâted machines w¡th the greater

repertoire of wind patterns and higher speeds.
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The second stage of setting up the production facility was facilitated by

the industrial partner, FAROEX, and the machine supplier, Mcolean

Anderson.

The third phase of the project, implementation, saw the beginning of

serious d¡fficulties. The determination of wind paths for tepered mandrels was

not straightforuard. Though software was supplied by McClean Anderson that

purported to be sufficient to the task, it was found to be very limited in value.

What had not been considered is the task of designing mandrels. Early

on it was thought that once pole geometry was determined that the same

would be used for the mandrel, since the pole was thought to simply be over

wrapped. The interrelationships between wind paths, machine motion and

mandrel geometry proved to be extremely complex and difficult to organize in

a practical fashion with the tools available.

The first hurdle was finding a method to reverse the fìlament path

direction over a mandrel without altering the direction of rotation. The second

issue was to prevent the fiber from sliding off the mandrel during ròtation.

Solutions to both issues were developed independently after solutions from

other industries proved deficient.

The third issue was the removal of the part from the mandrel

subsequent to curing. Development of the self-exitracting mandrel technology

was a major development. Fourth was determ¡nation of the opt¡mal resin

viscosity to provide fiber wet out. Fiñh was the need for a reduction in friction

between part and mandrel surface requiring a ser¡ous examination of release

agents and removal forces. The problems were resolved progressively and
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f¡nally considered solved. As work on small sæle poles progressed we

learned that not all w¡nd patterns are equal.

The greatest hurdle of all was a phenomenon w6 termed premature

turnaround. Geodesic w¡nd paths proved to be the best candidate for low

angle axial winding with the greatest stability. However they are subject to a

phenomenon called premature peth reversal. Long tapered tubes appeared

to be impossible to wind. The prob[em wâs invest¡geted and as a result, a

number of major innovat¡ons were developed. The major portion of the thesis

deals with this area of concern. Finally the issue of tube wall thickness control

was resolved and it was possible to actually determine the thickness for

tapered tubes pr¡or to fâbr¡cation by controll¡ng roving paremeters of TEX and

band width, dur¡ng the design phase.

Ultimately, over 20+ large poles were fabricated in an experimental

production environment prov¡ding further data on the economics of the

production methodology.

The pole static load test program was designed originally to deliver

information on the structural properties of the various wind angle patterns and

laminate stâcking sequenc€s to the design group. However the project

term¡nated prior to a second production run being implemented. Further work

on theory and design issues continued ¡n spite of this set back. The

experimental tèsting proved satisfactory and efforts were focused on

developing malhematicel tools to reduce the enormous complex¡ty of the

design process which was found to be highly sensit¡ve to pole geometry.
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A set of small scale poles were fabrícated using some of the solutions

and ¡ncorporating what we believe are innovative intrinsic ferrule joints.At this

point we were capable of designing mandrels, extraction systems, laminate

sequenaes, lam¡nate thickness, roving line properties and joints. ln addition

we now had the capability to examine the preliminary structural properties of a

pole i.e. bending sl¡ffness as well as provide a data base for finite element

analys¡s and robotic axes position coordinate tables during the desigh stage.

Dozens of wind path configurations could now be evaluated very

quickly and the best cândidates selected. The algor¡thms later detailed,

prom¡se to streamline the design of filament wound structures and eliminate

the cogtly trial and error learning curve for structural optimization.

Literature on filament winding principals is not widely available, and

outside of ¡ndustry restricted documents, ¡s extremely fragmented. While

much work is published regarding analysis of filament wound structures, in

general it is restricted to constant diameter tubes and mechanically wound

tubes. Both of these can be regarded as special cases of f¡lament winding, as

will be discussed later in depth. These papers do not typically concern

themselves with the details of the fabrication methods.

The thesis is organized in a manner that does not reflect the original

project sequence of events, ln general the rationalized order of the thesis was

imposed retrospectively, in order to clarify the concepts in the reader's mind

and establish a hierarchy of concepts.
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1,1 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

An excellent, though short review of filament winding technology and

the industry can be found in the "F¡lament Wind¡ng: Composite Structure

Fabrication'by Peters, et. al. (1991). lt is the autho/s position that, though the

earliest examples of fibre glass manufacturing date to the t¡me of the

pharaohs around 1370 8.C., the modern industry begins in 1945.

It was at that time that George Lubin and W. Greenburg at Bassons

lndustries agreed to manufacture springless suspension systems for Generâl

Motors, No mention of the success of the project was forthcoming however.

Lubin and Greenburg had dur¡ng the war years produced lightweight plastic

hoops for the Manhattan Nuclear Project on a conventional lathe while with

Bassons lndust¡ies. The same rings eventually became the Naval Ord¡nance

Laboratory (NOL) standard for short beem and tensile ring testing (Peters, et

al 1991).

ln 1946. R.E. Young was instrumental in developing a prototype

f¡lament wound rocket motor case. A year later, with assistance of M.W.

Kellog, Young completed the design for the world's first filament w¡nding

machine, expressly for the production of rocket motor cases. This early

version was of necessity a mechanical winder, but it was the beginning of a

new industry (Peters, et al 1991). Subsequently, R.E. Young had lefr his

former employer to start his own company, secure in having just filed for and

received US patent protection. Subsequently, Young licensed his technology

to other manufacturers and ult¡mately sold h¡s interest to the Hercules Powder

Corporation (Peters, et al ,1991).
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Many companies aggressively pursued the technology dur¡ng the

1960's such as Thiokol, Hercules, Brunswick, Aerojet Hitco and the Douglas

A¡rcraft Company, The only publicly available paper found, directly relating to

filament winding theory, during the 60's was by R.F. Hartung (1963) on planar

wound pressure vessels. lt was in this paper where the ideas for netling

analysis were presented in an open forum. However design engineers at

Douglas Aircraft were actively engaged in similar research.

A preliminary report by John Hofedilz for the 18th annual Meeting of

the Reinforced Plastics Divísion of the Society of the Plastics lndustry titled

'Structural Design Considerat¡ons for Fiberglass Pressure Vessels" shows

just how aclive Douglas Aircraft was at the time. Six internal technical reports

were listed in that paper for the period April, 1961 to March 1962. Two of the

papers listed were in preparatory stages and identified as "To be published'.

The team of researchers at Douglas Aircraft at that time were L.B.

Greszchuk, W.L. Read, H. Chao, and C. Wills. The primary focus of the

reports was he stresses at the dome cylinder interface region of rocket motor

cases. A similar pattem of activig can readily be assumed for the other

companies involved, unfortunately no evidence has been found. As Peters, et

al '1991 indicates there was a lot of money be¡ng made available to cover

development costs, by the US Air Force.

This period coincides with the Cold War and within a short per¡od of

time both the Minuteman Miss¡le system and the Polaris Missile system were

in produclion incorporating filament wound rocket motor cases. The world

watched in horror as the tension between the Soviets and Americans was

reaching extravagânt heights.
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Lightweight rocket motor cases and nuclear weapons were proving to

destabilize global politics. The involvement even extended to Cânada with its

own nuclear missile crisis under Prime Minister Diefenbaker and only grew

worse as the years progressed. Filament wound rocket motor cases were

making ¡t easier and easier for the nuclear powers to reach each olher with

bigger and bigger payloads.

ln 1961 another development occurred that made the future of the

world ever more frightening. Continuous graphite filament begins production

in that year, produced from low cost Rayon, polyacrylinitrite (pAN) polymer

filament. The new development promised higher performance than anything

previously available and higher payloads for smaller, lighter, and cheaper

rockets (Peters, et al 1991).

The early decades of the industry are characterized by a lack of public

literature, in part due to the ongoing Cold War issues but also due to

commercial interests. As Peters, et al (1991) po¡nt out, the history of filament

w¡nding is a history of patents. The list of patents demonstrates an industry

dominated by few and very large corporations during the 7O's end BO's. The

literature for the period is also very sparse.

During the late 80's and early gO's a new development is seen. The

Europeans are beginning to publ¡sh paper notably on Computer controlled

filament winding machine technology. One paper appears to foreshadow a

coming trend in European industry.

ln 1982, J.P. Denost published "New design concepts for Filament

wound pressure vessel with unequal polar openings." He was working under

the Soclefe Nat¡onale lndustrielle Aerospatiale Division Sysfemes Bal¡st¡ques
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et Spat¡aux Etablissenent d"Aqu¡taine S.N.|.A.S., at the time. The paper was

released to AIAA for publication but ¡t was never confirmed if it was made

public. One fâct stands out; the reseerch deals with many of the same issues

previously discussed by HofediÞ (1962) at Douglas Aircraft.

One quickly assumes that the French are now in the development

stages of their own rocketry programs, but they are forced to relearn all that

the Americans have never openly published. Not a single reference is made

to previous research in the ent¡Íe paper. France had only recently entered the

nuclear race with testing in French Polynesia. Europe and especially France

were in a heightened state of tension, as yearly they \¡vitnessed the

unprecedented escalation in the arms race.

Nuclear weapons were being deployed throughout NATO occupied

Europe and matched enthusiastically by the Warsaw Pact countries. The

Denost paper would suggest that the French were also looking at delivery

systems. ln hind sight the speculation is confirmed since historically, the

French were chaffing under NATO restr¡ctions and DeGaulle made no effort to

disguise his intentions to steer e separate course from the Americans. Later

developments would prove the success of this initiative with the launching of

unmanned rockets from Kourou in French Guiana and the later creation of

the European Space Agency and the Aerospatialle Consortium.

The ESA was equivalent to NASA in many ways and included many of

the European counterparts to the Amer¡can Corporations that dominated the

industry in the West. By the early 90's it was clear that the Europeans were

behind the development of an advanced composites industry. lf this impetus

was due to anxiety over the escapades of the superpowers or to the
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debilitating effects of the world's f¡rst oil embargo, it ¡s open for ¡nterpretation.

BRITEURAM and other research funding were supporting both English

and Belgian research progrems, notably at the University of Nottingham and

K.U. Leuven, to develop composite technology. These programs were

successful in their own ways.

A group from Nott¡ngham broke áway to commercialize software for

computer controlled filament winders under the name of CADFIL. Another

group supported by BRITEURAM at Leuven is closely linked w¡th the onty

other commercial robotic control software in Europe, CADWIND. Remarkably

the same pattern of development characterizes the European experience as it

did in the US, three decades later.

The history of the industry is a history of patents, military and corporate

interests. The Europeans have taken to publicizing their research much more

act¡vely than the Americans, at var¡ous proceedings, however little is revealed

about the internal algor¡thms and numerical methods. ln fact many of lhe

papers are a restatement of basic equations from earlier papers with the

dramatic presentat¡ons of the capability of their new technology

developments. One is lead to believe that the Leuven group is also on the

road to patenting a recent development called CAWAR, as is the trad¡tion for

the industry.

ln spite of these shortcomings the Europeans have demonstrated

tremendous innovation in adapting modern technology. Filament Winding may

requ¡re a name change as it appears to rapidly becoming a robot¡c f¡bre

placement system with integrated design capabilities and even structural

analysis. Winding in the traditional sense may no longer be essential for many
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of the unusual geometr¡es being considered. Examples of curved panels and

multiple ax¡s T-Joints are being produced regularly. Object inclusion and

avoidance is now being considered by thê Leuven group. This would lead to a

resolut¡on of the many problems associated w¡th joining and coupling

components of mixed materials. Further cost savings would result by having

the robotics manipulate sub assemblies and incorporate them into the finished

product,

Another innovation of the Europeans is the use of multiple axes-

robotic manipulator arms that apparently have dropped considerably in price

as the market for machine tools expanded greatly.

New technology was unveiled by an American firm, Entec of Salt Lake

City Utah, October 2000 at the Las Vegas, Composite Fabricators Association

annual conference and trade show. The new design, called a gantry system,

is based on the robotic mânipulator operating ¡nside a very large suspended

frame. This permits the floor area to be occup¡ed by unusual geometries.

The arm is now capable of manipulating a variety of fibre types and

fabrics. Significantly, ¡ts primary use will be machining composites. This

machine is the beginning of a new revolution in fabrication technology.

Ultimately the robotic arm will machinê moulds and mandrels, place fibre and

inserts at the appropriate locetions and finally inspect the entire structure for

defects before finish trimming and painting. The vision is of a complete robotic

composites manufacturing station in a closed container with complete

freedom to utilize chemicals not legal in the presence of human beings.

ln recent years the Japanese have become active in building rockets

and a number of papers have been published independently and in
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collaboration w¡th Americans (Gramoll, Nam¡ki and Onoda, 1990). Modelling

and structural analysis of the composite laminates dominates the concerns.

Two companies in the USA have commercial software developed to

run on machines that they have produced. Macclean Anderson of Wausau

Wisconsin and Compos¡te Machines of Salt Lake Utah both has proprietary

products, Composite Machines has recently been absorbed by Êntec. The

software was at the time specific to the machines and motion control boards

that controlled the robotics,

The early versions encapsulated basic routines typically used by the

most common customers. Those routines were highly oriented toward

constant diameter dome shapes used by the pressure vessel industry.

Macclean Anderson was also able to supply routines for primitive winding of

tubes using algorithms that blended circumférential winding with a small slip

factor to provide path reversal. (Later in this paper this is referred to as non-

linear winding or dog-bone winding). There was a small software package for

helical winding made available that served to help us choose to purchase their

machine at the beginning of our research. Unfortunately the early versions

were plagued by a design problem ¡elated to extremely low wind angle

routines where the carriage mot¡on ¡s very great relative to mandrel rotation.

Another s€rious lim¡tation was that the original programs did not handle

tapered mandrels úth dome ends very well. Some of these issues are being

resolved by faster signal processing, gpical of Digital Signal Processing

based motion controllers, and finer resolution on motor encoders. Computer

controlled filament winders are now capable of position resolution of a few
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thousands of an inch, .005', and a few specialty machines below .001"

prec¡sion.

The cont¡nued growth of the industry s¡nce the collapse of the Soviet

Union and the demil¡tarization of the globe may be due to the ground

transportation and recreation induskies. During the 90's many patents were

being registered for sporting equ¡pment such as golf clubs and tennis

racquets. New demands from the off shore drilling industry as well as the

energy delivery sector require replacement of steel pipe and large tubes, with

chemical and high pressure resistant composite products.

Filament winding clearly has significant contributions for the civil

eng¡nêer¡ng community, and can make major inroads into the infrastructure

renewal problem facing North America. The only provision required is that

engineers begin to familiarize themselves with the nature of the process.

Filament winding is not exclusively a pressurè vessel production process. lt

should not be regarded as a simplified fibre placement technology that initially

reflected the limitations of the 50's and 60's. Now that the computer era ie in

full stride the evidence from Europe suggests that winding cylinders is simply

a special case of fibre placement technology.

1.2 scoPE

The design of long tapered f¡lament wound tubes is a rather complex

¡ssue based on a number of theoretical and practical issues that require

detailed treatment, The introduction to the text, Chapter 1, of the thesis

describes the history and basics of f¡lament winding.

The theoret¡cal aspects of the basic circumferential winding pattem are

discussed in Chapter 2.0. Many concepts are introduced in this chapter that
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are also fundâmental to Geodes¡c wind¡ng, which is discussed in Chapter 3.0.

Since there are fundamental differences in the mathemat¡cal formulat¡ons of

each type of wind pattern, these result in signifìcant d¡fferences for the

structural modelling procedures based on the laminates composed of the two

wind pattems. These differences also require different approaches to robotic

programming.

The chapters detailing the Circumferential and Geodesic w¡nd patterns

each progress through the respective mathemat¡cal foundations and

describes how these features affect the programming of robotic equipment.

The mathematics of the wind patterns is rarely discussed in any detail in the

literature and the parametric equations wh¡ch form the platform of this thesis,

have never before been presented. Wh¡le the Circumferential wind pattem is

based on the Circular Helix equation, it has never been presented in full

detail. The parametric equations discussed are technically not those of the

true Circular Helix, which by defin¡tion is of constant diameter, but may be

loosely referred to as tepered circular helices

. The method of determ¡ning the wind angle for circumferential winding,

using tangent vectors is desøibed. The paramek¡c form of Geodesic

equat¡on for tapered tubes is presented with its derivations for the f¡rst time.

The numerical and iterative methods used in Chapter 3.0 are also a first, in a

rather limited body of literature.

The author does not presume that such equations have completely

escaped the notice of the scientific community but rather that they have never

been publicly detailed within the scope of the f¡lament winding industry. As

recently as 1999, the U.S. Patents office has awarded patent rlghts (US
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Patent Number 5,935,704 Aug.10 1999) on a filament winding concept that

provided only vague desoiptions of the turn around provisions and no

mathematical description of winding patterns. The term geodesic winding

never appears in th6 patent, only references to helical, hoop and axial

patterns. Such references only serve to further obscure critical differences in

the wind paths.

The peculiar features of each wind pattern are described in Chapter 4.0

and methods of controlling the thickness, w¡nd angle dr¡ft and subsequent

consequences to the material properties are discussed in Chapter 5.0, with

examples of numerical solutions.

Chapter 6.0 is devoted to the issue of tooling. The mandrel design and

construction detâils are presented, as is the algorithm for design¡ng a

geodesic dome end for stable winding direct¡on reversal. The basic algorithm

has been described previously for use with pressure vessels; however this is

first presentation for use w¡th tapered structures requiring unequal dome

geometries for small and large ends. The absence of these practical

considerations would leave the tapered tube designer with a str¡ctly academic

design, without the ability to fabricate the required structures. A short section

on self'extracting mandrels permits the removal of poles from these new

mandrels.

Chapters 2.0 through 6.0 take the reader from mathematical

fundamentals through to practical design tools which include all the required

algorilhms and tooling concepts required to construct f¡lament wound, tapered

tubes.
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Since the thesis topic ¡s the design and fabrication of filament wound

tubes, it is proper to describe the sallent features of the technology and theory

which affect the manner in which the designer of such tubes will be obliged to

operate. lt would be difficult, if not impossible, to describe the design proc€ss

without discussion of the reasons why the design proceeds ¡n a specific

manner,

ln Chapter 7.0, the analytical processes are detailed by which the pole

performance can be modelled. Know¡ng how lhe winding patterns behave

from the earlier chapters, the reader is taken through the process of modelling

variable thickness and variable mater¡al properties to determine the deflection

and stresses in the composite tubes.

The model is based on iterative solutions of the fundamental Bemoulli-

Euler Beam Deflection equations, mod¡fied to handle variable material

propertieÊ, and the basic equation for stress. This modelling method permits

the analysis of poles for ranges óf properties such as thickness and stiffness.

The Chapter 7.0 hypothetical poles also corroborate the variable

meterial property ¡ssue through modeling and verify the variable thickness

issue. An example of the use of the Classical lamination theory to determine

the material property, Effect¡ve Axial Modulus, is detailed.

ln Chapter 8.0, coupon fabrication and testing results ere discussed.

This section presents details of the fabricat¡on methods and of material

properties of test coupons from testing data. The exper¡mental program for

single segment poles is examined using two distinctly different sets of large

scale poles. Modeling pole deflection using the solutions for the Bernoulli-

Euler equations of curvature ¡s evaluated by comparison to exper¡mental data.
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The modelling perm¡ts the examination of variable Young's moduli, and

thickness along the length of the pole.

ln Chapter 9.0, jointed poles are examined for load versus deflection

behav¡our. The computer programs used in Chapter 8.0 for deflection

modeling curves are modified to perform analysis for two segments of a

jointed pole each with different material properties, Chapter 9.0 concludes the

experimental component of the thesis.

ln Chapter 10.0 the design problem is resolved, ln precedíng chapters

the techniques of analysis are sufficient to rational¡ze any existing pole

structure. To facil¡tate the designing of a new pole to meet a specif¡c load

capacity and deflection limit a new approach is required. This chapter

describes how the various analysis tools ere linked within a s¡ngle program to

permit the designer to engineer a laminate structure to meet performance

cr¡teía based on load and deflection limits. The concepts of Chapte||0.0

permit a designer to quickly evaluate a pole design, for load capac¡ty at a

deflection lim¡t, in terms of thickness for axial and circumferential lamina as

well as winding angles. Actual winding machine input variables have as yet

not been directly incorporated into the code.

While it is recommended that the material properties be determined

pr¡or to analysis and design of poles, this was not possible for this project.

Typically many unstated assumptions from traditional isotropic mater¡als

fabrication were subtly embedded in the original project design and were often

identified only after problems wêre encountered, As an example the initial

project concept was totally uneware of the variable material properties issue.

Though some apprec¡ation of the thickness issue was self ev¡dent from
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geometry of the tapered mandrels, no anticipation of the complexity of wind

angle dr¡ft effects was possible in the early stages, as they were unknown.

Part of the problem was no doubt the limited literature, which was

further biased toward pressure vessels and constant diameter skuctures that

do not possess variable property characterist¡cs encountered with the tapered

structures.

The theoretical issues of winding must be explored prior to discussion

on the practical engineering problems of path reversâ|, and path stabillty,

These issues must be incorporated into the design of the mandrel which is

often treated as if it were trivial problem, but from experience we now

recognize the mandrel to be the most critical issue requir¡ng resolution before

production can proceed.

Unfortunately the mandrel issues and tube issues tend to be avoided in

academic discussions but are inextricably related from a design perspective.

Failure to recognize th¡s relationship has serious repercussions, making ¡t

virtually impossible to fabricate poles or any other structures. Mandrels and

their design features are discussed in limited detail in Chapter 6.0.

It is one of the purposes of this thesis to impress the reader with the

complexity of the design issue. Before one can fabricate any structure the

wind path types must be validated as feasible with respect to the proposed

geometry. This may only be possible using numerical methods. The mandrel

must b6 capable of supporting the production plece and permit easy removal.

The mandrel must provide a means for wind paths to reverse d¡rection, due to

the continuous nature of filament roving. One method is required for Geodesic

winding and another distinct method for Circumferential winding. The winding
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machine has no means to interpret wind path equat¡ons, feasible or otherwise

rather the robotics rely on fbre tow end position data, which is calculated from

the derivatives of the f¡bre path. The robot interprets the payout eye position

data tables of Cartesian coordinates. As such ¡t would be insufficient to

describe the wind path w¡thout the methods of developing the machine motion

data required to drive the production process. lt is also required to examine

the feasibility of the machine motion in order to avoid contact of the pay out

eye with the mandrel and other f¡xed points.

Once feasible paths have been determined the product thickness must

be determined from modelling studies. The thickne6s is set as a unique, one

dimensional, variable for a pole in the design process, but no such input

variable is possible in the robotics, and rather it must be implemented in the

program of the robot by controlling the variables, of number of fibre tows and

circuits within the pattern. lf a designer wishes to conkol thickness, it must be

poss¡ble for him to implement such a desire in a feasible manner. The thes¡s

assumes that the designer is not interested in theoretical structures and as

such requires a somewhat more involved discussion.

It should be pointed out to the reader that at the time of writing, the

author has used this material in six distinctly different projects. Three of these

auxiliary projects have been of a, limited, commercial nature. As such all have

been tested for feasibility in production. Two distincfly different winding

machines have at this time used various components of the algorithms and

while much refinement ¡s still required the principles have all been tested.
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It is hoped that the reader w¡ll real¡ze that it was the author's intent to

integrate the entire performance design process with the programming and

production processes.

Many of the algorithms at present are not linked and as such there are

many points in the process requiring knowledgeable input to go from one

algorithm to another.

I.3 BASIC PRINCIPLES OF FILAMENT WNDING

The basic concept of filament winding is to cover a surface with a

continuous strand of fibre. Wrapping a rope around a shaft such that the fibre

or rope path never crosses itself yet totally closes the shaft surface is an

elementary example (Figure 1.1). lf the rope were impregnated w¡th a polymer

res¡n, then in effêct the rope will be stabilized in this conf¡guration producing a

tube with inside diameter determined by the shaft outside d¡ameter and walf

thickness determined by the rope cross-sectional diameter

Gylinder wrapped wlth rope or ribbon

Flour€ 1.1: Slmole Fllamont Wndino
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lndustrial filament winding is indeed more complex than just described, The

principal reason is that the circumferential winding as just described is

skucturelly undesirable for many applications. ldeally structural fìbres are

placed in l¡ne with pdncipal loads, The most desirable angle for tube winding

might be somewhat lower than 90 o with respect to the shaft, or mandrel

meridian (the line connecting pole to pole over the surface).

The fibre can in effect be pulled at any angle between 0 o and g0 o

between the poles if tension is applied to the fibre. The path that the fibre

takes is referred to as the geodesic, at any point the angle that the f¡bre

tangent makes w¡th the meridian is,

'in-11Ç¡, (Eq.1.1)

where r is radius and C is the Constant of Clairaut, unique to the wind path. ln

this configuration the fibre ¡s stable on the surface and will not slip (Figure

1.2).

-1 C
=sin t;l

merid

Flours 1.2: Stable wlndlno uslno Clairaut,s Constânt
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Knowing then the stable fibre path at a desired angle relat¡ve to the meridían,

one can begin to think of covering the entire surface of the cylinder, At O 
o 

,

#_of_circuits = circumferencel(Band_Iltidth) (Eq.1.2)

At other angles than 00, the effective Band Width must be taken into

consideration, so that,

#_of_circuits = circumference_/(Bandltttidthl sin(90 - 0) ¡ (Eq.r.s)

Slnce a circuit is composed of a foMard and reverse direction, there are

effectively two distinct paths to each circuit.

Typically once the fibre traverses the length of the mandrel on the

fonrvard path it must be returned to the start posit¡on, wilhout stopping the

mandrel rotation, this is the return circu¡t and it is simply the inverse of the

initial path, The point of inflection or path reversal occurs at a radius equal to

Clairaut's Constant, This yields a positive and negative angle with the

meridian. This is a single circuit. Rotation of the cylindrical coordinates as

previously described will close the surface; however the result is not a single

layer but two distinct layers that are interuoven. The complexity of the

intenrveaving is a function of the circuit increment angle. A wide variety of

patterns result in spite of the simplicity of the basic single circuit path.

The subtle problem not described previously is, 'What prevents the

fbre from simply being unwound on the return stroke of the circuit?" Many

techniques are presently utilized but simply put if the fibre passes around the

support shaft or the end of the mandrel some variable number of degrees it
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w¡ll be steble on the return path. OtheMise it will simply slip and destroy any

potential closure.

Problems become complex quickly when mandrels are not stricily

constant diameter cylinders. Problems become more serious when one

considers not s¡mply the mathematics of the path but include the physical

envelope of the machinery. Typically the payout eye ma¡ntalns the roving at a

vector tangent to the fibre path and mandrel surface under tension (Figure

1.3). The lower the winding angle the more difficult it becomes to maintain

clearance between the mandrel and payout eye (the tangent ¡s closer to the

surface).

Once a stable fibre path has been determined, the path is discretized

and the tangent vectors determined to find the posit¡on of the payout eye in

space relative to the mandrel surface. Translation of these positions to a

motion control program can be a daunting task once performed manually, now

with computers.

The building of a structure may require repetition of the same program

or many others based on a variety of angles to optimize structural and

material performance.

Modern proprietary software can often be used w¡th the simpler

geometries encountered during the construction of cylinde¡s, making the task

of programming mach¡ne motion quite straight foMard. However if more

complex structures are desired, considerable ¡nvestment is required in

programm¡ng minute details of machine motion to avoid collisions , derive

smooth and continuous motions and avoid fibre slippage. Compounding the

issue further is the fact that as the part is being wound, the surface is no
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longer the same as the oÍiginel mandrel. This requires that fibre paths be

altered slightly for expanding base d¡mensions.

High speed computer controlled filament winding machines ere

capable of producing composite structures inexpensively and quickly without

sacrificing precision or quality. At low angle winds material can be deployed

over the mould or mandrel surface at rates of 100 lbs per hour and at high

angle winds as much as 400lbs per hour (Peters, et.a|,1991). Speeds vary

greatly depending on fibre type and resin wet out systems, Often unrelated

factors control the speed of deployment. ln some complex systems the roving

croBs Ëed axis
displacement

Þoss¡ble paüt of r payout eye
llnklng vector lntercepts wlth ä clearance zone

Taperêd Domc Ended Mandrol
Radius cont¡nuallv varþs LinearlvvÞt
rSin2 remains cbnstant for Gb-odesic Path.
Spherical or elliptlcal dome ends facllltate
change ln fiber dircction around shafrs,

Fiquro 1.3 Wlndlno tlachlne BeslcB
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is passing through reshiction eyelets at such high speeds that sizing can

begin to char and fuse due to the heat of friction. ln open resin bath

impregnation systems, resin viscosity if too low can cause sloshing during

high accelerations. Further resin can be physically pulled out of the resin bath

by the exiting fibre. Nevertheless, large structures are regularly made in

minutes and hours by winding versus days and weeks by more conventional

techniques. The materials are primary bulk commodities having the lowest

production costs.

A typical filament winder is a large lathe like machine. A mandrel is

rotated as if it were a work piece, e payout eye analogous to a tool support is

mounted on a cross feed arm and thãt on a carriage. This allows the pâyout

eye to be positioned at some d¡stence from the mandrel, deploying resin

impregnated fibre over a surface of a mandrel, as precisely as cutting threads

into â p¡ece of round stock. A typical three axes winder has e mandrel axis,

carriage axis and a cross feed axis. More complex machines may have

additional axes for payout eye rotation, yaw and elevation. The more complex

the mandrel surface geometry the more control over fibre placement that is

required.

Fibre is characterized by type i.e. glass, Kevlar, Carbon, weight or TEX

grams of a roving strand per 1,000 metres of length. A fibre band width is a

function of the number of roving strands being deployed and the TEX of the

fibre. Typically a five line band of 1,110 TEX glass roving will have a band

width dry of .5 inches. Wet-out this is reduced to an average of .38". Band

width is subject to inconsistencies in the manufactured product. Glass fibre is

typically supplied in 50lb bales of continuous roving. The bales can either be
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mounted on the carriage aligned w¡th the resin impregnation bath or

separately in a stationary or mobile bale rack, Access to bales ¡s required for

replacement during winding and repair of broken lines. Carriages travelling at

or near 250 feet per m¡nute can develop severe problems accelerating large

weights of fibre, so ofien the choice is made not to transport bales. Resin is

loaded ¡nto baths in batches, the size determined by required open time or the

size of the part. Rarely is the resin continuously supplied to the moving res¡n

bath. Between the resin bath and the mandrel are numerous control

structures to strip excess res¡n, guide fibres, and basically conkol the band

w¡dth of the multiple rovings.

Fibre deployment can be measured in many ways but one

important method is the line speed which is a function of mandrel

circumference and rotation rat€. For instance a 24" d¡ameter mandrel rotating

at 250 rpm would be pulling fibre through e resin bath at 1570 feet per minute.

Typically a pultrusion machine is pulling fibre at 36" per minute (pers.

Comm. Ralph Daigneault , Faroex Ltd,). Such high rates are not normally

desirable since fibre may break, burn and fail to wet out properly. Choosing

the correct resin viscosity can allow for faster rates. Other limitations may also

be encountered such as roving vibration, throwing resin ¡nto the air much like

a dog shaking itself dry.

,I.4 WND PATH TYPES

Three basic types of winding patterns are typically discussed in context

with industrial winding. The pressure vessel industry typically utilizes the

Geodesic w¡nd paths primarily for stability and the ability to get low wind
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angles (F¡gure 1.4) Since the industry typically uses mandrels with constant

diameter, symmetric dome ended mandrels are employed ( Figure 1.2 and

1.4).

:i-.i--l---.---. ---"-::-_"._: ......_.:1,: _.., -.--.:._._:_._ ..":. ir., ..,ì,,r l.t.;Huiv:,-,ü¡r¡rllliñããõãl e¡ c.'Þ"ir! o;!'Ë Hó | |9Ài¡Þo.l¡4rlparud.sa,rl j{ÐO ,islir
Fiour€ 1.¡l: Geodeslc Wndlnq of Pr€ssure VosEBl. Doma Endod

Planar winding is often discussed in relalion to rocket motor cases,

This form of w¡nding is described as having the lowest possible wind angles.

The path is described as following the intersection of a plane with the surface

of the mandrel. The plane is oriented to intercept the oppos¡te sides of the

polar openings of a dome . The wind angle is detêrm¡ned as:

- Polar Radíustanu=@iÐ
(Eq.1,4)
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where the Polar radius is the radius of the aperture of the dome of the

mandrel and the length is that of the barrel portion of the mandrel,

The literature often describes techniques to provide ideal geometries

for the domes of such mandrels and is typically geodesic in nature. Further

the netting analysis methods used in conjunction with such planar analys¡s

assumes path stability identical w¡th geodesic winding methods. As such ¡t

may be better to classify planar w¡nd¡ng as the extreme limit of geodesic

w¡nding on a particular mandrel. This form of winding was not employed

during the course of the study. The greatest limitation of this winding method

is the low surface normal force directed et the mandrel surface (Figure 1.5).

The lack of force perm¡ts extremely long wind paths to be affected by grâv¡ty

and centripetal forces, counteracting any natural stability.

Conventional geodesic paths which pass through several degrees of

mandrel rotation can exploit the mandrel surface curvature for higher surface

normal forces and thus are significantly more stable.
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Circumferential Winding is fundemental to the pressure vessel industry

since this winding provides hoop fibres for resisting internal pressures (Figure

1 .1), This pattern may also be employed to provide layers of particular

thickness for use as protect¡on against chemicâl corrosion, Other uses

include confinement of underlying layers and protection aga¡nst external

damage. ln principle it appears to be the simplest of all winding patterns. lt is

easily modelled on constant d¡ameter mandrels with equations based on the

circular helix, ând requires the simplest of all turn around provisions. The

technique is so widely used that it is ofien thought of first when winding is

discussed. lt is the commonest technique used industrially, most often in

spooling materials from the packaging industry.

The last of the mòre common forms of windlng appears to be the non-

linear winding method (Figure 1.6) . This is a particularly complex form of

winding though relatively easy to implement with numerically conkolled

winders.

ln fundamental terms it starts out as a circumferential wind pattern.

After some predetermined period it begins drifting to a lower w¡nd angle,

progresses at that value for some distance then drifts beck up to a.tÍue

circumferential wind. This marks the end of the first part of a stroke. During

the period of time at the end of a stroke the mandrel rotates a small amount to

set the pattem advance and the reverse stroke begins. The po¡nt of the dwell

phase is to permit the low angle portions of the wind path to be placed next to

each other permitting closure after repetition of the correct number of strokes.

The central region of the wound structure can have relatively uniform
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mater¡al properties but the sl¡p or drift zones will have significant build up of

thickness and highly variable wind angles. The chief recommendation for this

form of winding is the simple mandrel requirements. No turn around

provisions is required and ofien this form of winding is used for over wrapping

of a primary structure. Unfortunately if the cent¡al portion of the wind is the

primary focus, th¡s method entails the use of very long mandrels with

tremendous waste meterial.

Non-Linear Winding
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2 WINDING THEORY

2.1 WIND PATH SOLVERS AND MACHINE MOTION

A Beta version of software developed by R.Anderson of Mccleen

Anderson called, Con¡posife Desrþner and a machine motion generation

program called Omniwind were used during the initial stagesof the project.

The first program was used extensively during the preliminary stages of the

project and prior to the installation of the machinery. The software performed

as intended, which was to provide a machine opêrator w¡th a simple method

of solving the wind paths over basic mandrel surfaces and to provide mot¡on

control programs for the robotics. No fault was ever detected at its intended

tasks.

However, the oríginal software was only intended to handle dome

ended turn around for constant diameter mandrels. lt was not designed to use

geodesic paths over manually input tapered mandrels. Non-linear slip winding

was assumed to take precedence, and over ride user input. The software was

not designed to provide Cartesian coordinates for solved paths, but rather to

output relative motion velocity tables for each of the three axes. Furthermore it

was not designed to provide, user accessible Cartesian coordinates for the

machine axes. lt was, thus not possible to relate wind paths either to structural

properlies nor to thickness of the laminate. The software had many built in

defaults based on typical industry requirements and the fact that output was

directly coupled to a machine specific motion control card, left the designer

with little control.
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As a consequence, ¡t was decided to develop parallel programs to

illuminate the parameters requ¡red for full understanding of the selected wind

paths. The software developed for the project used the same input

parameters as that supplied by Mcclean Anderson. During the course of the

mandrel desígn phase, port¡ons of the in house code were used to solve for

dome geometry and support shafts and these values were input ¡nto the

McClean Anderson program.

ln effect this new code matured from completely parallel to becoming

the primary input and output. Subsequent to the large pole program, the in

house software began to be used extensively to determine the basic thickness

and material parameters for other projects and provide the basic FEM data.

Once this phase was accomplished the values would again be used as input

to the proprietery software which would convert the information to machine

motion programs. Since the mot¡on contÍol system was integrated with the

McOlean Anderson software, no method of decoupling their design software

from the OmniWind, motion controls was attempted. Rather the in house

developed algorithms were used to generate input parameters for use by the

original software, and determine the feasible design parameters for

construction of the mandrels and end domes.

2,2 CICUMFERENTIAL WND PATHS

The circumferential wind path or hoop winding is a very commonly

used wind path type. lt is an easily implemented wind path for the purposes of

compaction and surface protection. ln some cases, the resin system can be

adapted to meet certain specific chemical resistence requirements and initial
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layers of circumferenl¡al winding w¡ll be laid down to provide a barr¡er of

guaranteed thickness. Subsequently, structural helical fibers can be overlaid

using the same or different resin systems. Typically a product's internal and

enernal surfaces are circumferentially wound.

Circumferential winding, appeaß to get little mention in the literature.

Gramoll (1993) notes that the treatment of hoop winding as 900 to the axis is

not valid. He implies that many analysis projects simply assume that all hoop

w¡nd¡ng is orthogonal. This assumption may have its roots in classical

mechanics where this ¡s the case. ln prectice, the term circumferential winding

is a poor one, leading to misinterpretation. lt would be better served by

examination of its fundamental mathematics.

The basic equation, in parametric form, for all circumferentiel wind

paths, denoted as space curve, f, is

f = À cos ¡,.1? sin ¡, ó¡ (Eq.2.1)

For a constant radius, R, Equat¡on 2.1 is the classical Circular Helix, where

the z-term, ôú, is in radians such that 2z equals one revolut¡on. The b term

sets the height of the path, and t the number of revolutions over that distance.

Setting ôf equal to the height of the tube, and knowing the number of

revolut¡ons desired, one can readily find the value of the b parameter.

Unfortunately the designer does not normally consider the wind path ¡n terms

of revolutions but rather as a function of the winding angle, d. To set the

winding angle one might simply consider the band advance per revolution.

Using, a crude approximation where the w¡nd angle,

d=sin-r( L/gA.) (Eq.2,2)
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With Lr being the length of the incl¡ned path for one revolution and B.A. being

lhe Band Advance required for closure of the path. However, the actual

wlnding angle is that described by the meridian or generatrix of the mandrel

and the tangent to the space curve,f at a given point.

2,3 DETERMINATION OF ACTUAL CIRCUMFERENTIAL WIND

ANGLE FOR TAPERED MANDRELS

A slightly more complex method of f¡nding the winding angle, d, is to

find the first derivative of the path .Typically the majority of industrial filament

winders use mandrels of constant diameter. ln the case of linear tapered

mandrels the value of R is def¡ned by a linear equation of the form,

R=ntz+B (Eq. 2.3)

Where m, is the slope or tana, a being the Cone angle, The B term is simply

the starting radius generally assumed to be the base of the cone, implying that

m is typically negative. Therefore the space curve over a tapered mandrel

becomes,

f = (zár + 8)cos t,(mtu + B)sint,bt llq.z.4l

Convert¡ng Equation 2.4, lhe parametric form, to that of the vector form of a

parametric equation, results in

r1 = (mbr + B) cost i +(mbt + B) sn t i +bt k (Eq.2.5)

Where,'1 is the vector radius from the origin to any point along the path.

The path tangent, ri is now presented in vector form as the first derivative of

the radius vector with reépect to the rotation parameter, f, as

a' =l(mbcost)-(når + B)sin/l + (m bsint)+ (nh + B)cosrJi + åk (Eq,2.61
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This vector can be regarded as coincident with the un¡t Tangent vector.

The point, P(r) , corresponding to a particular value of / then, in parametric

It is now poss¡ble to apply the Cosine Law to find the actual winding angle

between the tangent and the meridian through point, P.

The tangent l¡ne can be put into parametric form as,

¡ =[(ntcos)-(mh + n)sintþ +[(når + a)cosr] (Eq.2.s)

y =f(mbsint)+ (mil + B)costþ +f(når + B)sin rl ,

z=b¡+bT

form is,

P ç¡ = [((mbr) + B) cost],[((nil)t) + B) sin r], [ôr]¡

y=(^tt+a)sin(*"r")

z=bt

Where, z"*. is the total number of

Alternatively, for a meridian through

lÊq.z.71

(Eq.2.9)

(Eq.2.r0)

(Eq.2.r1)

(Eq.2.121

(Eq. 2.r3)

meridians desired and n is 1 to n",* .

a specific point, the angle in x and y

With the T parameter being introduced to facilitate plotting. ln order to plot this

line as a vector using a program such as Maple V, T is set to have a range of

value from 0 to 1.

Having determined the parametric equation of the tangent line at a

point, it remains to determine the parametric equation of the meridian line

through the same point. The following form may be used to divide up the

entire tapered mandrel surface into a ruled pattern of meridians.

'=(,ar+r)"o,[*"*)
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terms ¡s set to correspond to the value of t, at the spec¡f¡c locat¡on. lt should

be noted that t is in radians and it is simply the angular rotation of the path.

To determine the actual winding angle,d , the angle between the

vectors of the mer¡dian and the tangent to the wind path , the Cosine law is

used. By taking Equations 2.11, 2.12, and 2.'13 and adding to it the point on

the meridian, one finds the tangent vector end point. For the dot product we

require parametric vector notation for the two actual line segments. Thus, the

tangent vector notation required is that of Eq.2.6 which is then solved explic¡ily

for the point on the meridian, and ¡s in the form of a unit vector, with the

$ubscr¡pt indicating the tangent vector components

ri =(x,i+ y,i+ z,k) (Eq. 2.14)

lntroducing the scalar parameter tv =0 to 1 or any arbitrary value , which will

be shown later to represent the physical quantity known as the tow length, the

conect vector form of the tangent to the wind path at point P corresponding to

t revolutions is obtained as follows,

a=<xlly*P1, Y¡ly + P2, z¡ly + P3>

The point P is composed of three terms P1, P2 and P3 corresponding to the

parametric terms given in Eq. 2.7. ln a similar fashion the unit vector form of

the meridian (with components denoted by the subscript m) through the same

point is determ¡ned, so that

b =<xntly + P |,ymÍv + P2,z¡7¡t1t i P3 >

Accordingly the Cosine of the wind engle, á, which is the vector dot product

of the meridian and tangents is divided by the product of the absolute lengths

of the two vectors,

(Eq. 2.15)

(Eq. 2,16)
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"o"o=ffi lEq. 2.17)

The actual winding angle at any given point can now be determined. Later,

this process can be applied equally well to Geodesic winding to derive the

wind angles or to determ¡ne the appropriate tow length, the scalar parameter

tv, at each point along the path. lt should be pointed out that the end point of

the tow length also def¡nes the position of the pay out eye of the filament

winding machine. The f¡lament winding machine does not rely directly on any

of the w¡nd path coordinates,

The actual inputs to motion control are the parameters relevant to the

principal axes, rotat¡on, and carriage advance and cross feed position (Figure

1.4). The last two parameters are determined by mapping the tangent end

point against mandrel rotation. The process may seem cumbersome, but the

entire wind path solut¡on is used simply to determinê the motion parameters

required by the f¡lament winder.

ln determining the best wind path, it is important to consider the

concept of fiber slip. A fìber wrapped about a cylinder is not always stable.

Under the influence of tension one can readily see a loosely wound filament

would slide to a more stable position. Technically, a circumferential wind path,

based on the circular helix equation, on a constant diameter cylinder, will be

stable under the influence of tangential tension. The tension applied to the

filament at the w¡nd path tangent vector end po¡nt results in a force, normal to

the surface and dirêcted into the surface. This vector is perpendicular to the

tangent vector end lies in the osculating plane dellned by the tangent and the

derivative of the tangent w¡th respec.t to parameter t On a constant diameter

mandrel, the path normal, N, and the vector normal to the surface, n", are
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coincident. lf, however, the two vectors emanating from the path point, p, are

not ident¡cal but rather divergent then a new vector, b, the geodesic curvature

vector ¡s created, This is the cross product vector of the path normal and the

normal to the surface, N x n" and it represents the physical slip force

affecting the fiber. The stability of the fiber can be imagined to be determined

by the frictional forces between the f¡ber and mandrel and the magnitude of

the slip force.

The path Normal with respect to t, is found by treating the first

derivative of the parametr¡c equation of the circumferential wind path as the

veloc¡ty vector V,

rt(t)=vT(t)=V

where T(t) is the unit Tangent vector

r(r)=ù.F(¡)l=r(s)

,=.n*=ffi.çglS =r

normalizing the vector length to one.

N(,)=iîät(Ð

and y is typically interpreted as the speed or the change of arc length with

respect to time. However, the parameter t in our case is rotation. The principal

unit normal vector, N(t) is found by differentiating T with respect to t and

(Eq.2.r8)

(Eq.2.1e)

(Eq,2.20)

(Eq. 2.21)

According to D.J. Struik (1988), thê plane determined by the perpendicular

vectors T and N is called the osculating plane. The osculating circle is defined

as the circle passing through three consecutive points, intersecting the
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Tangent at point, P, along the curve. The circle lies within the osculating

plane, the centre then lies along the principal normal at â distance R from p.

Quoting Struik (1988),"Ihough R=k-1 may be positive or nagative, the vector

Rn is independent of the sense ofn, having the sense offåe cuvature vector.

Its end point ¡s also called the centre of cuNature" ( n is defined as the

pinc¡pal normal)

It is also possible to evâluate the principal unit Normal using the arc length, s

as the parameter.

The binormal, B is def¡ned as the cross product of the Tangent and the

Normal, B=NxT

Thus,

fi j kl
wxr=lu. N^ N-lI ' ' 'l

LT, 12 T' l
with the determinant be¡ng,

(x,r, -nrtr)i+(nrr, -n,r,)¡+(n,r, -nr¡)< =a (Eq. 2.22)

The binormal can be set up to heve the correct or¡entation. This may requíre

reversing the direction of the inward pointing unit normal so it is pointing

outward. The vector form of the Binormal,

B = (ir" +4, jt, + Pz, kf, + 4>

defines the vector endpoint for purposes of graphical plotting.

(Eq.2.23)
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The term, tv, is used to set the effect¡ve band width, or magnitude of the

vector. The vectors T, N, and B make up the trihedral of a spâce curve at a

po¡nt.

The moving trihedral of various circumferential wind paths can be seen

in Figure 2.1 to 2.4. The lifting of the Binormal can be seen in Figures 2.3 as

the path approaches the small end of a long tapered mandrel, Note also that

the effective wind angle has changed significantly and the band can be seen

to overlap significantly. Such conditions are problematic and create some

difüculty in modeling for FEM analysis. Typícally these problems can be

avoided or their effects lessened by reducing the band width, which effectively

raises the wind angle and brings the binormal closer to the mandrel surface.

ln Figures 2.2 and 2.3 a 3.5" band width is compared to a 7.0" band width.
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Fiquro 2.1: Circumferential Wnd Path. 7', Band w¡dth on the Lono pole Mandr€l

The 7' band requires half the number of mandrel rotat¡ons as the 3.S,,. 53.145

versus 106.3 revs., for the mandrel presented. The carriage velocity is equally

affected in d¡rect correspondence if the mandrel angular velocity ¡s treated as

the independent variable. 7'advance per revolut¡on for 7" band and compared

to 3.5" advance per revolution for the 3.5" band. Alterat¡ons to these velocities

will result in d¡fferent wind paths thet either result in a gap, ( if the mandrel

rotates too fast ) or in an overlap (if the mandrel rotates too slow). To vary the

carriage speed as it begins motion or comes to the end of a stroke, one must

also reduce the mandrel angular velocity, in order to maintain correct

plecement. To reverse direction the canlage velocity must be brought to zero,
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thereby creating overlap for a short distance depending on the degree of

coupling with mandrel rotation. The caniage rate must be kept fixed. A very

slight change in advance rate results in detectable gapping of the bands, as

shown in Figure 2.6.

Fiqure 2.2: Clrcumfs¡ontlal Wind Path. 3.5,, Band W¡dth on tho Lono pole Mandr€l
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7 inch Éand width LP top
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Flour€ 2,¡l: Circumforential Wlndino, 3.5" Bandwidth end no Gapolno
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ln Figure 2.7, the ângle between the vectors n and nr, y/, is used to define the

slip ratio as

k = ltan tltl (Eq. 2.2¡l)

When k =0, perfect stability of the filament ¡s guaranteed and as such ¡s the

defining character¡stic of geodesic space curves,

The second derivative of the circumferential wind path in vector form,

r¿, =f-zmtsint -(når + B)cosr] + þmbcost -(mtu +a)sin rl¡ + þ]<

(Eq. 2.25)

Clearly the z component is now a constant zero value. This then

demonstrates that the vector normal to the circumferentíal wind path is

intrinsically unable to line up with the surface normal vector r,r. The surface
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Normal n. is simply the perpendicular to the meridian or ge¡eratrix of the

conical surface of revolution and readily determined.

Then by simple methods one can deduce that the slip factor t will inevitably

be equal to ø the cone angle.

Flgur€ 2.7Tho Èloving Mandrcl Trihednl of path Vectors

The principal normal, N(t) to the curve ¡s not coincident with the suíace

normal, n, (normal to the meridian), The dot product of the two normals, the

slip vector magnitude, clearly is not zero, and therefore is not capable of

maintaining position under the influence of tension for circumferential winding

on tapers. However in practice a friction component exists that permits some

stability even with non zero slip factors.

Using the basic equat¡ons presented here, a simple spread sheet was

developed which was used to iteratê through a tapered mandrel in step wise

increments, to determine the actual wind angles. The purpose of th¡s exercise

was to determine whether or not the w¡nd angle was constant and furthermore

to understand the nature of the laminate th¡ckness properties.

n
6

1
b
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The nature of the circumferential wind path on a given mandrel and the

consequences of manipulating the wind anglê were examined in Figure 2.i to

Figure 2.3. The rotat¡on parameter is manipulated and the wind angle is

determined and presented as feed back. ( I/re term Mandrel Lp is usad in

many of the examples presented in this study and is the shott form for a 31'

(372') long Light Pole mandrel, tapered from an B" diameter down to a 3.5',

diameter.). The meridian, and the tangent vector coordinates are plotted as

space curves point by point, using the mathematics program, MAPLE V. ln

Figure 2.5, the l" band is inferred by the equal length vertical B¡normal vector

lines änd no gap is detectable at 88.720. ln Figure 2.6 gaps between the i,'

band are just barely visible at 88.630 indicating incomplete coverage of the

mandrel. This graphical representation permits the designer to modify the

wind engle to close the gep.

One present short coming of the process as employed here is that the

iterative routine and the graphical rout¡nes are in separate programs and

require a slightly complex procedure to fully integrate. ldeally the algorithms

for path solution and graphics would be simultaneously viewed.

ln order to obtain hoop windings as neer to g00 as possible the band

w¡dth will have to be minimized. Unfortunately this will increase the winding

time required to complete a layer. ln cases where very large width tows are to

be employed the physical l¡mitations of the peyout system may be such to limit

the tow w¡dth to a smaller size.

ln such a case it is possible to establish a second or multiple start

position system composed of smaller tows, that collectively yields a double
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sized band w¡dth. A demonstration of the double headed winding technique is

p¡esented in Figure 2.8. This technique is ¡mplemented by using two versions

of the basic Equation 2,1, with start points separated by 1800 or z radians,

The sine and cosine terms in the Equation 2.1 would be kept in the

same order so that both wind paths progress in the same direction. To close

such a system of paths, the gap would be set to the other line dimension of

tow band width. The two bands do not need be equal in width.

Now it appears from the previous discussion that we only consider the

value of circumferential winding in terms of hoop direction. lt is by no means

limited to high angle winding. Examples of low wind angle circumferent¡âl and

geodesic wind paths are presented simultaneously in Figure 2.9 . ln Figure

2.10 the path tangents and normals are presented for the circumferential

windpath with the Blue line representing the wind path. The solution method is

based on Eq,2.4 as. an input to MapleV for plotting of the basic funct¡on. The

rotation parameter, t, which describes the number of revolutions that the path

traverses over the length of the mandrel, is set very low so that a very low

wind angle is described.

The Red line ¡n Figure 2.9 represents a geodesic path, plotted and

superimposed over a Blue circumferential path on the same tapered mandrel.

The geodesic path is produced using an iterative method described in the

following chapter. The circumferential path was manipulated to fit as close as

possible to the geodesic. Both paths start at the same point on lhe mandrel

and ultimately intersect at some distance down along the taper. ln the next

chapter a comparison of the two curyes is given in more detail. The purpose

of this demonstration is to show that while the circumferential path is not
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optimally located, it nevertheless can þe forc€d to be very similar to the

geodes¡c for a large portion of the path. lt appears enticing to consider such a

path augmented by mult¡ple heads to affect closure.

The advantage of the circumferential wind path over the geodesic w¡nd

path would be greater control of the laminate thickness. The problem of band

overlap however w¡ll require the use of an appropriate strategy.

Unfortunately, the geodesic lam¡nates are subject to extreme variations in

mater¡al properties and thicknesses, as will be discussed in a subsequent

chapter. However, the limitation of slippage as a function of the taper will limit

the suitab¡lity of such circumferential winding techniques to very low taper

ratios.

The double-headed, circumferential w¡nding technique was physically

implemented in another project (Elliot, 2000 pers. comm) and found to work

guite well. Careful attent¡on to coordination of mandrel rotation and carriage

advance were required. One source of concern was the payout eye position

relat¡ve to the path tangent. While the wind path is calculated as a line over a

surfaçe, .the fiber tow is definitely a three-dimensional problem. The payout

eye roller bar reguires angulâr rotation to remain perpendiculâr to the fiber tow

and in the plane of the tow band. As the curvature increased at the small end

of the mandrel, the wind angle drifted to slighüy lower values and the tow

tends to slide s¡deways within the payout eye. This sliding tendency can

cause f¡ber damage and result in reduced material properties or even worse,

in a broken tow or jammed winder. The binormal vector can be used to

determine the appropriate payout eye rotations, and used as input for motion

control programming. Note that such motion control is not presenfly available



on 3-ax¡s winders, and this would represent fourth and fifth axis (comparable

to pitch and yaw control).

The actual stand-off distance for the payout eye is arbitrarily chosen to

clear the mandrel surface. For winding on tapered mandrels, one of three

options is chosen. ln the first case the payout eye is positioned to clear the

maximum diameter of the cylinder and remains at a fixed distance, 1 y=

constant ), from the axis of rotation, in the y-z plane where x=0. This method

is not discussed here, since it does not readily perm¡t direction reversal. lt is

apparent that the tangent vector corresponding to the free length of the fiber

tow must be continually updated as the wind angle changes. This requires the

solution of the scalar parameter, tu, discussed earlier and presented in

Equation 2.15. ln the second case the Tow length from the mandrel surface is

maintained at a constent distance, tu therefore remains fixed. However the

cross-feed ax¡s must be continually updated. The peyout eye must however

remain in the y-z plane where x=0. Thê third method is to ma¡ntain a fixed

stand off distance that insures that the payout eye maintain a fixed distance

from the surface of the mandrel. Such a method perm¡ts positioning the

payout eye very close to the surface w¡thout risk of collision.

ln Figure 2.10, the tangent vector, shown in Red, is ma¡nta¡ned at a

constant length and it is clear that as the path, shown in Blue, approaches the

small end of the mandrel, the terminal poínt of the tangent vector is getting

closer to the central axis. This is of concern since it implies that there is a risk

of collision between the payout eye and mandrel surfece.
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Fiourê 2.8: Double Heeded Circumfarônt¡âl Low Anole ìfylndlno
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2.4 MACHINE MOTION: PAYOUT EYE POS|T|ON CONTROL

The first step in preparing to wind a path over a mândrel ¡s to convert the wind

path coord¡netes into a set of procedures that can be used by a filament

winding machine.
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The wind path coord¡nates are based on a mandrel local coordinate

system. As discuòsed earlier, using such a coordinate system implies that the

tangent vectors representing the free tow length are to be roteted about the z-

axis. ln reality, the mandrel rotates and the carriage and payout eye or eyes

are fixed in the y-z mid-plane where x=0. The cross-feed arm moves in or out

in the positive y-axis and never ventures inside the mandrel radius, for

obvious reasons.

S¡nce the winding machine has these resk¡ctions, the wind path must

be converted to machine coordinates. Examples of this procedure, and

result¡ng consequences are discussed in the following section. ln these

examples the right-händed 3-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system is

used. For these purposes it is most convenient to have the observer looking

along the z-axis which increases away from the observer. The positive x-axis

is directed upwards and the y-axis increases positively toward the right of the

observer. The conventional right hand coordinate system is tilted over so that

the y-z plane is now horizontal. The bas¡c equat¡on of the circumferential wind

path as presented will result in a clockwise progression of the wind path as it

advances up and away from the observer.

The mandrel is assumed to be rotating ¡n a counter-clockwise direction,

when viewed from the base, which in this case is a negative rotation. lt is also

required to determine the coordinates of the terminal end of the tangent

vectors. The payout eye location is derived from the tangent vector end point

coordinates. The absolute d¡stance of the vector end po¡nt, from the axis of

rotation, becomes the y coordinate of the payout eye, since the payout eye ¡s

flxed in the y-z planè where x is zero. The z-coordinate of the payout eye is
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identical to the end point of the tangent vector. The tangent vector rotat¡on is

then considered to be in the opposite direction of the mandrel rotat¡on. These

assumptions are made to permit the use of standard vector matrix rotation

techniques to find the location of the payout eyê.

With a known tangent vector of required length, the base and the

terminal coordinates can be rotated to bring the tow or tangent vector into the

correct position. Let A be the point at the base of the tangênt vector on the

surface of the mandrel and B the po¡nt on the terminal end ( where the payout

eye is expected to be found), thus the points A and B can be represented as,

A -< a 1, a2, a3r,_and_B =< b 1,b2, b3 ,
where a1, a2 and a3 are the Cartesian values in the x,y,and z

(Eq. 2.26)

directions

respectively and similarly for the point B.

The angle of rotation, d, required to bring the tangent vector end point into

position to represent the tow and payout eye then is simply the angle between

the terminal end of the tangent and the x=0 yz plane such that ,

f
^ -tl h,
É/= sln ¡ l.:¿-

I lbi+b3

The Transformation

transformed point A

(Eq.2.271

matrix, T , is of the conventional form so that the

A r , which is the point where the payout eye must be

(Eq. 2.28)

positioned, can now be determined

fcosd -sind 0lfa,'l [a, cos?-arsiná+0'l
¡r=1¡=lsind cosd 0ll ,, l=l a,sinl+a,cosl+01

I o o r.ll,,.l I oa, +oa, +ta, J

and
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fcosd -siná O-lfå,-l fa,cosa-å,sind+01
sr =rn=lsind cosl tlln 

l=l 
b,sinl-b,cosd+ol

L0 0 lllå3ll0b,+\b,+tb., I
{Eq. 2,?91

Note that the z axis is not transformed since this is the axis of rotation.

Since this coord¡nete transformat¡on ¡s required for each calculated

tangent vector, it is convenient to establish the procedure as a subrout¡ne type

algorithm. ln the case where a number of variations on band width or tow

length are to be investigated, the transformation subroutine was actually

incorporated into the same spread sheet as the one that generated the wind

paths and various vectors. ln Figure 2.11 and Figure 2.12 and Figure.,,2. !!s

2.15 to 2.17 , the wind paths for the LP mandrel are presented. ln Figure 2.1 1

and Figure 2.12 the classical mandrel coord¡nate representat¡on is given w¡th

the addition of the free fìber tow positions and the payout eye locations for

Figure 2.15 to Figure 2.17. ln Figure 2.17, a 3.5' bandwidth is used, and in

Figure 2.15, a 7" band width is displayed. Examination of these plots shows

that the payout eye start posit¡ons will shift, as will the stand off distances

when using constant tow length. ln the case of tapered mandrels the small

end angle dr¡ft can actually br¡ng a stand off clearance dangerously close to

the mandrel surface. Figure 2.1 3 and Figure 2.1 4 show the plotted values of

band overlap on the same LP mandrel for two options in Band Width.

2.5 MACHINE MOTION: CONSTANT STAND OFF DISTANCE

Should the mandrel geometry ¡ndicate the need for a constant stand off

distance, a slightly different procedure ¡s employed to determine the actual

Tow length requ¡red at each interval. Assuming the mandrel is tapered, then a
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constant stand off distance requ¡res the payout eye to follow a path parallel to

the mandrel surface in the x=0 plane. At any pos¡tion along z for the path point

the radius as a function of z and the standoff distance must be deiermined.

Also required is the w¡nd angle at the point where the tangent leaves the

surface. The tangent length, 7/ , for a constant stand off distance, SO , is

then,

.in1eo-,¿¡*@@ìf,ffi
rt(Ò =

Where

V = tan-l [trl I fis s¡6ps of the mandrel, which will be constant for the taper.

9(r) = tn. wind angle at point t which is the vector cross product of the

meridian and tangent vectors at point t.

rç) = tÌt x bt + B 
the radius defining function previously described and

xG)and y(Ù 
are the solutions of the parametric circular hetix (Equat¡on 2.1).

Having established the value of Il the end point needs yet to be determined

and having eolved for the unit Tangent vector at point t , < i,j,k.> then the end

point is ,

(in+ry¡n+P2,kn+\)
However the Tangent vector must be transformed by a matrix rotation as was

previously detailed in section 2.3 , in order to position the terminal end of the

fiber tow in the x=0 plane where the payout eye is located. Clearly these steps

are best handled by a subroutine within the wind path solver.

This exercise was presented to demonstrate the difficulties in making

changes to wind angte or band width without due consideration of the pay out

sin( I 80-(90*d( ))-(90-ø)) (Eq. 2.30)

(Eq.2.31)
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eye posit¡on changes. ln addition this exercisê points out the difficutty that is

assoc¡ated with a simple parametric equation being translated to the real

world problem of positioning a payout eye to produce the specific w¡nd peth.

ln order to integrate design and product¡on ¡t is often required that some

complex translation routines be employecl. These procedures are ideally

suited to encapsulation within computer routines which would become

transparent leaving a designer to concentrate on the more important load

performance issues,

2.6 DIRECTION REVERSAL

Direction reversal requires a short period at the end of the stroke for

the carriage to reverse direction and line up with the terminal end of the wind

path, This short procedure provides a short true 90 degree wind zone usually

of less than 360 degrees of rotation. The carr¡age then moves to a new start

position for the reverse stroke. Note that the reverse stroke requiros the

governing parametric equation to be reversed in x and y resulting in a

clockwise negative helix. Keeping the carriage veloc¡ty identical will result in

the mirror image wind path superimposed over the foruard layer, This

typically results in a positive and negative angle ply, very near to gO0, but

definitely not constant over the length of the mandrel, as wâs seen previously.

There is absolutely no interueav¡ng of the layers possible.
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2,7 SUMMARY ON CIRCUMFERETIAL WINDING

The circumferential winding process presented here was based on the

fundamental equat¡on of the circular hel¡x (Eq. 2.1) and as such manifests the

following properties,

a) The pitch of the fiber path is constant, the angle with respect to the

meridian is not, for linear tapered mandrels the winding angle must

decrease as it progresses down to the smaller end, ln the strictest sense

wind angle constancy is not possible using a circular helix based wind

pattern on a tapered mandrel.

b) The bands overlap as the angle decreases and the diameter decreases.

The amount of overlap is a function of the starting bandw¡dth. The

narrower the bandwidth the slower the rate of wind angle decrease and

the smaller the overlap problem.

c) A circumferential winding pattern is of constant thickness everywhere

except in areas where overlap occurs. Controlling overlap then makes it

possible to guarantee that circumferential w¡nding is of constant thickness.

d) lt should also be pointed out that the wind angle may be regarded as

nearly constant if the bandwidth is small enough. For the rest of the thesis

the assumption is made ihat the circumferential wind paths are of

constant angle since all poles will have very small tapers and the sections

being produced have been purposfully limited in length.
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3 GEODESIC WINDING

3.I GEODESIC WINDING PATHS

The geodesic path has been variously defined; as the shortest distance

between two points on a surface, the path over a surface whose geodesic

curvature is equal to zero, the stable path with slippage reduced to zero.

Specifically for âxisymmetric surfaces the defin¡tion includes the theorem of

Clairaut that states the geodesic path is that which crosses every meridian at

an angle such that the product of the radius and the sine of the angle is equal

to a Constant value. ln filament winding all these factors play a role in one

form or another. That fact must be stated that for any given surface of

revolution there are an infinite number of geodesic paths possible at any given

angle. There are an infinite number of Constant's of Clairaut. Yet the paths

are hardly straight fonrvard to determ¡ne.

ln the special case of the circular helix, (Equation 2. 1), where by

definition the radius is a constant, all helices are geodesic. As explained in

Chapter 2, the cross product of the surface normãl vector ns and path normal

vector N, determine the geodesic curyature vector bs. As such, it was

fundamentally impossible for the two vectors to be collinear on tapered

mandrels as was determined from the second derivative. However, in the

special case of zero slope, this is true. Therefore the geodesic curvature

resolves itself to be zero. As is also clear, when a 3D surface of a cylinder is

developed into a 2D mapping, all helices are found to bê straight lines that are
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also parallel. One of the requ¡rements of Class¡cal Lamination Theory is that

llbers are both straight and panallel.

There is no speciel reason to exclude non-constant surfaces of

revolution from having Geodesic paths. Of particular interest is that such

paths exist on any smoothly continuous function surfaces, as will be

demonstrated later ¡n this chapter.

The greatest advântage of using the Geodesic (Helical) paths is the

variety and stability offered the designer. The f¡rst obvious shortcoming is the

defining of the Cartesian coordinates.

ln the following section a simple closed form solution for the

determination of geodesic wind paths over generalized tapered mandrels is

presented along with its derivation. This solution provides the Cartesian

coord¡nates of the wind path of interest as well as the winding angle at any

point along the length of the mandrel, as well as in terms of the machine

motion.

ln a paper by Hofeditz (undated) a concept of graphically using a 2-

dimensional mapping of a geodesic path over a very short distance was

presented. Taking this concept a step further, it was found that it would lend

itself to detailed numerical mapping of the geodesic path in 2-D which

evolved into a simple closed form solution for tapered mandrels using

geodesic paths.

Furthermore, knowing thê spec¡f¡c wind angle and axiâl location, a

method of calculating the lam¡nate thickness and elastic modulus at that

locat¡on , is presented, in the following Cheptêrs, This method is very s¡mple;

however it is lim¡ted to linearly tapered surfac€s of revolution. More complex
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shapes may be approximated by sect¡ons of d¡fferent cones as reported by

Maheswaran(1998 ).

Software requirements are minimal, a simple spread sheet and a

mathematics application such as Maplev (1997), as was used here, for three

dimensional viewing of the wind path should suffice. Values calculated for

thickness and elastic modul¡ can be further exported for use in Finite Element

Analysis software.

3.2 CLOSED FORM SOLUTIONS (Derivation of a Cloeed Form

Expression for Geodesic Wind Paths over Generalized Tapered

Mandrels)

Two methods are presented here by which a geodesic path, over a

tapered surface of revolution is mapped onto a 2D surface represent¡ng the

3D surface, providing simple methods for determining the parametric

equations of geodesic space curves.

Method A does not incorporate the Constant of Clairâut. As such the

assumption is that the 2D mapp¡ng of a slraight line over the surface of a 3D

tapered cylinder is in fact a geodesic line. ln our approach knowledge of the

ex¡stence of Clairaut's Constant ¡s not required. lt is shown that this model

method can be used to subsequently derive the Constant of Clairaut.

The closed form solution method will permit the carriage advance to be

solved directly from the mandrel rotation and basic mandrel geometr¡es. This

in theory permits a wind pâth to be generated on the "fly" so to speak. That is

no path coord¡nates need be stored prior to winding. Knowing only the basic
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geometry of the tapered cylinder and a desired wind angle, a closed form

solution for the 3D-geodesic space curve is generated.

Method B takes advantage of the Constent of Clairaut and provides a

very compact algorithm to find the 3D Cartesian coordinates for a geodeèic

space curve. As such ¡t ¡s presented in the belief that this method may be

used for surfaces problematic for the previous method, such as hybrid

surfaces derived from multiple primitive solids.

3.2.1 Method A

The equation of a tapered cylinder, where the rad¡us, R, is a function of

the axial position, in the generalized form is,

R = mz + B for the frustrum of the cone, (Eq.3.r)

where r is the slope and B is the starting radius at z = 0.

Alternatively the cone can be represented in terms of the angle of taper and

axial position with the expression,

R=ztana+B ( Eq.3.2)

The major difference between Eq. 3.1 and 3,2 is that in the former the radius

increases or decreases with respect to z depend¡ng on the sign of slope, while

the later assumes that the radius and z are posit¡vely correlated. The diffìculty

is not mathematical but rather interpretive s¡nce this paper ¡s attempting to

preserve a view point reflective of the filament winder, Eq. 3.2 ¡mplies thatlhe

zero axial position is beyond the limits of the physical envelope of the winding

machine.

To avoid confusing z position with mandrel position, the height of the

cone will be represented by ¿. L is also the start point for the geodesic wind
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path on the cone. The base of the mandrel ¡s positioned to align with the base

of the cone. However, when solving for a geodesic wind path the start po¡nt, L

can be set at ãny position along the barrel of the mandrel.

The 2D-mapping of the tapered cylinder is set up in Cartesian

coordinates, with the major 2D+adius, of the great circle, R*, see Figure 3.1

RS"=&o ( Eq.3.3)

Rrc is aligned w¡th the base meridian of the 3-D coordinate system of the

cone. This results in the 2D map laying in the tangent plane of the cone's

surface meridian. The two coordinate systems are further aligned by having

the z axis of the 3d model intercept the origin of the 2D- map. The cone

angle a is simply

A - tan-l (nù

position, Z s along the axis

2n(z g xtana)

The arc length at radius Rgc in 2D between revolut¡ons of the mandrel is

equal to the 3D butt circumference, which can be found using the cone base

( Eq.3.4)

( Eq.3.5)

Therefore, the arc angle in 2D at the base ( denoted by the superscript 0), the

Ze term referring to the base,

o 2n(z nxl.anc)vriD=Ã
( Eq.3.6)

Eq.3.6 is just a fraction of a complete gyration of the mandrel about the 2D

origin. So the r¡ght hand side should be multiplied by 360 0 for the actual

angle in degrees.

So then V9O = sinrix36Oo (Eq. 3.7)



One complete revolut¡on of the mandrel corresponds to the angular increment,

...0v2D. A duect correspondence between the 2D angular increment and the 3D-

mandrel rotation is therefore,

V/5nv3D=W 
(Eq.3.s)

or vto-vLn"(

where ( is simply a correspondence factor equal to # (Eq,3.e)

;l
v3D = ViDx sir,r- (Eq. 3.ro)

The 2D projection of the 3D geodesic path is superimposed upon the 2D map

such that it represents a straight l¡ne (Figure 3.1), where

y = -(r) lan á¡ + Rgctan?g (Eq. 3.11)

The lower case terms y and x denot¡ng coordinates on the 2D map. ,o is the

arbitrar¡ly chosen wind angle at the start point , in this case at the base of the

conB (start position L), where

y=oand-r=¡tsc=t¡*zl
(Eq. 3.12)
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Fiour€ 3.1: 2D-¡lepolnq of 3D.Cono showlno Geodssic Prolect¡on

The assumption here is that since the geodesic curve can be defined

as a shortest distance between points on a surface then the same surface in

2D would show the geodesic path to be a straight line.

Note that the 2D x axis lies directly beneath a meridian of the cone

(Figure 3.1), The w¡nd angle is defined as the angle between the tangent to

the wind path and the meridian of the surface at a g¡ven point. This then

implies that the tangents to the wind path crossing the particular meridian all

lie within the 2D plane. Thus if the 2D plane is aligned with the mandrel

meridian then the 2D and 3D wind path project¡ons of the start point will have

identical wind angles, in fact they will be indistinguishable, since they are

superimposed.

There are two methods by which one cân solve for the coordinates of

the geodesic line over the surface of the mandrel. ln the first method ¡t ¡s
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possible to get an expression in paramehic form of the geodesic with the

¡ndependent variable chosen to be mandrel angular rotation. ln the second

method the carriage advance is chosen as the independent variable.

The first derivative, the tangent to the path is required to determine the

exact pos¡tion of the payout eye in order to maintain a clearance of the

mandrel surface. The principal normal of the path, n, along with the surface

normal vector, ns, is requ¡red to assess the slippage forces at any given point

along the path, as was discussed in the previous chapter on circumferential

winding. Maheswaran (1998) points out that helical winding techniques,

referred to âs non-geodesic, are ¡n fact only variants of the geodesic winding,

which have non-zero slippage vectors. The values for slippage are increased

slightly to permit a deviation from geodesic paths to negot¡ate surface

obstacles.

The mandrel rotation increment ¡4r, is used to determine the x and y

coordinates of the geodesic l¡ne on the 2D-surface. While these points are of

limited interest, the x distance is required to determine the path advance along

the Z axis of the Mandrel Coordinate system. ln order to clarify the use of two

distinct coordinate systems in the following discussion lower case x,and y w¡ll

refer to the 2D system, and upper case X,Y,Z will refer to the 3D mandrel

coordinate system.

To determine x then, one must solve for the intercept point of the

Geodesic line in 2D with the rotation angle in 2D, VLn, so that x now

becomes
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(-L),*,t
\. cosa /x=iar[t4l+tane

and without the 2D reference,

(Eq. 3.13)

( L \rune
\ cosø /

^ - tan@;;si;;);ta',d (8q.3.14)

Note that the denominator in Eq 3.13 and 3.14 is the angle the wind

path makes with the meridian of the mandrel, and is simply the original wind

angle supplemented with the rotation increment.

Now the value of Z along the mandrel axis is ,

- [.orolz=xl- | (rq...tr)
lcosrYito )

or ¡n terms of mandrel rotation

- l- cosd I'=1*çffi (Eq.3.16)

The 2D I coordinate can be found by substituting I (Eq. 3.14) ¡nto

y - R gc tan9 g - xtan9g 
1Eq. 3.17)
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I l-¿-1"", I
v=R,"tanoo 

[.r##r",J*-
(Eq. 3.r8)

At this point the X, Y, and Z-coordinates in 3D-Cartesian space, can be

determined using the following equations,

X = (Ztanø)sinyro

Y =(Zøna)cosryro

-(cosalZ = xl --.........'----..--..-- I

Icos(;øro sinø)J (Eq.3.2r)

The only term including the original start wind angle and position is,x,

Eq.3.14, which has no reference to the 2D plane.

The previous equations can also be used to set the cross feed

displacement, which is simply the change in radius. The cross feed pos¡tion

then is the or¡ginal standoff distance incremented by the value, 
^/ 

from

Eq.3.1.

The preceding triplet of equations, Eq. 3.'19-3.21, can now be used to

represent the parametric equations of a geodesic wind path over a

generalized tapered cylinder, where again, both the wind angle and radius are

functions of the mandrel rotation. Rotation is now the independent variable.

The entire parametric system can be manipulated around the known mandrel

constants and the desired wind angle at some arbitrary point,

(Eq.3.rs)

(Eq. 3.20)
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It needs only to be demonstreted that the Constant of Clairaut can be

expressed in terms of the mandrel constants (geometric properties of the

cone) and the arbitrary choice of wind angle and the start point.

The constant of Clairaut can now be presented as,

C = Rsin4 (Eq. 3.22)

The wind angle á was prèviously defined as the angle between the

tangent to the geodesic wind path and the meridian at any point on the

surface. ln 2D, 0Ø is the angle between the geodesic line equation and the

vector (;r'v ) at point (x,y) such that,

0 = ryt o+t)g (Eq.3.23)

(Recall that d0 was defined earlier as the arbikary start angle at base)

ln 3D , then á is defined as,

e =(y'rosina)+eo

Substituting Eq. 3.3 and Eq, 3.23 into Eq. 3.1, yields the Constant of

Clairaut entirely in terms of the single basic geomekical property of the cone,

namely the cone angle, and an arbitrary choice of wind angle,d0 and the

arbikary choice of start position Z, which is incorporated into the Z lerm,

see Eq. 3.15.

c = [z øn al"nl(1y', o sin a) + e of ,

(Eq. 3.24)

{Eq. 3.25)
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It is clear that for a constant diameter cylinder the cone angle goes to

zero, and the radius function becomes a constant value, resulting in the

classical presentetion of Clairaut's Theorem F.q.3.22.

To demonstrate the generality of the equations, they were input into

Maple V, mathematical soft\ are. Plots of various manipulations of wind angle

are ¡llustrated in Figure 3.2 to Figure 3.5. The salient point of these figures

is that wind angles are not constant and drift upward as the radius decreases.

The characteristic of drifting angles results ¡n the cond¡tion of premature turn

around, whlch will be discussed ¡n more detail in a following section, The turn

around characteristic of the geodesic w¡nd paths prevents tapered mandrels

of long length from being completely covered with higher start¡ng wind angles.

This condition forces the designer to utilize wind patterns with extremely low

wind angles which, as previously mentioned, are not easily implemented on

most winding machines
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Figure 3.2 to Figure 3.5 demonstrate the nature of the turnaround

condition and its sensitivity to cone angle, and starting angle. lt can be seen

that mov¡ng a start locat¡on for a given wind angle to another point âlong a

mandrel, changes the value of Clairaut's constant, and is the same as

changing the angle at the original point (Figure 3.2). So if one wanted to

maintain a very low wind angle at the top of a tapered mast, a much lower

wind angle is required at the base. Such low wind angles are not very

practical since extremely small support shafts would then be required, Dome

geometry is discussed in Chapter 6.0, section 6.3,
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The derivatives of the parametric equations of the geodesic space

curve were determined using Maple V. ln Figure 3.6 the space curve of

tangent end points (Red) is plotted over the space curve of the geodesic wind

path (Blue). The length of the tangent vectors was set arb¡trarily. The mandrel

in this example is a full cone with slope .6 (cone angle.540) and length 960"

using a 10.0 wind path. ln Figure 3.7, the individual Tangent vectors (Red)

are plotted between the two space curves. Now that the tangent vector can be

determined for the geodesic using lhe explicit form, â very compact solver can

be constructed that provides informat¡on suitable for machine motion

programming.
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3.2.2 Method B

The wind angle at each new point is expressed ¡n terms of Clairaut's

Constant and the new mandrel radius. The major difference being that now

the caniage advance is used as the independent variable unlike previous

method where mandrel rotation is the independent variable. This method is

suitable for determining geodesic wind paths over dome ends or complex
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surfaces of rotat¡on. The wind angle at any axial position, i, is defined as,

o¡=sin-tIe ]

Where C is the constant of Cla¡raut, dl the

r¡=(z¡tana)

a,='i"-'fffiJ o, o,=ry',+on

path and the mer¡dian of the tapered cylinder, at radius /1. Note the basic

geometry of the mandrel can again be represented with the linear equation,

(Eq.3.26)

angle between the wind

(Eq. 3.27)

(Eq. 3.28)

Using geometry to find the position along the 2D meridian up from the base of

the mandrel corresponding to an ¡ncrement along the 3D Z axis of the mandrel

H=ÍRlc-&1

x2p = Hcos ry 2p

f 2p = l!sinry2o

Now it is possible to show that the Constant of Clairaut represents a simple

or 'zo = IRs" - &¡cos[a¡ - as ]

or t'2p =lRgc-S1rin[d,-a¡]

(Eq. 3.29)

(Eq.3.30)

(Eq.3.3r)

relationship in the 2D map, such that,

crp =[ns" - ffi].i"[øi¡ + o6]

It is clear that when the total angular increment reaches 900 that an

indeterminacy is reached equivalent to the turn around radius- However, that

very radius of turn around is now a simple function of the radius of the Great

Circle (2d map), Figure 3.1, and cone geometry. For the case of a tapered

mandrel at least, one can begin to see the physical interpretations of what
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clairaut's Constant represents. S¡nce as was shown earlier, V5D,is the initial

start¡ng angle of the 3D cone surface developed into 2D, which is also ,

V\.O = sinsx360o 
,tsq. 3.32)

3.3 ltorative Solvor

A simple method of calculating a geodesic path over a tapered

axisymmekic surface is presented in this section. The significance of this

method is it's adaptability to a variety of axisymmetric surfaces, including

surfaces for which no radius defining function is available. As well the

procedure can be readily adapted to surfaces composed of multiple functions.

The procedures were incorporated into a simple Lotus 123 spread sheet and

proved to be quite effective.

The path begins at a known arbitrary start point with a winding angle

determined arbikarily. This set of conditions then would def¡ne the constant of

Clairaut for all points where the wind path crosses a meridian.

The iterative solver is set up quite differently from the 2D-3D mapping

discussed previously, see Figure (3.9). The wind path, through the start point

defined as p1, is projected in the d¡rection of the point p2. The distance along

the axis direction, Z, is incremented by a fixed step size, &,

Since radius is â function of Z, the taper can be defined by

r=mZ+B

The new radius is simply

\=mLZ+B

(Eq.3.33)

(Eq. 3.34)
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At this po¡nt we know displacements for, two of the three axes of motion,

carriage molion LZ , and cross-feed motion

Ar'= (4 - 4.r). (Eq.3.35)

and rema¡n¡ng to be determined is the amount of mandrel rotation, ø,,such

that ,

- . ,,( ¡zøre'"'o)l
A, = ¿Stn 'l 

-l

"l.21 )

and the new angle between the wind path

a'=rin-'l9l where C=rosinoo
1.", l

(Eq.3.36)

and meridian is

(Eq. 3.37)

(Eq. 3.38)

initially. The

(Eq, 3.3e)

(Eq.3.a1)

(Eq. 3.a2)

ïhe value of the wind angle ât the surface point can now be determined such

that g = "o"-'l 
Ph?' PlP2- --- 

llprazlxlilnzl

from which lhe Constant of Clairaut can be set ¡f not known

absolute magn¡tudes of the line segments can be found from

lrtazl= ^[¡¡ * 622

(ro - Lr)V,

lrtp2l= pz- pt= (6 -(asiny)-4cosry,M)

, =2"in-,( 
tzone,\

[2] )

and la2p2l= nZ¡v¡¡/""r (Eq.3.a0)

lf the ¡nitial temporary value 0'"'P ¡s set et some arbitrarily close velue to the

desired wind angle, the calculations for mandrel rotation, Ø are simplified.

The actual arc length of a2p2 following the surface is slighfly longer at ,
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X = \ sin7/ ,I = r, cosry ,Z =>Lz

C = rosin4o

4 =.in.lcll1/

such that

r=.j6"+e

The summation of individual angular rotation increments is updated with each

increment 
^-Z.

The numerical solution was checked at each o,i the M incremenis

where a new value of the wind angle was determined. The value of Clairaut's

constant at the new position was checked against the value of C at the start

position. The test mandrel was 240'long tapered from B'radius to 6" radius

(Eq. 3.43)

(Eq. 3.¡14)

(Eq. 3.45)

(Eq, 3.46)

The value of & was set at 0.5", the value of the wind ange ?tetnP 6¡

pos¡t¡on zero was 100 . As such the value of Clairaut's Constant was

determined to be 1.38654. The actual starting wind angle at the mandrel

surface is set as 9.98600. After iteration to a length ol 240' , the value of C

had drifted to 1.3858 or an accuracy of .99950/0. A comparison of the closed

form solution and the iterative method is presented in Figure 3.8. The blue

closed form solution was solved for a total of 500 points in MapleV and

appears slightly polygonalized. At a higher resolution the two curves appear

indistinguishable and are not presented.
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Flquro 3.9: Notatlon Usod to Devslop lteratlve Solutlons for ceodeslc Wlnd Path on

3.4 Machine Motion

The values for posit¡on displacement along a geodesic space curve are

however insufficient for the functioning of a filament winder. As the solution

stands, it is sufficient only to trace the geodesic path over the surface, point by

point, as if a pen were placed at the start position tracing the intended path.

To affect the proper placement of a filament we require knowledge of the

tangent at â g¡ven point along the wind path. Since the arc lengths between

points are sl¡ghtly longer than the vector paths, which lie below the actual

surface except at the ends, tracing the vector betwêen any two adjac€nt

points along the path is a simple approximation of the tangent to the mid point.

Following elong the PlP2 vector (see Fig.3.9) one must clear the surface of

the mandrel permitting the payout eye to stand off the mandrel and the
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filament thickness. Since we have a method of determining the Cartesian

coordinates of the points along the w¡nd path,

X =qsinry,, yi=ncos1/¡,Zt=Z^Z¡ (Eq.3.az)

A position for the payout eye can be determined w¡th reasonable

accuracy.

What is required is to determine a point along ihe vector, which represents

the pos¡tion of the filament tow, where the radius is greater than the mandrel

radius by the arbitrary stand off distance SO. (See Circumferential Wind path

{nß

Chapter 2)

[*2, +n]+ so =,txjç (Eq. 3.48)

Note in the above example the values of X and y are based on the

carr¡age pos¡t¡on not the actual wind path. The start posit¡on of the payout eye

can be determined by extending the tangent from the start pos¡t¡on of the

filament path. All subsequent displacements of the coordinates of the wind

path are applied to the start coordinates of the payout eye.

The techn¡ques for determining the payout eye coordinates are

identical to those employed for circumferential winding. Maintaining the

tangent po¡nts is again possible by rotating the mandrel in reverse to the w¡nd

path diÍection. This still holds true during the reverse or return stroke portion

of the wind path. The fact that the paths are mirror images is due to the

turnaround effect pr¡or to return,

As mentioned earlier there is a requirement that the continuity of the

fiber not be interrupted during the winding procedure. We must work w¡th a
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fiber tow of continuous length until the tube is completed. This condition

requires that the path reverse itself twice in the length of the mandrel. After a

completed circuit, fon¡vard and reverse, the path is edvanced by an arbitrary

angle. Failure to do so w¡ll result in each circuit traversing the previous circuit,

and therefore closure of the structure is impossible.

The fact that a singularity is reached when the w¡nd angle approaches

900 is the basis for control of path direction. Similarly the circumferential wind

paths were reversed, however in that instance the deviailon in wind angle is

very slight, Geodesics wound at low wind angles can not be drifted into g0

degrees as easily as are the circumferential wind paths.

Know¡ng that the path reverses at a given radius from the Great Circle

we must ¡nhoduce into the mandrel a transition to this lesser radius. Each

transition results in one direction reversal. The solution was to use dome ends

attached to the mandrel cylinder body. Each of the two dome geometr¡es was

made contiguous w¡th the respective position on the mandrel body. The radii

could be quickly reduced in a very compact distance without depending on

slip. The solution used in this project was to adapt dome technology for

controlled geodesic turnarounds.

It is also required to have repeated circuits with appropriate pattern

advance after each circu¡t to complete coverage of a structure. pattern

advânce or lag perm¡ts the next circuit to be positioned at a desirable locat¡on

to effect ult¡mate closure. To accomplish this effect the large dome is

arbitrarily chosen as the location of the pattern shifting. At the end of each
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circuit the carriage remains fixed in position as the mandrel rotates lhe

appropriate angle prior to the next circuit. This angular increment without

carriage travel is referred to as Dwell. Two regions of reversal, one at each

end of the mandrel, are therefore required ¡n order to complete a circuit and

begin the next.

Using a method introduced by Hofeditz (1962), it is possible to

determine the geometry of a stable surface for geodesic w¡nding around a

dome ended mandrel. The method was originally proposed for the design of

dome ends for pressure vessels, with constant diameter cylinders. The

¡ntrinsic assumptions being that there are equal polar opening diameters for

both ends and therefore equal dome geometr¡es. However for this study some

liberties have been taken with those earlier assumptions, even with

maintaining equal polar apertures (as a direct consequence of hav¡ng equat

diameter supporf sharls) the dome geometries for a tapered cylinder are

clearly not equal.

The original method is based on netting analysis, balancing the

surface forces in the fiber under the influence of a surface normal acting

pressure such that the fiber is stabilized by having no slipping forces. The

assumption being that in our case with tapered cylinders the stable positions

over the dome are identical for a given wind path and identical banel/ dome

diameters. One can see that the dome geometry is a function of the wind

angle at the start of a dome or end of a cylinder barrel. A review of this

procedure is also given by Peters et. al. ,(1991). Full details are given in

section 6.3 ,
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ln this section a simple method of finding the geodesic wind path over a

tapered banel was presented. ln view of the previously mentioned limitations

due to fìber continuity and the need for two distinct turn around sites there ¡s a

further need to plot the geodesic path it travels over the dome and then in the

reverse direction.

A computer program based on the previously discussed algorithms was

created in a Lotus123 spreadsheet and made to accept input of radii

according to the method described by Hofeditz (.1962) for dome ends (Chapter

6.3) which was originelly a type of manually produced 2D graphic. ln simple

terms the geometry of the tapered barrel was described by a linear equation

where the radius at any point along the Z axis was simply, r =nZ+b.The

algorithm is set up with an arbitrarily small incremental distance and run

between Z=0 and Z= length of the barrel.

The geometry of the domes was determined using a different

coordinate system distinct from the barrel, w¡th radius versus X coordinates

(discussed in detail in Chapter 6.3). By align¡ng the X axis with the Z we can

get new radius points versus Z+X ax¡al distance. The ,,Step and Shoot',

method is now capable of calculating rotation and carriage advance for the

path as it approaches the polar aperture. At the singularig, when the wind

angle goes to gO0, the table of radius values is simply reversed, last ¡n first out

order until the next dome interface is encountered and new dome geometry is

input as previously.
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However, as the path approaches the last singularity one is required to

consider the input of a dwell zone to insure proper placement of the

subsequent circuit. A simple approach is to solve for the single path as

describêd rotate the mandrel by the calculated dwell amount and reset the

mandrel coordinates to the new position as zero position. Now the original

coordinates can be reused with no soph¡sticated rêcalculations. Obviously a

complex geometry that is no longer radially symmetric will require multiple

path storage capabilities ând larger memory. As such the next example using

this technique is limited to a single circuit path.

3,4,1 Example of wind path development

An example (see Figs.3.lO) of a low wind angle Geodesic path is

presented to demonstrete the development of a wind path us¡ng the numerical

methods based on the previously discussed equations. The mandrel for this

example is a 240" long tapered cylinder, w¡th a butt diameter of 16" and a top

diameter of 12". The slope is -1l120 w¡th the large end serving ae the start

position.
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Start position is arbitrarily chosen to be on the large end, and for this

example the start position is X=0', Y=8" Z= 0". Looking up the Z axis the path

appears to be progressing in a clockwise direction consistent w¡th mandrel

rotation in â counter clockwise direction. The mandrel is equipped with a

dome ended tum around at both ends (the method for determtning exact

dome geometry is described in Chapter 6,5). The domes are by nature

unequal in dimension but having equal dome apertures. ln Figure 3.10 the

path reaches the end ofthe tapered mandrel barrel and then transitions to the

surface of the small dome, Figure 3.1 1 . The path reaches the maximum

height of the dome at a radius equal to thê dome aperture seen in the r¡ght

hand side Top View of Fig. 3,1 1 . At this position the path is now at 900 to the

meridian. The path may then continue down the opposite side of the dome

with 0o of dwell , as in Figure 3.12,
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or it may s¡mply be perm¡tted to rotate for a variable dwell period. As the path

descends the dome ¡n reverse direct¡on the mandrel continues to rotate in the

same direction. lt should be noted that the relationship between mandrel

rotation and carriage advance is now highly nonlinear. ln Figure 3.12 the path

approaches the mandrel barrel. The iteretive solver had used radius inputs for

the dome solution based on radii input from the dome geometry subrout¡ne

discussed in detail later.

Upon completion of the dome solutions a new radius defining function

based on mandrel geometry is used. This function is simply the inverse of that

used for the first portion of the wind path. ln Figures 3.13 and 3.14, the path

ascends the mandrel and the large dome. lt rêaches the point of reversal at

exactly the same radius as per the small dome. This position is typ¡cally used

for primary input of dwell values. As can be seen in Figure 3.15 , adjustment

of the dwell angle can be used to set the position of the next circuit start

position.
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The computer algorithms were set up in a LOTUS 123 spread sheet,

and generatêd a table of Cartesian coordlnates for points along the path. The

coordinate table is restructured to fecilitate input to MAPLE V. The

coordinates are used to generate the space curve that perm¡ts dynamic

rotat¡on and visualization, Figures 3.13-3.15
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ln the above example the iterat¡ve solver was used to determine â

geodesic path over a complex surface composed of a linear funct¡on and an

iterative near spherical surface with no obvious closed form solution,
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4 WIND PATH EFFECTS ON MATERIAL PROPERTIES

4.1 THICKNESSVARIATION

Calculat¡on of the thickness of filament wound laminate lâyers for

tapered poles is presented in this chapter.

Design parameters for finite element analysis of composite structures

require the input of material properties and geometry. The classical laminate

theory may be used in one form or another to determine laminate properties

from a stack of individual lamina each with known material properties.

Essential to using Classical Lamination theory is knowledge of the

stacking sequence, fìber orientation for each lamina, thickness and material

properties. Any given composite structure is therefore designed by controlling

lamina properties and general sequencing of lamina to produce the desired

laminate.

Unfortunately, the filament winding process doeg not produce lamina in

the manner assumed by most casual observers of the art. The filament winder

is not by defìnition a lamina winder. The consequence of the winding process

is a set of nearly parallel fiber paths or¡ented in a manner that produces a

layer composed of forward and reverse running fibers. lt is a layer of

inten¡voven fìbers oriented at a positive and negative wind path. The two

angles cân be thought of as an angle of incidence and an angle of reflection.

The Turn Around zone, be it pins or domes, acts as the reflection zone.
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Since a filament winding machine does not generate layers d¡rectly, the

operator or machine programmer must work with the fiber tow and the

machine robotics to generate the closed surface. lf the product designer

requires a laminate of a specif¡c thickness and fiber angle, the production

engineer can not directly convert a strand of fiber into a cylinder of given

thickness. The wind angle is directly implementable since it describes a

relatioñship between mandrel rotation and carriage advence. The problem

becomes even more complex in tapered tubes where the same amount of

materiel is placed over a decreasing diameter and the wind angle changes

towards the smaller end.

Thickness is not so easily conceived. Thickness is a fixed metric,

normal to a surface. The key issue confronting the process engineer is how to

find a fixed thickness measure for a bundle of fibre that appears almost liquid

¡n crogs sect¡on.

The first problem is how to define the dimensions of a fiber tow. As

supplied by the manufacturer we have a tow weight, a specified length of fibre

has a given weight. The TEX system specifies the weight of 1,000 metres of

fiber. 1,100 TEX ís a fiber tow thât weighs 1.'l Kg at 1 kilometre. Tow weights

may be supplemented by an end count that defines the number of fibers per

tow. This does not however give one any further information as to the

thickness of the tow nor does the production eng¡neer have any method of

calculating laminate thickness.

To solve the problem of fìnd¡ng the thickness metric, first we asked

what measure can we in fact der¡ve that approaches the thickness measure.

We used the cross sectional area of the fiber tow as used by the filament
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w¡nder to develop a procedure to determine thickness of a laminate.

Confinement of the fibers into a cylinder produces a circular cross section.

Knowing the circumference of the tow, it is stra¡ght foruard to determ¡ne the

cross sectional area. S¡nce most Filament w¡nding operâtors prefer running

specific numbers of lines of given TEX, the cross sectional area of the tow is

easily determined. The wind path programmer can incorporate this basic

information into the machine control processes and insure with a high degree

of accuracy that a given winding program generates a layer of specif¡ed

thickness.

4.2 CALCULATING THE THÍCKNESS OF FILAMENT WOUND

LAMINATE

Knowing the mandrel geometry, and having a fixed cross sectional

area, the add¡t¡on of the total fiber area to the base area yields a composite

area that is assumed to be completely concentric with the base section

An additional consideration was the lack of thickness control over the

length of a tube. Wall thicknesses are a function of the mandrel radius and

wind angle. For tapered tubes of constant wind angle, p the wall cross

sectional area is constant and thickness is simply a function of radius at any

given axial pos¡tion. However the typical nonlinear wind angle is not constant

and as such the thickness varies with á. While the band width and thickness

remain constant the effective band width increases so that

11e

Eft'. B and. = 
B and llidt h'" cos u (Eq.4.r)
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The consequence ¡s thickness build up faster than one would expect on the

basis of taper ratio alone. On some parts the waste material volume was

found to approâch thet of the functional material,

An equation for lamina thickness as a function of wind angle and axial

location was developed as part of the prôject and is presented below.

t 
ç,,s) -lz "1f;" ù1" I i " # ] ]

(Eq.1.2)

Where L is the circumference of the rov¡ng bundle as measured by tying a

slring about the bundle. BW " is the effective Band Width of the rov¡ng tow.

The radii at the zero position is denoted with the zero subscript as is the

starting wind angle at the zero position. Both the unknown radius and wind

angle, d can be determined from the basic radius defining function and

therefore the wind angle can be found knowing Clairaut's equation (Eq.3.22)

Since the filament winder must produce a positive angle layer at the

same time as the negat¡ve angle, the factor 2 precedes all other terms of

Eq.4.2. The second term establishes a cross sectional area for the fiber tow.

The parameter BW" is set by the operator as the Band width of the tow ¡n the

normal direction. Setting this value arb¡trarily provides the wind path so¡ver

with a means to calculate the correct number of circuits required to close the

surface at the start point,

The point at which closure is determined should þe ordinarily the

greatest radius so that all other axial positions are also closed. The last term

is composed of two variables, the first checks for changes in radius and the
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second for the dr¡ft ¡n the w¡nd angle, making appropr¡ate adjustments to the

laminate thickness at each axial pos¡t¡on. This âlgorithm was attached to the

"Step and Shoof' wind path solver as a subroutine. The use of the thickness

equalion requires that the cross sectional area of a single line of given TEX be

known. The operetor then sets the number of lines he wishes to use in the

tow, and the expected Band Width (Figure 4.'l). As the wind angle is

determined for each point along the tube so is the laminate th¡ckness.

Variation in thickness values for given mandrels have been presented

for tapered mandrels previously. While the absolute values are of no

consequence the relative changes can be alarming. These variat¡ons in

thickness due to mandrel geometry also affect the material properties. These

issues are linked and later explored in greater detail.

,t l8
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8,ru \ êq-

Roving Tow
composed of individual roving lines

F¡our€ ¡1.1: Rov¡no Tow w¡th Eñective Band W¡dth at ver¡ouE W¡nd anoleg

4.3 VARIATION OF MATER]AL PROPERTIES FOR GEODESIC

WNDING

Knowing the basic unidirectional material properties for a given fiber

and matrix of a composite, Er, Ez, Grz, y.t2, vz1, one can begin to calculate the

transformed lamina longitudinal modulus using the classical lamination theory

( Peters, et al , 1991, Daniel and lshai, 1993, Tsai,1992),

The effective Laminate axial modulus is a somewhat more meaningful

value for designing structures. However to derive this value, the bidirectionel

nature of the f¡lament w¡nding process is treated as a biaxial laminate, with +

and - angle plies corresponding to the winding angle at each axial location.
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The thickness of the laminate, å i, diu¡d"d by 2 to get a value for lamina

thickness, t k and lhe reference plane is taken to be the midplane. Here fr , is

set to 2, because we are concerned with single filament winding layers of

var¡able angle and thickness.

The determination of effect¡ve axial modulus of an Angle Ply laminate

according to Daniel and lshai (1993) can be greatly simplified in this special

case and is defined as follows,

-f ,2 1

E.. -ll ¿,"-!-l
' hl- Ao)

Where

n,
Axx= 2 (exx)K tp=hex_,

k=t (Eq.4.4)

n,
A^-v= 2 (Qxv)k tt= h Qxt,' k=l (Eq.4.s)

t7

Avv= Ð(Qw\k tt=hQw" k=l -- 
(Eq.4.6)

Whêre the value ri is the lamina thickness å is the laminate thickness and

Q-,Qo and ø)y are the kansformed lam¡na stiffnesses at the desired wind

angle, 9.

The basic stress strâin relationship for a thin unidirect¡onal lamina under a

state of plane stress, along the principal material axes is given to be,

(Eq.a.3)

ol
o2
r6

Qtt Qn o ll .r
Qn Qzz o ll .zo o Qae )l t'e (Eq.4.7)
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Where the four independent reduced st¡ffnesses are given as,

The transformed reduced stiffnesses for a lamina loaded along an arbitrary x

and y axes, in our case the w¡nding angle, are determined using the matr¡x

transformation,

^ E.¡U..=-1 ¿L l-ltl2lt2l

V'ttDt vt'tÐ't.\ --¿-+ =-vl2- l-v nt'21 - 7-vpt'21

Qas= Gn

Qtt Qn o

Qn Qzz o

0 0 2Qae

(Eq.4.8)

(Eq.4.s)

(Eq.4.10)

(Eq.4.11)

(Eq.4.12)

(Eq.4.131

(Eq.4.14)

Qxx

Qry
Qsx

lrl
e4, 2exs I I
Qyy 2Qy, l= tr'Jl
Qsv 2Qss I I

Ir1]=
And

And with the rn and n

,r2 ,2 2ntn

,2 ,r2 -2ntn
-mn ,m ,2 - n2

,r2 n2 -2mn
n2 ,r2 2mn

mn -mn ,n2 - n2

trl=
Where

terms m = cos 0 and ¡r = sin á
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lnput of the specifìc values for the material constants, the general

values for the mandrel geometr¡es, and the roving parameters permit solv¡ng

for the lam¡ne end laminate properties. Using th¡s technique, one can examine

the effects of slight alterations to the mandrel geometry and / or w¡nd angle on

the tube structural properties. For the examples be¡ng demonskated in this

Chapter, the material properties of a typical Unidirectional E-Glass / Epoxy

composite are used. The values are taken from Daniel and lshai (1993) and

given as follows,

Et = 39GPa , E2=8.6GPa, Gn=3.8GPa , D n=0.28 , and u21 = .96.

ldeally the material properties should be determined directly from

specimens fabricated from the proposed fiber and resin system, using a

process that models the winding system under consideration. lt has been

noted that significant losses in material properties from the theoretical values

often accompeny the winding process (Peters et. al. 1991). These losses are

referred to as translation losses and have been ettributed to damage to fiber

during the deployment processes where contact w¡th stripper eyelets and a

guide roller is required. While some of these losses may be avoided with

better design and tooling, in general there w¡ll always be some losses from

fibers simply contacting other f¡bers during thê winding process.

ln the experimental section of this thesis a procedure is detailed for

establishing material values from the actual experimental materials that

reflects the production methodologies. Substitution of the experimentally

determined material constants for theoretical values is readily implemented ¡n

the iterative solver for wind paths.
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ln the quest for optimal configurat¡on of tubes, it was noted that

s¡gnificant losses of st¡ffness and unwanted thickness dev¡ations were

experienced when adjusting e laminate wind pattern from 5 to 10 degrees

(Figures 4.2 to 4.4). Such adjustments may be required to facilitate ease of

w¡nding. However, such compromises can affect the structural performance of

parts.

Due to the problem of premature turn around, there is a limit to the

length of winding possible on tapered mandrels. As a consequence, practical

winding ângles that cover the required axial distance are limited to lower

angles. Winding at 30 degrees demonstrates this point (see Figures 4.2 to

4.4). As the wind path approaches the smaller radii, the angle increases

quickly and may approach the limit of 90 degrees before covering the length.

ln Figure 4.2, one can see the increase in tube wall thickness is dramatic and

clearly nonlinear.

The iterative solver, presented earl¡er was modified to make the

additional calculations at each solution point. ln the preliminary analysís, the

wind angle at every point is taken as the ply orientation of a symmetric angle

ply. The thickness based on the effective wind angle and radius is determined

and used to establish the ply thickness which must be doubled for the + and -

angle pl¡es (see previous section). The constitutive matrix is then determined

for the point and the effective axial Young's Modulus determined. The axial

distance can be used as well to determine the axial bending stiffness (Figure

4.4). Note lhat the iterative solver never needs to complete all the circuits of

the part intended to be produced and relies on the property of radial

symmetry. The value of the computer to perform these point-by-point
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calculâtions is clearly demonskated especially when multiple wind paths are

being compared for evaluation. (At this point in the thes¡s it should be po¡nted

out that the algoithms are s¡mple and discrcet mak¡ng ¡t posslô/e to conduct

all prel¡m¡nary analys,s of theoretical poles w¡th only the use of Lotus 123

spreadsheefs.)

Using the wind angles 50, 100 200 300 400 and 500, the effects of

premature turn around are shown for the higher wind angles in Figures 4.2 to

4,4. ln the case of the higher wind angles, the effective w¡nd¡ng angles

approach the 900 much sooner than may be des¡rable and the thickness

values increase dramatically (Figure 4.2). The effects of premature turn

around can be seen in every one of the three Figures 4.24.4 as dramatic

inflection of the angle specifìc plots. Not shown for brevity is the sensitivity of

the curves to sl¡ght changes in mandrel geometry. The differences for

effective axial modulus values between the base and tip regions are plotted in

Figure 4.3 and summarized in Table 4.1. The bending stiffnesses for each of

the winding patterns is plotted in Figure 4.4

,t2L
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Figur€ 4.4 Varlet¡on in B€ndlng Stlffnsss

aeme mandrcl

Base Th¡ckness Base E, (GPa) Start¡ng Wind

Angle

Tip Thickness Tip Axial

Modulus(GPa)

.00054 m 38.42 õ .00109 m 36_69

.o00547 m 36.73 10 .uu1 144 m 29.83

.000573 m 30.09 20 .uu]4ob m 12.56

000622m 21.23 30 .U]Jö M 8,59

000703 m 14.09 40' TA@13.05m u'¡4 m 8.59

UUUöJö l'Il 10.31 50'rA@ 8.53 m .u10ö m 8.59

coverage occurs.

All configurations in Table 4.1 use the same Band Width, 10 lines of

2,200 TÊX E-Glass with a measured C¡rcumference of 0.365 in. The

un¡directional Young's Modulus E, for this material is taken also to be 39 GPa.

The mandrel geometry and f¡lament tow values were taken from the actual
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values developed to produce the exper¡mental poles used in the Ph,D. thes¡s

of S. lbrahim (2000).

ln the case of a 100 wind path over the designated mandrel ol 72O", a

loss of 237o of the original starting modulus is noted. This loss is also

accompanied by a substantiâl increase in tube thickness of over 100% relative

to the base thickness. The loss in effective stiffness resulting from increasing

the wind angle must be countered by increâsing the laminate thickness. Such

solutions result ¡n ever heavier poles and consequently poles become ever

more costly. Clearly poles built ignoring the premature turnaround issue are

unl¡kely to perform sat¡sfactorily, and clearly a solution to this problem is

required.
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5 THE JOINTED POLE

5.I JOINTED POLE CONCEPT

Knowing the difficulties associated w¡th long tapered tubes required for

use as electric power transmission and d¡sk¡bution poles, some fundamental

changes to the design were adopted to mitigate the consequences. ln short, ¡t

was decided to begin focusing on the feasibility of using jointed components

to assemble a much larger pole.

The bas¡c concept ¡s shown graphically in Figure 5.1 showing the

relationships between barrel dimensions and joint length (J.¿.). However

physical constraints and economics play â significant role in determining the

minimum acceptable length. ln this study, a 20'length for the segments was

selected in order to utilize conventional trucking capacity and minimize the

number of additional mandrels to be conskucted. Much larger mandrels would

have required larger support shafts and thus polar apertures which in turn

would have forced the use of higher less efficlent wind angles.

Other issues related to utility poles that had to be considered included

crane capacity, building length and intemal working space. The removal of a

pole from a mandrel requires that the floor space be able to accommodate the

doubling of the actual part. As the part is removed from the mandrel along the

length, the inner mandrel length is added to the part length and complete

separation occurs at only twice the length when the mandrel is fully exposed.
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5,2 SOLUTION TO VARIABLE MATERIAL PROPERTIES

The concept of a jointed pole was justified by assembling an analysis of

the individual pole segments, each shown with its own start position, in Figure

5.2.The axial stiffness degrades rapidly with increasing length. For a single

segment pole the stiffness is reduced from 37 GPa to less than I GPa in total

over a 600 inch length (Green Line). lf the 600" pole is assembled from 5

lengths each of 120'then the total loss of stiffness is reduced by only 8 GPa

(Brown Line).The jointed pole concept demonstrates the stabilizing effect on

pole stiffness. However, the tip region remains vulnerable to serious

degradation.

The experimental component of the project exemines the nature of

joint development lengths and thicknesses. The joint design as presented

requires a modified region of the mandrel that permits the integration of the

joint into the tube wind¡ng process eliminating the requirement for both

separate product¡on process and complex assembly procedure. Further

details on the integration of the joint region w¡th the mandrel are given in the

next section.

ln Figure 5.3 a superposition of three w¡nding programs is shown.

All the segments start at the same w¡nd engle and laminate thickness.

To achieve this goal, the actual circuit number for each segment is set

for full coverage at its respective base. Figure 5.3 also demonstrates the

utility of the previously discussed algorithms when encoded into MapleV

software. ln Figure 5.4 the jointed pole thickness is compared to that of
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single poles. Clearly a substantial control of thickness as well as

stíffness var¡ation becomes possible. Further the material usage and

cost decline for the smaller segments and the centre of gravity is forced

toward the base.

top geêùton - Wi!hout tâ¡rulê

\e
Þase gêceion wi,th F€rrul€

tongitudin¡I g.ctLon D.È.lling iloinÈ ov€rlqt S.gj.ont
r¡d Di¡år¡rior¡r for Màídrel Cor¡at¡ucËion of Fe!ñ¡le
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Flqur€ 5,3: suo€roo€ltlon of 100 GeodsBic wlnd Path
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6 TOOLING

6,1 MANDREL DESIGN

The mandrel under consideration was very large and outside of the

scope of local metal fabricators to produce at a reasoneble cost. Due to the

difficulty in obtaining a mandrel, its construction became a paramount ¡ssue.

As a consequence some innovation in the approach uras required.

The winding angles selected for the experimental poles were a

combination of neâr zero longitudinal winding, for high st¡ffness during

bending and circumferential w¡nding for many other reasons, resistance to

the ovalization phenomena during bending (lbrahim, 2000). Two basic types

of winding, geodesic and non-linear, were investigated (Figures 1.1 and 1 .2).

NonJinear winding is where fiber is wound over a cylinder

starting at 900 at a zero position and gradually increasing the angle to a

desired value over some distence (Figure 1.2). The part is wound for a

desired distance at that angle eventually transitioning to 900. Once at 900 the

path can be reversed ftnishing a single cycle or circuit. Unfortunately such

w¡nding requ¡res a large transition length to get from 900 down to the desired

low wind angle. This results in additional length requirements for the

mandrels. Also large amounts of resin and fiber must be removed and

discarded to isolate the desired section of the part being fabricated.

The bed length of the winding machine can also ¡mpose restr¡ctions on

the solution to the problem. We felt that non linear winding would force a
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reduction in the effective length being wound w¡thin the fixed bed capacity and

result in high waste factors.

Non-linear winding was under consideration due largely to the simple

requlrement for a turn around method at the end of each fiber circu¡t, in spite

of the handicaps. There was one other method available, and that being the

use of pin rings shown in Fi9.6.1. However, this solution did not solve the

stripping force problem and added a large amount of complexity to

preparation time and motion control programming. Pin rings also require

substantial local mechanical support in order to cope with the tension in the

roving lines, which can be very high at low winding angles. Furthermore there

is a local distortion of the fiber path in the area adjacent to the pins due to the

fact that several circuits are forced to share the same pin.

After reviewing the literature (Peters et. al. 1991) it became epparent

that the pressure vessel industry and some pipe winders used dome ended

mandrels to facilitate turn aróund. lt was clear that both industries however

were working with constant diameters es shown in Figure 6.2.

Pin Ring
with gappin
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Review of the work of Hofed¡E (1962) and Peters et. al. (1991)

described a technique for generating geodesic dome contours to facilitate

winding. Careful consideration revealed that while the dome apertures weÍe

necessarily conf¡ned to be equal at each end of the mandrel to avoid slippage,

no such restriction actually applied to the geometry of the dome. Using the

iterat¡ve geodes¡c path solver developed for the project as discussed

previously and software developed by Mcclean Anderson as a reference

guide, it was determined that unequal geodesic domes w¡th non- equal

apertures were indeed compatible with the geodes¡c wind path solver used by

the McOlean Anderson program. ln fact the purpose built programs submitted

the mandrel and dome designs to the McOlean software to see if it could

generatô the same geodesic pâth over the proposed surface and generate the

proper machine motion codes. Having established the mathemat¡cal valid¡ty of

the concept, ¡t wâs required to begin the design of such a mandrel.

It is worth noting at this point that the software shipped with our winding

machine was not suitable for evaluating or designing tapered mandrels with

domes. This left us with â need to understand the design details of the

mandrels and geodesic space curyes and thus began the process of

developing in-house open architecture programs. However, the original

McClean Anderson software was always required to convert lhe wind paths

into functional macli¡ne motion files controlling the various motors associated

with each axis.

ln order to mount the mandrel, shafts are required and these were to

enter the mandrel through the dome apertures, the size of which was

controlled by Clairaut's Theorem (Eq.3.22). The maximum size of the shaft is
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determined by the required wind angle, and also by the mass of the mandrel.

Now it was clear that the lower the w¡nd angle, we wished to wind, the

smaller the shaft diameters and therefore the mandrel would have to be ever

lighter,

It was not clear at the time whether such large parts could actually be

wound with such low wind angles, nor whether such light mandrels could

survive the enormous forces required for removal of the finished parts, using

conventional hydraulic mandrel str¡ppers.

Unfortunately no examples of this technique being applied to tapered

poles had been discovered during our searches. Also part removal solutiong
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for pressure vessels were not suitable. Geodesic winding on tapered dome

ended mandrels appeared to promise precision control of low wind angle

paths, reduced waste, better control of lhickness, and fast winding times, but

required new and independent solutions .

Using software provided by McOlean-Anderson , Composite Designer,

simulations of mandrels sat¡sfying the geometry were designed and saved as

.mdf and .mtf (mandrel definition files) files. Various wind paths were selected

and examined for feas¡bil¡ty of encoding as .mmt ( machine motlon f¡les) . This

exercise would reveal any problems w¡th machine motion and physical

envelope limitat¡ons. Suitable w¡nd paths were found with acceptable angles

as low as from 20 to 10 degrees; ¡t wãs decided to proceed with the

fabr¡cet¡on of mandrels.

Three mandrels were required to produce 3, 20' sections totaling 60'

with a base d¡ameter of 24" and tip d¡ameter of I 2" (Figure 5. 1). Step one was

the construct¡on of a 20'top section having diameter varying linearly from 16"

to 12" with appropriate dome ends and extraction provisions. The taper rate

was constant for all 3 poles at 1" of radius per 10" of length. Slope was

determined to be þ't/120). The radius equation will remain the same for larger

sections with only the B component adjusted,

6.2 COMPOSITE MANDREL DESIGN

A method was adopted which relies on a very l¡ght skeletal structure

composed of high strength plywood stat¡ons aligned over a central spine
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refened to as a Strong Back. The circular stations required a special tool to be

fabricated, that would machine inner and outer c¡rcles prec¡sely. ln Figure 6.3

the basic arrangement ¡s shown for the station cutting f¡xture.

The stations were sized such that construct¡on deta¡ls would assemble

themselves to provide an ultimate outer surface matching the pole inner

dimensions, Figure 6.4. Contrary to metal fabrication procedures where the

starting material is reduced down to the desired dimension, this solution had

to purposefully start ât an inner position and bu¡ld up to the target dimension.

The circular stations were assembled and bonded to an aluminum spine.

Bracing was dêployed between stat¡ons to increase the shear resistance of

the edge bonded structural rings.

The entire assembly was ultimately skinned over with thin wooden

Strip-Planks. These strip planks were machined to a constant 3/8' thickness

and tapered in width to permit meridian style planking. Each plank when

applied over the top of the stations remains fixed in the same meridian path,

eliminating the need for "Stealer Planking".

Once the planking was closed, the mândrel was cleaned of all

fasteners and roughly machined to a concentric taper in the f¡lament winder.

The wooden surface was then laminated with epory and fiberglass fabric. This

stage provides essential confinement for the very light and fragile core. Dome

drive boots were installed just prior to the final closure and the shafis precisely

aligned. See next section for dome details. Once the drive assemblies and the

planking are closed in the preliminary laminate, the mandrel was mounted in

the filament winder and the structural skin stage ¡nitiâted.
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The very f¡rst w¡nd program implemented in our project was the

coverage of the mandrel body. The mandrel was over wrapped with sufficient

layers of f¡breglass roving and epoxy r€sin to build the surfaces up beyond the

minimum required pole inner dimensions. Up to this stage the mandrel weight

was less than 200lbs. The winding process added almost 300 lbs of glass

and resin. As was discussed earlier thickness problems were confrmed. The

buildup rate on the smaller end was excessive.

The use of non-linear winding was found to be very problematic. As

well as wasting large amounts of material and turn around zones, it was also

noted that fibers oriented at near 900 were extremely difficult to machine

properly. The problem appears to have been tearing out of very long strips of

fiber as the cutter heads passed across the roving bundles. This discovery

leads us to abandon the non-linear and circumferential winding and use only

the geodesic winding pâtterns.

At the time another option was considered, to switch from cutter

grinding heads to abrasive type belts, a process sometimes referred to as

"linishing'. The costs of conversion were found to be unacceptable and not

pursued. These comments are made to qualify our experience and suggest to

the reader, that our procedures are not to be cons¡dered ¡deal.

The surface was machined back down to the desired d¡mensions by

substituting diamond bits for carb¡de b¡ts in the router. The diamond abrasive

cutters tended to reduce the fiber pull out problem, and provided a super¡or

surface finish. The cutting debris was found to be so irritâting to the

mach¡nists that production of the mandrel was stopped to adapt a power

driven carriage with a dust extraction system.
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The final machined surface was coated with a tool¡ng resin and

polished as would any fiberglass mould. The or¡ginal mandrel design included

a parallel system of ¡ntemal air lines to provide air pressure assisted

extraction of the completed parts. The air inlet ports were hidden beneath the

dome face of the large end. The ports could be accessed only after the dome

end wâs displaced by several inches, Since the large dome end is not used

for extraction it is quite easy to release once a circumferential parting cut is

made around the end of the big end of the banel. Note that the barrel ends

are covered with %" (6mm) steel plate specifically to assist the dome parting

cuts.

The air release system was later abandoned when new tooling

surfaces and release agents had reduced the required extraction force to less

than 100 foot pounds of torque for a 20 foot (6 m) pole. The finished weight for

the 20' long ,varying diameter of 16" to '12" tapered mandrel was

approximately 390lbs (177 kgs). The drive boot assemblies made up

approximately 40% of the total weight.

At the time of writing the prototype composite mandrel is still in

service periodically and has exceeded 40 parts, some of which have

weighed as much as the mandrel itself. The mater¡als cost was less than

$5,000 CDN, much of it spent on the tooling fixtures and router carriage

system. The process has since proved to be well suited to the fabrication of

low cost production quality tooling and has been adopted as the method of

choice.

The process of building a low cost composite mandrel was driven

pr¡mar¡ly by economic considerations, but revealed a host of opportunities not
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previously considered. ln our situation the payout eye and ¡ts carriage were

mounted on the reverse side of the mandrel to the router carriage. As such

the router carriage did not obstruct the winder performance as long as the

cutter heads were retracting from the surface. This relationship revealed that a

filament winder could be adapted easily to become a combined manufacturing

station.

By incorporat¡ng the mach¡ning heads into the robotics system, a

complex series of machining processes could be performed on a part before it

is removed from the winder and mandrel. The integration of the various

processing technologies into the w¡nding machine opens the possibilities for

the technology not possible currently on any other type of composites

fabricalion process.

There is clearly a very accurate positioning system available for a

number of drilling and cutting operâtions as well as testing procedures.

Winding can be broken up ¡nto a number of stages interspersed with

machining and material testing processes. The part that is ultimately removed

from the machine may not requ¡re any further processing costs, since even

the finishing proc€ss can be performed in the machine as was proved with our

mandrel polishing procedures.
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FiouE 6.3 Toollno Fixturs for Cutt¡no Pßci8lon Cross.S€ct¡onel luandÞl Statlons
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F¡ours 6.4: Compo8lte tandr€l Skolêton

6,3 DOME.ENDED TURN AROUND: GEODES|C DOME MODELLTNG

FOR SPECIFIC WND ANGLES

The method of calculating ideal dome geometry for geodesic domes

was adapted from lhe work of Hofeditz (1962) which was based on 'Netting

Analysis". The technique was commonly used by pressure vessel designers

for its simpl¡stic approach. Netting analysis permits the designer to neglect

entirely the contributions from resin, as well as assum¡ng stable geodesic wind

paths. The geodesic stabilig permitted modeling of fibre forces per unit length
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on a shell element to be ¡n equilibrium with the ¡nternal pressure, pí dirècted

outwards and normal to a surface point. Cook and Young (1985) and Peters,

et, al. (1991) describe the meridional and hoop membrane forces per unit

length ¡n terms of the hoop and meridional stresses as

Nr= 6u¡= P,Ra
2

N, =oot = P,RrQ-+)

(Eq.6.1)

(Eq.8.2)

The two stress in the meridional and hoop directions ate oM and d H

respectively. The radii of curvatures in the meridional and hoop direct¡ons are

respectively RM and Rn . The term f denotes the thickness of the shell

element.

Hofeditz (1962) and Peters, et. al. (1991) note that the membrane

forces can also be resolved in terms of fiber forces acting on a unit length ¡n

the two principal directions. Figures 6.5 and 6.6 ¡llustrate graphically how the

meridional and hoop stress resultants are determined, respectively. The

fundamental assumption being that the force per fiber is every where constant

and equal. This assumption is principally due to the nature of geodesic

filament winding where the fibers are stable under the influence of tension

over a surface, having no slippage or shear forces to displace the f¡ber.

' Hofeditz(1962) describes the two stress resultants in terms of fiber

forces as

Nu = nT cos2 0 (Eq.6.3)
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Nu = nT sinz 0 {Eq.6./r}

Please note that n is now defined as the number of fibers per unit length and

T is now tension or Force per Fibre. The product of n and T ¡s Force per unit

length.

----.-o

Tãdo forco Dtrtùê
arlHrr ¡i:ro|¡ cl¡l lnt,
nonnl to ile¡ldsr

6,,.-
T,t9n¡lo¡, Forcô p.r

Nmrb.Ì of FÞts
¡oroü3 or¡l krà pcr uíit loûglh

2 X (n ¿ Fbns/unl lrnür) x co. 0

Too30

Flgurs 6,5 ¡lerldlonal Resultants

Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show how to transform the Tension and number of

fibres per unit length, oriented at an angle tP with respect to the mer¡dian, into

forces acting across a cut llne normal to either the meridian or the hoop axes.
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Tenslonr FoI.çe pen Flþre
octlng ocross cut llne,

nornf,l 'to Hoop

Tsln 0

l-looo Resuttont
NH =nlslnc0

Hoop Dlrectlon

Number oÊ Êibres,
ocross cut llne,
e X (n/e) sln 0

c
0
F
U
0l!
Ê
c
É
E
L
ÐE

FígurB ô.6 Hoop Resultants

Equilibrating the equations Eq.6.1 and 6.3 to elim¡nate the

resultant gives

Pßn - ,7 
"o"z 

g
2

!Å.(r-!.\=nrsin2 g
2 [ R")

To eliminate the P terms, recall that

(Eq.6.5)

(Eq.6.6)
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C = rsin| o, sin| =9r

and using trigonometric relationships cos d =

*=*(#)
zÅ'(r-!.\=,r(4\2 [ R,) ("'J

!,' =*n't

Dividing Eq.6.10 by Eq.6.9 results in the following equation

. ^\ 2

z -zl9\RH \rJ
RM t-l9l'l.r/

^l¡ -e
t

(Eq.6.7)

(Eq.6.8)

(Eq.6.e)

(Eq.8.10)

{Ec.6.ll}

(Eq.6,12)

Note that a new radius term r has been introduced by Eq.6.7 and refers

specifically to the distance between the mandrel or dome surface and the axis

of revolution at r¡ght angles to the axis. The two equations Eq.6.5 and 6.6 can

now be wr¡tten as

Hofeditz(1962) points out that Eq.6.9 and 6.10 are not ¡ndependent. Since if

one divides Eq.6.4 by 6.3 the result ¡s a relationship dependent on wind angle
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The method was also presented by Peters,et.al.(1991) in a slightly different

format in order to resolve thickness of fibers to balance an internal pressure.

Cook and Young (1985) present a discussion of a technique used to generate

dome heads for pressure vessels based on the work of Biezeno in 1922. This

technique appeers strikingly familiar to the dome development discussed by

Hofeditz (1962) and Peters et. al. (1991) and presented in the following

discussion,

The geodesic dome contour profile can be generated in the 2

dimensions and g¡ven to the machinist for shaping each of the dome ends.

The method presented in the following discussion was designed to permit

graphical solutions to be generated by the Lotus 123 spreadsheet program'

Fig.6.7 illustrates the construction of a generalized small end dome contour'

Slnce a mandrel typically requires two domes, the large end dome contour

can be solved by inverting the following procedure. The coordinates for the

dome contours are self referential, so that they will still require transformat¡on

when coupled to a particular mandrel. This union of two domes w¡th an

intermed¡ate banel is required to solve for a complete wind path as was

illustrated previously in Figs,3.1 1-3,15.
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Flouít 6.7: Geods8ic Domo Contour Gen€t"tion

For the first step or iteration the procedure requ¡res that one start at the

equator of the dome where x=O ,r=a (the rad¡us of the equator). The initial

hoop radius, RL =a (the superscript denofes fñe itention number) is identical

to the equator radius. The dome radius, \ = a lor the first iteration (fhe

subscnþt denofes the ¡terat¡on number for th¡s variable). The winding angle

w¡th respect to the mer¡d¡an is, tA , at the mandrel dome interface and must

be established first in order to determine both the polar aperture rad¡us, ,¡ and

Clairaut's Constant, C since both are equal to the product asind discussed

previously.
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Substituting the parameters C, h, and a into Eq.6.12 and g¡ves a value for

j?]o 
, tne meridional rad¡us. Referr¡ng to Figure 6.7 the hoop radius, R}, is laid

out from point C1 to A1 and the meridional raOius, ÀL from C1 to 81.

Now the procedure requires that the line from C'l to 81 be swung

througÈr an arbitrary angle, pr, to point C2. The choice of angle, ø should be

limited to a very small value in order to avoid polygonalizing the contour' ln

this project the increment anglè was set to 0.1 degrees. Having established

point C2 ¡t ¡s possible to detemine the 
^x 

and 
^r 

values to yield the xz and the

12 values.

Lr, = RL - Rl cosry , (the change in radius )

Mt = RL sin¡2, the meridional increment

rz = a - Mt , solution required for next iteration

Íz = )\ * l-xt, solution required for next ¡teration

Ri = (RL- ni ¡ :¡ 
Rl 

+ ni,
"' ' R), cosry

C2A2-- Rl, is the new Hoop radius

Second lteration,

z t2

24[91
R:H \n )E-;lÍ

\n)
Note second angle increment by r¿ for a total of 2y angular advance.

M, = R'u cos(90 - zrfi - Êu cos(90 - 7)

Lr, = R'" sin(90 - ztY) - R'?, sin(90 - ¡4)

\=rz-Mz

(Eq.6.r3)

(Eq.6.14)

(8q.8,15)

(Eq.6.16)

(Eq.6,17)

(Eq.6.r8)

(Eq,6.r9)

(Eq.6.20)

(Eq.6.21)
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x, = x, - Ãx, (Eq,8.Z2l

Rt, = -+= , new Hoop radius for next iteration," cos(2ry)

(Eq.6.23)

The start of the third iteration which is now 3r¡/ degrees and the solution to thè

new meridional curvature radius, ,R; becomes

¡ ;2

24[91À; lt,/
E= ,-kf (Eq.8'24)

r-l- |

\rr,/

The procedure is repeated unlil r = C -- polar aperture = h

Note that the value of the polar aperture must be the same for left and

right domes as it should be constant for compliance w¡th the theorem of

Clairaut, however the domes themselves will be quite different in geometry.

To comply with the theorem we should modify one dome or the other to reflect

the proper wind angle at the equatoni so that C is equal.

lf the wind path were to deviate either through slip or some other

method as it approaches a dome equator then establ¡shing a new value of C,

one can alter the dome aperture to some degree. Having non-equal dome

apertures is the principal driving force behind the search for non-geodesic

solvers. ln effect the non-geodesic paths being sought are very smãll

perturbations of a geodesic path and are not random in any way (Maheswaran

(1998) and Denost (1982)).
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ln the following Figures 6.8 , 6,9 and 6.10 , the same mandrel barrel is

used to show how the large and small dome ends must be changed to

accommodate different wind angles. The mandrel is 120" (3048 mm) long

with a slope o1 11120, base diameter 6' (152mm) and top diameter of 4'

(101.6 mm). ln Figure 6.6 the start wind angle at the base is 10o drifting to

15.09 o. Since the banel radius changes by 1" (25.4 mm) the two domes

require different geometries accommodating the appropriate wind angles.

Note that the dome apertures are significantly different. This situat¡on can

limit the size of the drive screw mechan¡sm employed at the two ends. When

the Figures 6.6 ,6.7 and 6.8 are compared, it is clear that low w¡nd angles will

require smaller drive shafts limiting the suspended weight of the mandrels.

Higher winding angles permit greater latitude with drive shaft diameters at the

expense of axial st¡ffness of the structure. The red plot is for the large end

dome , the green l¡ne the small end dome and the blue line is the dome

aperture required at the small end.
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6,4 SELF.EXTRACTINGDRIVEMECHANISM

The drive boots and thrust plates must be installed on their respect¡ve

ends of the cylinder to permit fixturing of the assembled mandrel to the

winding machine. Once the composite cylinder is completely closed and dr¡ve

shafts and domes installed it can be mounted directly into a filament w¡nding

machine for final application of glass fiber,

Domes must be previously completed, covered w¡th epoxy / glass and

have the surface prepared. The mandrel cylinder must be wrapped with

suff¡cient layers of fiber and resin to permit precise machining to the required

dimensions. However dome geometry must remain fixed. This requires that

the fiber bond to the mandrel cylinder and not to the domes. A release agent

is applied to the dome surfaces.
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Once the mandrel is completely surfaced the extra material is removéd

from the dome ends. The requirement of dome ends during mandrel

fabrication illustrates the importance of providing a means for the filament

path to reverse directions. While great effort was previously described in

determining the ideal fiber path for poles, this effort is also fundamental to

fabricating mandrels, Clearly the work¡ng surface of the mandrels must be

wound with a controlled thickness of material. A typical nonJinear wind path

with dog-bone ends would have resulted in uncontrolled thickness build up at

the ends where the path reverses direction. Furthermore, circumferential

winding would have made no sign¡f¡cent contribution to the axial stiffness of

the composite mandrel. Due to the method of machining, problems were

encountered with circumferential layers peeling in strips during the machining

process.

The ends ofthe mandrel incorporated en innovative screw drive device

to which the end domes were mounted. This mechanism perm¡tted the

applicâtion of torque to the drive screw to force the domes away from the

cyl¡ndrical body of the mandrel w¡thout rotating the mandrel.

The drive screw assembly is analogous to a Bench Screw. The shaft is

permitted to rotate freely within the drive boot by means of a large thrust

bearing. The drive shaft itself is fitted through a steel sleeve to maintain

proper centering of the shaft, When the dome is screwed down the shaft, it will

friction lock w¡th the end of the mandrel. Once the dome is locked to the

mandrel it is possible to rotate the shaft and the ent¡re mandrel within the

filament winding machine mounting chucks.

155
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The small dome end can þe simply d riven eway trom the mandrel small

diameter, pulling the paft (The object being fabricated, f¡lament wound tube)

with it Figure 6.1 1. However a parting cut is required at the junction of the

large diameter and large dome before âttempting to extract the part. Rotation

of the drive shaft was converted to a linear displacement w¡th no rotation in

the dome through the use of a floating drive shaft restrained only in the axial

direction. The self elrtract¡ng dome end has now been utilized on six different

filament winding mandrels.

ln the case of very heavy mandrels with large counter rotating tension

forces on the roving band, engagement pins may be installed on the inner

faces of the mandrel ends that lock Into the matching dome end faces.

OOHE OPENINC FOR PART REMOVAL

Fioure 6.11: Self-Extractlno Dome Drivs Mschanlsm
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From prev¡ous discussions, it becomes clear that the shafi and its

sleeve must be limited to the max¡mum polar aperture diameter in order to

maintain stable geodes¡c paths. Small increases in polar aperture, to

accommodate larger shafis, have been shown to have serious effects on

dome strength (Gramoll 1990). lt mey not be relevant to menufacturers of

tubes where the domes ere later discarded. However if small changes in the

wind angle are also required to accommodate larger support shafts then as

was discussed earlier, the entire structure will be altered as a consequence.

Thê limitat¡ons that geodesic wind paths impose on shaft dimensions

are serious and conversely if mandrel weights require large diameter support

shafts, these then impose a serious limit on the wind path. The use of light

weight composite mandrels mit¡gates to some extend the severity of the

problem.

The design engineer should also bear in mind during the design

process that the mandrel shafis are also required to support the combined

weights of the mandrel and finished part, as well as the frictional forces during

the removal procedure. Clearly then the designer requires an accurate

finished part weight before determining the shaft dimensions especially when

using low angle helical winding.

,t87
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7 ANALYS¡S

The electrical power industry is currently consider¡ng replacement of

wooden poles by new mâter¡als for a variety of environmental and economic

reason6. To satisfy the electrical industry, tubular composite poles âre now

being produced, by a number of processes including pultrusion and f¡lament

wind¡ng. The composite tubes are to be used as distribution and transmission

line poles. Currently wooden poles are classif¡ed according to ANSI 05.1 Pole

Standards (1992).

Sherman(1984) found that composite poles, produced by filament

winding, have been difficult to design to meet specific load classification

parameters since they typically are designed with the focus on deflection

l¡mitetions. Failure of poles was found to be due to excessive deflection rather

than collapse. He described a method of overcoming some of the design

obstacles that required considerable expertise in filament winding and

experimental effort, He also noted some characterist¡cs of f¡lement wound

tubes that lead to some difficulties in analysis. Since he wâs working with a

limited number of pole designs, simple methods were suff¡cient to obtain

satisfactory functional designs. lt was clear that Sherman (1984) had acted in

a unique p¡votal capacity to integrate the filament winding process w¡th the

performance requirements of the electrical industry.

An extensive research program has been car¡ed out at the University

of Manitoba over the last 10 years aimed at developing performance criteria

and design guidelines for compos¡te poles. These guidelines are based on

both strength and serv¡ceability (deflection) criteria,
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ln this Chaptêr a new method for computing deflections of tapered

composite tubes loaded as cantilevers, is presented. Sherman (1984)

presented a paper using the simplified beam deflection model to predict

deflections of fiberglass poles of various thicknesses. While Sherman (1984)

lim¡ted his investigations to tip deflections, methods presented here determine

the deflected shape of the enl¡re pole. The theoreticâl model was designed so

that, once satisfactory deflection performance is achieved for a pole, all input

data is retr¡evable for manufacturing purposes. Such data ¡ncludes, wind

angles, numb€r of layers, winding patterns and roving bandwidth .

The deflection model is based on the more sophisticated Bernoulli-

Euler equation, capable of modeling large deflections, and is derived in part

from the work of Bisshopp and Drucker (1945).

Traditional methods of analysis of composite structural members

assume that the material properties ere constant along their length. This,

however, ¡s not the case ¡n tapered filament wound tubes. The fabrication

method of tapered tubes is robotic controlled filament winding. This procedure

uses both circumferential and geodesic winding patterns. Details on the

filament winding procedures and fundamental mathematics are d¡scussed ¡n

some detail by Peters, et.al. (1991).

One of the consequences of using the winding pattems based on

geodesic space curve equations is the variation in material properties, along

the length, due to the tapered mandrel surfaces. This phenomenon does not

occur for circumferential winding patterns based on tapered hel¡x equat¡ons.

The winding of poles requiring both types of winding, results in complex

variation of material properties.
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This chapter addresses the deflection character¡stics of filament

wound poles that requ¡re spec¡al considerations due to the ¡nherent var¡able

material properiies. Methods of determining the variaiion of the axial Young's

modulus and the var¡able moment of inerlia are presented. A brief description

of a s¡mple beam deflection model is presented and compared to an iterative

solut¡on, based on the Bernoulli-Euler (B-E) beam deflect¡on equation. The

deflection predictions for the new methods are compared to test datâ taken

from experiments on single sect¡on poles.

The focus on theoretical issues is largely due to the fruskation w¡th

expectations based on conventional mater¡als. lt was clear that filement

winding was considerably different from traditional fabrication and would

require new analysis methods. Chapter 7,0 is the search for analysis tools

which will be employed in Chapters 8.0 through 10.0 and for discussion of the

experimental results.

7,1 THE BEAM THEORY EQUATIONS

ln the following discussion of deflections it ¡s convenient to use

the established nomenclature and as such the axial direction of tubes

previously referred to as the Z axis is replaced by the X axis. The

deflection of cantilever beams can be approximated by the following,

"Simplified" Euler elastic curve equation

ô2M
ãTy = TT (Eq.7.l)

Eq.7.1 however neglects the square of the first derivative in the fundamental

Bernoulli-Euler curvature formula Eq.7.2 (Bisshopp and Drucker, 1945).
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ô2t'
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- ^-3 - EI
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L \ 4t',/ .l lEq.7.2)

ln the case of cantilever beams, the shortening of the moment arm during the

deflection is a major contribution to the error in the deflection value (Bisshopp

and Drucker, 1945). This error increases with larger deflections.

Solutions to Eq.7.2 are problematic for the case of tapered cantilevers

since the result¡ng differential equation contains variable coeffìcients.

According to Parkinson, et. al.(2000), "The elliptic integral solutions for

cantilever beams are cumbersome, time consuming and only usable for

simple loading cases."

Many gpes of incremental or numerical methods have been

developed. Bisshopp and Drucker (1945), prior to the computer era, used a

combination of integral tables and numerical methods for a simple prismatic

beam. Flodin (1957) developed a graphical method using the moments of

inertia, calculated at various points along the beam to scale deflection values

for tapered cantilever beams. A Runge-Kutta numerical approach was taken

by Kemper (1968) with convergence problems that were solved with a trial

and error approach. Other authors have foregone such numerical techniques

and have relied on various finite element methods. Among them are Ohnishi

and Matsuzaki (1985) who were analyzing a graphite composite fishing rod

subject to large deflections.

The focus of previous work on large deflection of tapered tubes

was $pically applied to fTshing rod designs. Among the internat¡onâl fly

fishing community a number of deflection issues, as related to stress and rod
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performance, hãve been ctebated ánd implemented by custom rod builders.

Other complex procedures for designing high performance fishing equipment

have also been developed (Spolek, G.A. and Jefferies, S. R., 1982). One such

procedure includes the discretization of the composite rods into short sections

which allows the computation of deflect¡on using iteretive procedures. The

method described in this paper is derived from the method used by Falka

Gregersen to design fly rod tapers (Personal Communication).

Previous work on large deflection problems has focused on simple

isotropic problems or assumed that the study material could be described as

such. ln this paper, the material being analyzed is treated as having non-

linearly variable thickness and material propertiês, w¡th exact values

calculated at any point along the length of the tube.

7,2 lHE BERNOULLI.EULER BEAM DEFLECTION MODEL

According to Bisshop and Drucker (1945), the Bernoulli-Euler theorem

states lhat the curvature of a flexible member is proportional to the bending

moment and that the length of the member remains constant. The curvature,

k, is expressed in terms of arc length, s, and slope angte d as follows,

,dóMtu- dt - EI (Eq.7.3)

Using Eq.7.3, as the starting point, the curvature at any point can be

calculated only if the moment function of the deflected shâpe is known. lf the

undeflected beam is discretized into short segments of uniform length, then
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the flexural rigidity of the member at each point can be determined from the

basic geometry of the beam in question.

The length of each segment is analogous to the arc length, s, of

Bisshopp and Drucker (1945). lf at f¡rst, the concentrated load is applied at the

tip of the cantilever and curvature, k, computed for each end of a segment, a

first approx¡mation of the radii of curvaturc (F1/k) can be determined, as

shown ¡n Fi9.7.1. The basal segment is fixed at the one end and has a slope

equal to zero and a radius of curvature for the basal po¡nt, ro , shown in

Fi9.7.2. The radius of curyature for the distal end of the fìrst segment is also

determ¡ned and is defined as 11. Div¡ding the arc length of the segment, s by

the average of the two radii, Rr, y¡elds the arc angle dr, which is identical to

the change in slope of the tangents over the length of the segment, ln Fi9.7.2,

a single seötion is shown with the deformed configuret¡on. ln Fig.7.2 s is the

arc length along the neutral axis. ln order to determine the Cartesian

coordinates of the end po¡nts of the neutral axis within the first segment, the

chord length, Cr between points is determined as follows for the first

segment,

R1 -(r"o+r1)12

d'=*
Ct =2Rt sin9tlT

(Eq. 7.4)

(Eq. 7.5)

(Eq. 7.6)

The mean value of the end slopes is the slope of the midpoint of the

arc segment, which is coincidently the slope of the cord between the two end

points. Using basic geometry the Cartesian coordinates of terminal ends of

the f¡rst segment can be determined.
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11 =0 and yl =0

rz =xr *(Cr xcos(d¡i2))

ltr=y¡ +(Clxsin(0/2))

t-
,(rcx)

^ (EI) ¡k n,,",,tLt-r Qlett') - (¡r-.r;)

(Eq.7.7)

(Eq. 7.8)

(Eq. 7.e)

Summation of the preceding arc angles perm¡ts the determ¡nation of

the subsequent coordinates. This produces a f¡rst approximation curve from

which the iterative procedure begins. ln this process, it is assumed that the

flexural stiffness, E, ¡n each segment remains unchanged. The load and

segment lengths also remain constant, The moment M¡ and the curvature, kr ,

at the end of each segment are updated as follows,

Mi(r"u,'¡= P(r,, -xt) (Eq. 7.10)

(Eq.7.11)

where, x,, is the x coordinate of the beam end, and x, the point of ¡nterest

The degree of convergence is checked by back calculating the

apparent load at the given point as follows,

(Eq.7.121

When the back calculated apparent load at every segment end is identical to

the known applied load we âssume convergence to the correct displacement

curve.
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Flqur€ 7.2: Dsta¡ls of f¡fst sooment of discret¡z€d cent¡lever

7.3 DETERMINATION OF THE MOMENT OF INERTIA I AS A

FUNCTION OF ÏHICKNESS AND AXIAL POSITION

Each pole segment has variable thickness and modulus, which are

functions of the wind angle, mandrel geometry and laminate structure. Maplev

(1997), software was used to obtain the material constant, E, the moment of

inertia, l, and curuature, k, for each segment end of the filament wound poles.

The thickness of tapered tubes is not constant and therefore I must

become a function of position. The moment of lnertia for a hollow filament

wound circular section is as follows,

, n(r!-r,a)
1- 4 {Eq.7.t3}
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The radius of the mandrel, r, or inner radius of the compos¡te tube is now a

linear function of x, since the mandrel is fixed at the time of fabrication, is

defined as,

r=mx+B (Eq.7.r4)

Where r ¡ and ro are respect¡vely the inner and outer radii of the section.

While the inner radius is defined by the radius of the mandrel, Equation 7.14,

lhe outer radius is not and varies as a function of the wind angle and the

number of layers.

A typical f¡lâment wound tube used in this study is composed of three

layers over wrapping the mandrel. The fibre orientation of a layer is

referenced with respect to the meridian of the mandrel. The first layer

consists of fibers placed nearly 90o to the meridian and are called

circumferential plies or hoop plies. Since there are some combination of +

positive and -negative near 90o plies, these may be conveniently designated

as *90o. A similar set of circumferential plies are used on the outer surface

of the f¡lament wound tubes. The term f¡" is used to define the total thickness

of the inner set of circumferential layers and foc defines the thickness of the

out€r set of circumferential tayers. Between these two sets of layers are the

main structural layers of low angle winding. Since the fibres are oriented as

closê to the axis of rotation as possible they are referred to as lhe axial layer,

with a thickness defined as fr. Since these axial fibres are wound using a

geodesic winding pattern, the angle with the meridian is variable. When an

axial layer is named as having a particular winding angle, that value of angle

is true only for lhe starting posit¡on, which is set to be the base position.
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The th¡ckness of the ¡nner, and outer layers of circumferential winding

are essentially constant over the length of the mandrels (see section 2.2).

However, the axial layer thickness does change w¡th the radius, and as such a

function defining the change in axial layer thickness is required to complete

the determination of both the moment of inertia and the effective axial

modulus at any g¡ven point along the tube. Thus the moment of lnertia is

expanded to include the various thickness terms as follows,

I - il? i * t¡s * t6¿ + t")a - rf) (Eq. z.r5)

ln Chapter 4.0,8q.4,2 was shown to reflect thickness as a function of

axial position and wind angleof a geodesically wound roving band. For this

discussion of the axial thickness, ta , is modified to have x as the axial variable

and also includes the mandrel slope as follows,

,.r., ø =(, "(#. #) . [i. #)) (Eq. z,r6l

Where L is the circumference of the roving tow to be used during winding,

Bt'!. is the effective band width selected for the particular tow, and do is the

arbitrarily selected wind angle at the starting position. Taper is inherently a

part of this function since r, ¡s the radius as determined by Equation 7.14.

The physical aspects of the5e relationships are shown in Figure 7.3.
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Unfortunâtely Eq.7. 16 r€quir€s that the radius, r, and wind angle, d,

at position, x be known. A method of determ¡ning the wind angle d" must be

found. The wind angle is related to radius through the Constant of Clairaut,

given in Eq3.22'

All of the starting parameters are determined at the base of the

rnandrel which is the large end of the tapered pole- The roving band has a

starting thickness fo and the bands are assumed to f¡t perfectly around the

cjrcumference of the mandrel at zero degreeg n üme's. Whe¡e n. is also the

circumference-to-bandwidth ratio. The factor 2 is used to account for the fact
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that every geodesic wound pattern requ¡res a posítive and negat¡ve layer, as

the fibres retum to the base. The axial layer is composed of both positive and

negat¡ve wind angles, but is treated as a single layer in the determination of

thickness, f ¡ . Since the positive and negative layers are symmetr¡c the

values for each lamina can be easily calculated when determining the Young's

modulus.

S¡nce Eq.7.16 cen not be used as is, a new formulation is required.

lnit¡ally we ignore the problem of dealing with a variable wlnd ange and look

only at what happens for the special case of Oo winding. The thickness of the

tube wall at any position, x can sirnply be determined by relating the cross

sectional area at any pos¡tion to the start¡ng position. While the thickness of

the tapered composite tube varies along the length, thê total cross sectionai

area at any point remains constant for th¡s special case. The resulting

equetìon does not account for the chang¡ng wind angle and the only

adjustment is for the changing radius, rx , and is as follows,

n(þ, + 4) -,1 ) =,(@ * t)' - B') {Eq, 7.17}

where Bis simply the base radius from Eq.7.14.

Knowing that the thickness of a f¡lament band can be adjusted by

dividing the original area, by the cosine of the wind angle at a position x, this

procedure is applied to the base area

(Eq.7.18)
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The previous equation perm¡ts the wind path layer to vary its cross sectional

area as the wind angle changes, w¡thout the expl¡cit use of the d term. ln the

case of a 00 wind angle 8q.7.18 will reduceto 8q.7.17.

8q.7.18 is reduced to the quadratic form as follows to perm¡t a solution,

tl+2r,t.- ,a , ,.- =oI . -,lcììzcoslsrn 
[-j,J

{Eq.7.'19}

C is the Constant of Clairaut, which is arbitrarily chosen as the start¡ng wind

angile. The cross sect¡onal arca, A of the axial layer at the start¡ng position is

then defìned as follows,

a=n(@+hy -l'z) (eq.z.zo)

The solution to Eq.7.19, for the thickness of the axiaf geodesic layer ¡s

obtained using MapleV (1997) mathematical software.

Once the thickness of the axial layer is determined, it is then possible

to evaluate the moment of inertia, l, at any position x, by using Eq.7.15 . AII

the terms in the solution of Eq.7.19 are from the radius function 4.7.14.

Setting an arbitrary value for C at the start pos¡tion is identical to setting a start

winding angle. As the radius changes w¡th respect to x, the new wind angJe is

implicilly determined and the starting thickness fo is mod¡f¡ed to yield the

thickness of the axial layer.

ln Figure 7.4 a graphical representat¡on of the variation in thickness is

shown for a range of arb¡trary start wind angles, note one can also see cleerly

that as the wind angle at the start is increased the distance covered is

reduced through premature turn-around. Such graphical techniques provide

the designer great insight into the role of taper rates and arb¡trary choices
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regarding the wind angles. The spikes at the turn-around point are an artefact

of the number of interval points selected for the solution.

0.ft5

0'l

0.15

Wìnd Angl* Rads 0 2

0
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7,4 DETERMINATION OF THE EFFECTIVE YOUNG'S MODULUS OF

ALAMINATE

The effective axial modulus, Er , varies along the fength of the tapered

composite pole. Determination of E, at any posit¡on, x, requires details of

the laminate structure of the pole at that position. This includes the laminae

thickness and the fibre angle with respect to the principal axis for every lamina

within the laminate stack, A typical filament wound laminate stack is shown in



F¡9. 7.5, lh¡s ¡s a typical sequence used ¡n filament winding of taperêd tubes.

The intermed¡ate layer with longitudinal fibres is composed of both a positive

and negative angle plies. This figure shows how the layer increeses in

thickness and wind angle toward the tip. lt also shows a forward facing section

from the base (left) through to the tip ( right) of a pole.

t/

t6

,

?
t5

Circ+@o
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The material properties for the ¡sopthal¡c polyester res¡n and E-glass

rov¡ng, used in this study to fabricate the experimental poles and test

coupons, are presented in Appendix C. The various material properties were

determined experimentall)/ in accordance w¡th he respecUve ASTM

(2000,2000,1 998) standards and standard test coupons and the techniques

are detâiled in lhe fotlo$,ing châpter.

Having established the material properties, the eng¡neering properties

of the laminate can be determined by first evaluagng lhe reduced form of the

stiffness matrix for an orthotropic material in the plane stress state (Daniel and

lsha¡,1993 ancl Tsa¡,1988). The reduced stiffness matr¡x, 8, was presented in

Eq.4.7 showing the basic stress stra¡n relationships along the principal

matedal axes. Here the stjffness matrix and ¡ts components is shown by itself

o=
Qtt Qn o

O"'t O"t.t 0

o oeaa

E,
rt21 -_ -Êir) 12

as follows

The matrix components in terms of the unidirect¡onal material properties were

previously given in Eq.4.8 through Eq.4.11. The Minor Poisson's ratiois given

lEq.7.211

lEq, r,221

The transformed, or rotated , stiffness matrix , Qf in terms of the principal

direction of the laminate, is determined using a matrix rotation procedure

presented in Equations 4.12la 4.14.

Where dis the wind angle of a filament wound tube wh¡ch varies along

the length of the tube. lt is clea¡ that when modeling a pole sûucture, a

variable Young's modulus is requ¡red, since the effect¡ve axial modulus of the

structure, at any discreet position, is dependent on the t¡ansformed lamina
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stifiness matr¡ces. Thìs is accomplished using the classical laminatìon theory

assumptions and methods described by Daniel and lshai(',l993)and

Tsai(1988).

For a laminate, the fully populated

force, /Vr, and moment, lU¡, as functions of

curvature, ¡ ¡ , and the laminate stiffnesses Áx

matrix equations describing the

the deformation stra¡n, á., , and

, fu, Dg, are given bY,

-oGY

,'o

vg
Ka

Kl
K5 (Eq. 7.23)

N'. l
Nr, 

IN"t
M, l-
a, 

I
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B¡,, B¡y Bys

BSX BÐ' BSS

D¡¡ D ¡¡' D¡5

D),x D)r, D),s

Dsx Dsy Dss

Ap, 44, A,s
A¡n Ayy Ay
45, Asl' Asg

M, I | _8.\:r Bx), lg.rJ

My I I B),: BÐ, B)ß

Mt J L Bsr BÐ, Bss

w¡th i=x,y,s and J=v,y,g

A typical balanced asymmetric angle ply laminate would appear as a

stack designated b¡¡ [90,. - 6, + 0, - 0, + 0, 9Ql where plies on opposite sides of

the m¡dplane are mirrored. The balanced symmetric version would appear as

{90, + e, - 0, - 0, +e, 901 where plies on opposite sides of the midplane have

identical angles. Due to the fact that the filament winding process interweaves

the positive and negat¡ve filaments of the forward and reverse patterns,

neither description ¡s absolutely true. A typical winding sequence used in this

research program involving jointed poleq would bê designated as [.86, +86,

(+1. 10) n, .86, +861 , where the subscript n, is between I and 4, indicating

one to four sets of +/-100 hminae. According to Daniel and lshai (1993) this

type of laminate stack might best be descr¡bed as a Balanced Antisymmetric

Angle-Ply laminate- The authors described in detail the difficulties associated

w¡th determining the engineer¡ng properties of laminates with various stacking

sequences, and give some examples of simple approximations for Eo These
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approximatìon methods are well su¡ted to balanced symmetric cross ply

laminates [0,90¡n but not so for more generalized laminate structures, as

might be expected from filament winding procedures. ln the following

discus$on a solution applicable to a wide range of advanced composite tubes

is presented.

The components of the total laminate stiffness matrix are derived from

the transfomed st¡ffness rnatrices for each of lhe indiv¡dual lamina, of

thickness,t(, thus

n
A¡¡= Ð ef,Øt-hr_)¿ t, 1

|1

Bu =+ P.ofjØ?- 
h?-,)

nu=iP ari(h'k-hì_)
(Eq.7.21't

w¡th i=x,y,s and j=1,y,3. Where Au,Bu,andD¡ are respectively the

exüensional, coup.ling and bending stiffnesses.

The determination of the engineering constants of a general laminate

is made easier by work¡ng with the compliance matrix, which is the inverse of

the 6 x 6 , 'totar raminate stiffness ^.t ir",l: 
uof, 

,o.r .rr, so that "the totat

--t
laminate compliance matr¡x" =l 

n tl'.
La ol

According to Daniel and lshai (1993), Eq. 7.23, the total laminate

stiffness matrirq relating in-plane forces and moments to reference plane
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4,, ll st {Eq. 7.28)

E,E, = ¿qm¡ ratt efective Young's Moduli in the t and y directions.

Úo,ú, = Lami nate efective Poísson 's Røtio

1*,4 r1,,1,, = Lamí nate ffictive shear coupling coeficients

The over bar ín the terms of Eq.7.28, is a conv$ltion used by Darìiel

and lsha¡ (1993) to denote the average laminate values for the engineering

constants.

The inversion of the total laminate stiffness matrix is facilitated by using

the Maple program, and even so can be quite a lengthy procedure. lt was also

useful to cany out the inversion symbolically, once at the top of the program

and filling in the variables of wind angles and thickness at each point along

the length of a pole.

The effective axial modulus, F, requires the basic input of the stiffness

makix [Q1,Eq.7.21, for the unidirectional material properties of the resin and

makix and the wind angle for the transformation matrix. lt is possible to

construct this matrix from material supplier data, but it ¡s not recommended

since the method of fabrication can result in serious discrepancies due to

translation losses (Peters, et. al. 1991). The procedure used in this study was

to fabricate coupons of the identical materials in unidirectional conf¡gurations

using similar procedures including tension rollers and impregnation tanks.

ü-.flsx ; -z- tL^. ' l vt lr rr'

fl ,,"

=77
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7,5 BERNOULLI.EULERSIMULATION PROGRAMS

The previous sections described components reguired for the analysis

of any single parameter such es effective axial modulus, thickness, moment of

inertia and w¡nd angle drift. lncorporating all simultaneously for arbitrary points

along the length of the test poles required the development of a large program

incorporating the code for each parameter in an iterâtive structure.

Originally the goal was to link the various programs simply to produce

data files automatically for use in finite element modeling. lnstead the

structure and properties ofthe various points along the length ofthe pole were

assembled into a single large matrix and the columns represented all the

relevant information required to solve the Bernoulli-Euler equations for

curvature, k and the d¡splec€ment of the end points of eech section. The

determination of pole displacement was found to converge to the third dec¡mal

place typically after 5 iterations.

The program requires a number of user input parameters. These

include pole length, inside d¡ameters, taper rates or radius defining functions,

laminate structure and thicknesses for the individual plies at the base of the

pole as well as the winding type and angles. Also required are the material

properties of the unid¡rectional lamina composed of the relevant materials and

the position of the load and the interval distance. The interval distance was

typically an integral distance between the base and applied load to avoid

unequal length segments. However this wa6 not absolutely required and non-

uniform spacing could be used w¡th su¡table modification to the structure of

the data matrix and the loop parameters.
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The most computationally intensive aspect of the program is the

determination of the inverse of the total laminate stiffness matrix known as the

compliance matrix at each interval point.

Bemoulli- Euler equations take as input the data matrix columns and

output a new matr¡x of curvatures and displacements for the mid-plane

interval points using the applied load and the linear distance between the

interval point and the load. At the end of each iteration the tip displacement is

determined and the apparent moment arm is recalculated. Due to the

shortening of the moment arm the next iterâtion calculates the curveture ând

displacements using the new moment arm length. By back calculating from

the k value the apparent load at each interval point is identical with the applied

load.

The program used to analyze the single segment poles was written

using Maple8 (2002) mathematical softuvare. Code written using Maplev

(1997) is compatible with version 8. The program incorporates all the

functions required, such as the geodesic wlnding th¡ckness solut¡on, moment

determination, lam¡nate structure and effective laminate axial modulus as well

as the ¡terative Bernoulli-Euler deflection routines.

7.6 MODELING OF JOINTED POLES

The method used to model jointed poles is basically the same as that

of single section poles. The most ¡mportent consideration is the method of

concatenating two sections each with its own distinctive geometry, lamination

sequence and winding angles as well as thickness end matêrial properties,
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The jointed pole is composed of two sections each w¡th its distinctive

properties. Each pole section can be regarded as a string of po¡nts coincident

with the long axis of the section. The points are spaced equid¡stant as was

also the case with the single section poles. The last or upper most point of the

basal segment is followed by the corresponding string of the upper pole

segment. However, the zero point of the upper section is ignored for this

analysis since it is adjacent to the last point of the lower section. ln effect we

step across the joint to the #1 point of the upper section which is beyond the

joint.

At the time of creat¡ng the first working analysis program it was

recognized that the joint area could be a source of concern. Unfortunately the

classical lamination theory did not appear to apply to the joint structure in a

straight foruard menner. The decision to place the joint region between points

is due in part to t¡m6 constraints and a lack of information on the behaviour of

the joint region, which is composed of dissimilar composite laminates with a

variable thickness adhesive layer bonding the two together.

Prior to full implementation of the multiple segment pole deflection

modelling a modified program was written to examine a number of

hypothetical poles. The purpose was to assemble 3 distinct 2 piece poles w¡th

identical parameters but for the start winding angles and compare results

simultaneously. These hypothetical poles are shown in Figure 7.6 illuskating

the joint structure and the notation.
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SoJolnted Poles
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Floure 7,6: Hvoothotical Jolntod Polos ldentlcal but for YV¡nd Anolo

ln the Figure 7.7 the plot of effect¡ve axial modulus of the 50, 7.50 and

100 poles are superimposed. The 50 pole (red top ptofl demonstrates an

increasing stiffness w¡th decreas¡ng dlameter. The 7.50 pole (niddte light btue)

appears to have a nearly constant stiffness, while the rco þottom dark blue)

is cleãrly sofiening due to the w¡nd angle drift. This example ¡s presented to

illustrate that the effect¡ve axial modulus for simple linear tapered tubes can

beheve in a non-infuitive mânneÍ. Further caution should be taken with tapers

of diffêrent rates since the relative relationships shown in Figure 7.7 can not

be expected to hold true for steeper tapers. The apparent increase in stiffness

in the 50 pole is due to the thickness of the laminate increasing just fast
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enough to câuse this feature, if the pole were extended some distance the

st¡ffness would begin to degrade due to accumulated drift. At 7.50 the

tendency of thickness increasing the stiffness and drift degrading stiffness

appear to be in nearly perfect balance. The 100 pole appears to be dominated

by the wind angle drift problem much sooner than the two lower angle poles.

Flqur€ 7,7: Var¡etlon ln Effectiye axíal stlfftìess due solelv to wlnd enolas

7.7 MAXIMUM NORMAL STRESS

The use of the Bernoulli-Euler equations for beam deflection eppears

to be viable for both single sections and multiple sections. lt also appears

viable as a method of model¡ng load deflection curves for tapered poles

having variable wall thickness and axial moduli. ln furtherance of the goal of

understand¡ng filament wound tapered tubes a suitable method of

investigating the location and magnitude of maximum normal stress was

required.

Using the simple formula for maximum skess in tubes,

tÂ1

Axial Modulus for 5(Solid), 7.s(Dol), t0(Desh) Degr€e Wind¡ng

Mco= -T
{Eq.7.29)
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where o , the stress ai an axial pos¡tion, ¡s equal to the product of the

bending moment , M and the radial distance to the mid point of the tube wall,

c, divided by the moment of inertia, I . The plot of the stress distribution in a

constent diameter tube of constant thickness is a rather simple linear affair

go¡ng from 0 to a maximum at the base. For tubes having a variable wall

thickness and variable diameter somewhat more complex stress diskibution is

expected. Since the fìlament winding variables interact in a less than

intuitively obvious manner, ¡t was necessary to investigate the effects of such

parameters on stress distribution.

Maplev software was ut¡lized to illuminate stress distr¡but¡on for a

variety of hypothetical pole models. A set of three hypothetical poles was

ânalyzed in Figure 7.8 for maximum stress disk¡bution as a function of taper

rates or the slope, and thickness variation regimes. The blue surface

represents the pole w¡th decreasing thickness toward the small end or t¡p. The

red solution surface is for a pole with constant thickness. The green surface

represents a pole with increasing thickness toward the tip, which is gpical of

f¡lament winding. All three poles have a starting thickness , t¿ , eQual to 0.125"

thickness. The thickness variation schemes are arbitrarìly chosen to examine

possible modeling options. The actual thickness for each pole is shown in

Figure 7.9, where it is obvious that we have a lineer, constant and non-linear

relationship between thickness and axial position.
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ln order to satisfy one of the project mandates a simple method of

evaluating ã wide range of design options was requ¡red, ln Figure 7.10 a

series of different thickness regimes are displayed for a range of taper ratios.

As such the stress distribution and intensity of the blue surface is markedly

sensitive to taper rates. Whether or not the range of taper rates is open to

consideration requires the knowledge of a critical stress parameter. Oesigns

that exceed that value would be ruled out. A visual graphic toof was

impÍemented using Maple V to assist in such a determination. ln Figure 7.10

the decreasing thickness pole is plotted as an overlay on an arbitrarily chosen

yellow failure surface. This surface is simply planar in this example and

arbitrarily set at 19 ksi. However it appears that this hypothet¡cal setup would

imply that taper ratios greater than -0.009 exceed the critical stress value.
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Ultimately these analytic methods being presented will serve as the

basis of design tools specifically suited to f¡lament w¡nd¡ng. In Chapters I and

9 these modeling tools will be compared with the experimental results from

several different series of single segment and jo¡nted poles.

7.8 FIBER VOLUME FRACTION COMPENSATION

When the material constants are used for analysis the values typically

are based on a fixed volume fraction of fiber W relative to a fixed volume

fraction of mãtrix resin Vm. Unfortunately it was determined during the course

of lhis study that poles were extremely difficult to manufacture with identical

percentages of fiber and resin. A technique was employed to weigh the

amount of glass incorporated into each layer and thus a total glass weight for

each pole was possible to determine. The f¡nished pole was weighed after

curing and a calculated volume fraction was established for each specimen.

The variation in resin content was very difficult to control in spite of very

cons¡stent and predictable glass content. This s¡tuation created a problem for

modeling. Clearly the same materiâl properties E1, E2, and G12 were not

universally applicable. The material properties can be adjusted to compensate

for variations in fiber volume between specimens, if either the absolute

volume of resin or f¡ber is known. Th¡s project kept trâck of the absolute

weight of glass incorporated into each pole by weighing bales before and after

the fabrication of each leyer of each pole. Fluctuatìons in resin consumption

are more difücult to measure absolutely since residual resin remains in the
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tank, on control dev¡ces, and may even drip to the ground, The value for resin

consumption is determined by subtract¡ng the glass used from the total weight

of a finished pole. For details see Chapter 8.
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8 EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

8.I INTRODUCTION

Filament winding exercises during the early part of the study were

devised to develop sufficient expertise with the technology and analytical

techniques such that experimental production of specimens could proceed. A

series of 14 experimental poles were fabricated and tested by lbrahim (2000).

The performance of these poles is documented in that thesis. While

lbrahim's(2000) focused on the structural performance of these poles a more

detailed and in depth discussion of the fabrication process and the material

character¡zation is presented in this chapter.

Knowing the structure of a laminate stack for the poles permits the

designer to model the load behaviour of a pole. However as was indicated in

the previous chapter a number of user inputs are required. What may not

have been as obvious is the importance of the mater¡al properties of the glass

and resin system. lt was found that supplier data, as is presented in the

append¡x, is of limited value for the purpose of analysis, for the following

reasons:

1) Supplier data will represent testing stendards for resin or for glass

fiber, As such one will have limited information of the combined properties, As

well, one will rarely get data on the specific resin iglass combination intended

for production.



2) The materials used in our study were made ava¡lable out of standerd

inventory for regular industrial production. Handling and storage issues are

dominated by the need to minimize lâbour costs. As well, our raw materials

required intens¡ve contact w¡th rollers , guides and tension equipment just to

get through the resin impregnation tanks. Then the fìber was deployed

through a payout eye onto e rotating mandrel.

3) Glass fiber was supplied in a format called "centre pull doffs". This

type of bale peínits the continuous removal of fiber without rotating the bale,

unlike a spool which spins as fibre is deployed. (lf one imagines that a roving

is a belt of narrow width, which is coiled up neatly then if one appl¡es tenslon

to the outside end of the roving the coiled material spins. lf, however, one

applles tension to the inside end of the belt one can see that the coil remains

stationary as the belt is extracted. However, the belt itself twists through 360

degrees for every loop extracted. This twist is referred to as " câtenery tw¡st" ).

Since in this project fibre containing catenary twist wes employed and since

product data represents perfectly parallel fibres, it was clear that the use of

supplier data was not appropriate. Peters, et. al. (1993) ment¡on translation

losses as be¡ng a significant factor reducing expected performance of

materials, ln fact the primary material supplier data ideally represents the

product quality as jt exits the shipping department.

ln th¡s experimental program, the material properties of the

unidirectional lamina making up the untransformed lamina stiffness matrix, Q

were obtained experimentally. These values provided the basis for calculating

the effective axial stiffness of the lam¡nate. While it may be considered
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possible to extract specimens from the actual poles to obta¡n laminate

properties, this procedure would do little to resolve fundamental issues

required for designing poles, nor increase the understanding of the filament

winding process since such specimens are in compliance with standardized

procedufes.

The first part of the experimental program involved the determination of

material properties for unidirectional samples of raw materials. These samples

were required to conform to appropriate ASTM standards and reflect as

closely as possible the losses due to the winding process.

Samples were removed from the base and top regions of the specimen

poles. The samples were measured to determine the thickness as accurately

as possible. The sample mater¡al was then burned using a low temperâture

propane torch to remove the organic polymer. The burning procedure

permitted the sample material to be gently pryed apart to reveal the stacking

sequence of the laminate. With careful handling the internal structure is

maintained by the carbon residue. This fact makes ¡t possible to measure the

thickness of individual plies. Burning did not appear to change the measured

thickness of sample rnater¡als.

The decomposition of the lam¡nate was used to confirm the sequence

of the geodesic winding and thê circumferential layers. While the

mathematical models for these wind patterns implied constant thickness for

circumferential winding and variable thickness for geodesìc winding, no such

physical evidence could be collected pr¡or to load deflect¡on testing.

lgl
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Knowing the experimental results of the load deflection stud¡es for

these poles (lbrahim, 2000) ¡t was decided to verify the Bernoulli-Euler

deflection model presented in Chapter 7.

8,2 COUPON FABRICATION

Standârd coupons were fabricated from the raw materials used to

construct the poles. These coupons were specifically fabricated to meet

recognized engineering standards for tensile, and compression testing. Shear

testing coupons were the only exception for technical reasons and discussed

later in this Chapter.

The requirement for unidirectional parallel fibers consolidated in the

appropriate resin posed a curious problem. While the literature is replete with

coupon testing, typically these coupons are fabricated from unidirectional plies

of pre-impregnated material. Often the sample material is supplied to the

researcher awaiting only the attachment of grip stock and final dimensioning

to fit the specific test. ln our study no such pre-consolidated material was

available nor would any such material reflect the true fabricat¡on process used

by the pole fabricator.

A simple filament winder was constructed in our facility (Flg. 8.1) to

fabricate flat coupons using glass and resin identical to those used in the

poles. The apparatus used a circumferential wind pattern over a Rat-sided

mandrel to wind parallel tibers in a manner equ¡valent to that used to make

poles. The drive system was a device used by spool winders called a Uhing

rolling ring drive. As the mandrel rotates the dr¡ve unit transporting the resin

tank and payout eye advances a fixed distance relat¡ve to shafr rotation. The

fixed advance distance is set equal to one band width of the fiber tow.
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Our system used a 0.75' (19.05 mm) wide, I line,'1,'t00 Tex Glass

roving. The angle of winding was therefore 0.75" per revolution of the

mandrel. The mandrel was 48" (1229.36 mm) long, with a 14" (355.6 mm)

square cross section. Thê corners were rounded with a 1" (25.4 mm) radius.

The cross sect¡on wes chosen to provide slightly better than 12" (304.8 mm)

of flat material x 48" (1229.36 mm) per side. The actual wind ângle relat¡ve to

the circumference was determined to be 0.76 0 on the fon¡¡ard stroke and -

0.760 on the reverse strok€. While relative to the meridian of the mandrel this

would be a w¡nd angle of t89.240.This small angular dev¡ation was considered

acô€ptable when weighed against the potential advantages for the technique.

The specimen material, when c,ompletely wound, was vacuum bagged

for full compaction and removal of excess res¡n in the case of series C. The

series B meterial wes covered w¡th release f¡lm and swept with squeegees to

remove excess resin. The fìlm remained in place during curing.

A cured test slab, of a rectangular box shape, was removed from the

mandrel and sawn into four flat panels 12" (304.8mm) wide by approximately

36"(914 rnmxFig. 8.2). This resulted in 12 square feet (0.278 m2 ) of semple

mater¡al. The test sample materials require gríps of test specific sizes to be

mounted to lheir ends before testing can commence. The grip stock was

fabricated in various thicknesses, from biaxial glass fabric and epoxy

laminating resin. The glass fabric for our tests was 5.6 oz. per square yard,

style 144, finish 139 manufactured by Bayex of Midland, Ontario, Canada,

The wet out grip stock slab was prepared by covering the wet surface

with a polymer release f¡lm and then squeegee the surface flat pushing
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excess resin to the margins. The cured grip stock was cut to correct

dimensions using diamond saw blades to prevent fracturing of the edges.

The slabs were assembled with the grip stock reg¡ons prepared by a

solvent cleaning and light surface sand¡ng. A s¡ngle slab had all four grip stock

strips, aligned precisely with tape hinges to prevent the contamination of the

gauge zones. The adhesive was applied between the grip stock and the

specimen stock and clamped or vacuum bagged until cured, The adhesive

was the same âs used to fabr¡cate the grip stock with the addition of colloidal

sil¡ca to ¡ncrease the v¡scosity and thereby prevent loss of bonding material.

Both contact surfaces which have been surface prepared must have

completely wet surfaces pr¡or to closing the bond area.

Slabs are cleaned of tape and excess resin , then tr¡mmed to exact

width in the diamond saw as shown in Fi9.8.2. Finally they werê at the correct

width for the particular test. Typically the shear and tensile coupons were 9.0"

(228 mm) long with a 6.0" (152 mm) gauge length and they were 1.0" (25.4

mm) wide for shear and transverse coupons while only 0.5' (12.7 mm) wide

for the longitudinal tensile tests. The compression test specimens are 4.5"

(1 14 mm) long by 0.250" (6.35 mm) wide and 0.200" (5.08 mm) thick with a

gauge length of 0.5" (12.7 mm).

The longitudinal and transverse test coupons were made according to

the ASTM spec¡f¡cetion, D303S-76 (Daniel and lshai,1989) and later updated

as ASTM D3039 (2000) .

The shear coupon as was used in this study is not a recognized

standard. The confìguration was selected in order to utilize our existing test

equipment and test slabs with minimum retooling and uses basic dimensions
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taken from ASTM D3039-76. As such the coupon does have some limitations

as discussed later in the shear test results section. However, ¡t requires no

additional tooling or specialized grips or fixtures.

Resin Tank Mandrel Rotation
Constant

Uhing Drive

The compression coupon is called the "Mod¡fied Wyom¡ng Compression

Coupon". lt is a modif¡cation of the l.l,T,R.l. and Celanesse Coupons. The

curent version is designed to eliminate the limitations of the previoue sgles

covered under ASTM Standard D3410-95 (Adams and Odom,1991). This

system improves on previous standards for which tooling was difflcult to

obtain, The Modified Wyoming Compression Coupons were tested using a

fixture supplied by the Wyoming Test Fixture Co. The dimensions of all test

coupons are shown in Figure 8.3. This f¡xture fit easily into the existing loading

machine with no modifications. ln Fig. 8.4 the various physical measurements

are related to the final calculated material properties .
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The advantages of this set of procedu¡es and the equipment used are

the un¡formity of the samples and the ease with which hundreds of specimens

can be produced us¡ng a variety of raw fiber and resin variations. Coupons

can now be fabricated to detect critical differences in any of the factors

involved ¡n the manufacturing processes. This may simply be as part of a

quality assurance program or an âctual design tool.

{96
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Fioure 8.3: Couoon Conflourat¡on

Longltudinal Shear

typ.2l0"

.070"
Grlp Stock
.100"

Sample

Sample
.050" Typ.
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Typê ot Messur€d
Coupon PalamobÉ
Longltudlnal Load to Failurs

Area

Longitud¡nâl
Tensile Strâ¡n

TfansveËe
Tensile Stra¡n

TÉnavorrå Load to Failure

Area

Transv€ß€
Tensils Strain

Longitudinal
Tensile Stra¡n

Sho¡r Load lo Failure

Strain
(Lqngitudinal@
45')
x åxis of strain
gaugq
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Gâugô Length

GaugB Thickness
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Arââ
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LJltimâlE

6t, Longitudinel 8í,
Ten6ilo Strain
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t z, Rai¡o utz

Môdulus of
Elasticity 'A I
Longitudinal

P Ult¡mate transverse
TensitÞ Stress Oi,

A Transverse
Tênsil€ Str€nglh f z,
[Jltimate TransversetZ, Tensilê Strength tì,
TransversÊtt, Modulus L 2

P Shear Stress

ln-Plane Shear
E x strêngth

L Shear Strâ¡n

t Shêar Modulus

P Long¡tud¡nal
Compressive
Shength

A

8tc

tzc

t6

F6

/6

G,,

Frc
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8,3 DERIVATION OF MATERIAL PROPERTIES FROM MEASURED

PARAMETERS

The following is a list of the formulas used to convert the measured

physical parameters to the calculated material properties.

(Eq.8.1)

(Eq. 8.2)

with P being the load appl¡ed to the coupon and the area, A is simply the width

times the thickness of the cross section of the coupon. Note that P and A are

specific to the part¡cular type of coupon. The use of the superscr¡pt u denotes

the ultimate value of a parametêr determ¡ned at the failure limit over the range

of an experiment. The,alphabetic subscripts c and t denote the direction of the

load applied relative to a principal d¡rection. The principal longitudinal direction

of laminate in the direction of the fibre is denoted by the numeral subscript 1.

While lhe transverse direction is denoted by the subscript 2.

, -oí

, - õi,

"2t

P

Lxt

Ts =2x E,

(Eq. 8.3)

(Eq. 8.4)

(Eq. 8.5)

(Eq. 8.6)
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(Ex is dotsrminêd by having the long axis of stËin gaugê mounted at 450 at the

centro of notched section (Daniel and lshei, 1994)

n ît

7t

E,x¿".x4
u,, = ----í-

E,
Dzt =-!unr.l

4,=oi,

Fr, = ti,

(Eq.8.7)

(Eq. 8.7)

(Eq.8.e)

(Eq.8.81,

(Eq.8.92)

8,4 TEST COUPON DESCRIPTIONS

The series of test coupons, designated as Series B, was made using

Type 30, 1100 Tex Roving E-Glass supplied by Faroex Ltd, of Gimli,

Manitoba, Canada and manufactured by Owens Corning . ïhe roving is

suppl¡ed on centre pull doffs. The resin system used for this ser¡es, was a

mod¡fied polyester resin system formulated by Faroex and designâted as

CX132. Padicular modifications included the use of a light âct¡vated curative

agent , a defoaming agent and a viscos¡ty reduction additíve. The system was

promoted with cobalt naphtalate and cured using Methyl Ethyl Ketone

Peroxide (MEKP), CADOX 50. Since the additives are not considered to affect

the structural propèrties in any direct way, the res¡n system can still be

regarded as a typical polyester winding resin.

The viscosity of the resin was very low at 200-300 cps. and was found

to be well su¡ted for f¡lament winding the full scale pole specimens. Due to the
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long working times required for the winding of the poles, â retarder was used

and this required the addition of the light curative to insure full cure of the

exposed surfaces which tended tô remain sticky at lower curing temperatures

due to orygen inhibition. The exact deta¡ls of th¡s resin system were not made

available.

The coupon slâb was enclosed in a vacuum bag and excess resin

absorbed by a bleeder/ breather system when the vacuum was applied at

approximately 14' Hg. The slab was perm¡tted to cure completely under this

condition before removal. The coupon slab was made using the identical

glass and resin used in the production ofthe large scale test poles.

ln the second series, Series C, a new resin system based on Vinyl-

ester Resin, was introduced. The resin was supplied by DOW Chemicals.

The system is designated as Derakane 411-350 . Technical details of this

resin system are listed in the Appendix . The resin was promoted using a

comþinat¡on of DMA (Dimethyl aniline) and Cobalt Napthalate. The catalyst

was MEKP (CADOX 50).

9eries G used 1000 Tex E-Glass roving on centre pull doffs supplied

by Fiberex Corporation of Edmonton, Alberta, Canada.

The fully wound series C slab was also enclosed in a vacuum bag and

the excess resin absorbed by a bleeder/breather system when the vacuum

was applied at approximately 14"H9. The slab was also permitted to cure

completely under this cond¡tion before removal. The series C slab was

produced using lhe identical resin and glass system used by the CANZEAL

Ltd, of Yellowknife, N.W.T., Canada, which produced a set of three 30 foot
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prototype poles, using their new winding technology. These prototype poles

were lested to failure in a cantilever bending setup during the course of this

project . The results of these tests are discussed later.

8.5 COUPONTEST RESULTS

8.5.1 Serles B , Longltudinal Coupon Test Results

The results of series B, Iongitudinal testing are shown in Figure B.B.

The 10 longitudinal coupons for this set of tests were equipped with a

pair of Pi gauges mounted on a quick change bracket, designed to fìt the

coupons. This device signifícantly reduced alignment problems, as well as

deviations between the Pi gauges, see Fi9.8.5. Each coupon was equipped

w¡th two Pi gauges and a single foil type strain gauge, as shown in Fig.B.6.

This arrangement was used in both series.

Flgur€ 8.5: TEnslon TeBt Setup wlth Pl caugos
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Figure 8,6 Tenslon Tort Fixtur€
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Flgur€ 8.7 Coupon Têsüng Trensv€Fo S€tup

The average th¡ckness of each specimen was determined, to be .0555'

(1.4mm). The average load to failure, P, was 2457 lbs. The typicâl strain at

failure was ,024.

The material properties for series B longitudinal coupons are as follows;

.. P 2457oi, =-=-------- -=88546 psi" A .5x0.5549

Fr,= oi, = 88546 psi

ei' =.02q

E, = + -Y: - 3.69 Msi(Msr = r,ooo,ooopsr)' €i, .024
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u" = 
-+ 35 ( Avørage of ptot of Insrantanêoue vatues see FIgï.g)
ê;,

- ,ic = '00969

The longitudinal modulus of 3.69 Msi (106psi), is lower than one would

expect when compared to values typ¡cally present in the general literature

(Daniel and lshai,1994). The longitudinal specimens behaved quite linearly

and except for a slight slippage in the grips due to some coupons being

sl¡ghtly thinner than others (Fig. 8.8).

The value of the Major Poisson's ratio was interpolated from Fig.g.9,

and based on an average ofend point values was determined to be .35. The

u 12 value of 0.35 is slightly higher than typical book values which are

approximately 0.3 (Daniel and lshai,1994).
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Flou¡€ 8.8 Ser¡es B. Lonqltud¡nal Strss3€treln plot3

Flours 8.9: Sgriôs B. lnstantaneous Ma¡or pols3oln'B Raflo plot8
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8,5.2 Series B , Transverse Goupon Test Results

The results of the series B Transverse tests are plotted in Fig.g.1o.

Seven of the ten or¡ginal coupons survived handling and the results are

plotted. Some slippage of the Pi gauges has resutted in shifted plots. The

w¡de range in failure strengths is due in part to a slighily ribbed texture in

specimens resulting from the 'ropey" texture of the twisted roving with the

fiber bands. The material properties of the ser¡es B transverse coupon tests

are listed as follows;

oi. =L=89'3 =1783 osi'' a .052

Fr, = oi, = 1783 psi

êi, =0.0029 (Average oJ I specimens)

E, = lJL = 9.615 ,t,
e;,

E^
u2t =--:-x ùn =,058 (Belti's Reciprocal Løw)

.Lr

Floure 8.10: Serles B. Transverse Str€ss Strain plot3
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8,5,3 Seriss B: ln.plane Shear Modulus Coupon Test Rêsults

The results of the shear tests for series B are shown in Figures

8.11 and 8,12. There is evidence that three modes of failure are

captured in these plots. The plots in Figure 8,12, indicate widely variable

initial slope of 2.5 Msi which suggests that the principal mode of failure

is tensile for samples B3ii¡, B6iii and B7iii. The lower curyes, for samples

B1iii, B2iii and B4iii , have an initial slope of approximately 0.4 Msí ,

which suggests a shearing mode of failure. All curves appear to

progress toward another much lower strength state, which turns out to

be fibre pullout. This tearing pull-out failure mode was visually observed

during the testing of the coupons. Many coupons simply failed to

completely break into two distinct pieces and were stilt partially

conneo'ted by small numbers of fibers.

Since the failure process was so complex, the ultimate shear

stress to failure was arbitrarily set to coincide with the inflection point of

the lower set of coupons, 81iii, B2iii and B4iii. ln the following Fig. 8.12

the same coupons can be distinguished as having the lower

instantaneous shear moduli. The material properties for the series B,

shear tests are as follows:

îu = Fu = 2500 psi

yu =2x(8,) =.OOS (where E, was placed at 45o)

G,r=!!-=.50 Msi (Stope of t6 versus)'6, curve.)
v-
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The values of the tr , are arbitrarily set to coincide with the point of inflection

at 2500psi with a sheardeflection /6 ol .005%. Theln-ptaneshear

strength, F6 is as a consequence set to be 2.5 ksi (1 ksi=1,000 psi)

Flqur€ 8.ll: Sar¡os B. Shearstr€ss versus Shear Stmln plots

Shsar SÈêBs v€rau8 Shsar Sta¡n
B ser¡ss Polyester RâE¡n

- Ir fit
- ò2$t
- BS l

É¿nt.

- Br Íl
- Bó ür

- Bt i
- FE lll
- B¡

0.0! ,0.0i!t, o.o2 I . 0.0¡6 o.o!

ShÐ. Státrt
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8,5,4 Sories B , Compression Goupon Test R$ults

A total of nine specimens were tested for this series of tests . The plots of

compressive stress versus strain are illustrated in Fig.8.l4. ln general the

coupons demonstrated a very homogeneous set of results. The average load

to failure was 1,323 lbs. The average slrength at compressive failure

designated as, Flc, was determined to be 49,741 psi
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8,5.5 Series B:

8,5.6 Determination of Classical Lamination Thêory St¡ffness Matrix

The unidirectional lamina stiffness matrix, Q, (8q.7.211 parameters were

defined previously by Eqs. 4.8,4.9,4.10,4.11 and 7.22, so that the

untransformed Q matrix, for use in classical lamination theory procedures, for

the B- series material becomes,

13761xto, 2tg7oo o It'-'-"'^""1
QB-",,¡"" =l 219700 627800 0 

lZsi
| 0 0 40000q

The st¡ffness matrix as determined above for polyester/glass was used

to model all of full sized and jointed poles produced during the project at the

Faroex facil¡ty.

To model any particular pole the above stiffness matrix is transformed

by the the appropriate t wind angle for each and every lamina composing the

laminate stack. To obtain the effect¡ve axial stiffness at each and every point

along the length of the pole, the computer model assembles the transformed

stifiness matr¡ces using the appropriate wind angle and thickness to

determine the Total laminate stiffness matrix, Á¿ . The compliance matrix a,l

is then determined and subsequently the basic engineering properties as

described in Chapter 7 by Eqs. 7 .25 lo 7 .28. Circumferential layers w¡th r 860

wind angles are treated exactly the same es the geodesic lamina.

211
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8.5.7 Series G, Longitudinal Coupon Test Rêsults

The results of the ser¡es C longitudinal coupons are shown in Figs.

8.14 and 8.15. ïhis series was fabriceted using Fiberex E-glass roving i000

TEX, from centre pull doffs. The resin was the Dow Derakane 4i,l series w¡th

a viscosity of 350 cps, see Appendix for resin details. The wet wound slabs

were covered with a release fabric and bleeder breather fabric and closed up

with a vacuum bag. The vacuum pump was set to a maximum rate and the

vacuum gauge read 28+ inches (14"Hg) which is approximately 1 atmosphere

of pressure.

Three prototype poles 30' long tapered from 20' to 12' were

manufactured by CANZEAL Ltd. and submittêd for load deflection

exper¡ments. The resin system and glass used in the fabrication of the poles

is identical with this series of coupons. The material properties for this series

are used ¡n the modeling of the poles and the results of the deflection model

are compared to exper¡mental values in the following section of this chapter.

A total of I coupons were analyzed. To determine Er value for the test

slâb coupons the average thicknesses were determined to be 0.073" with

values ranging from a low of 0.068" to a high of 0.081". The average load to

failure, P, was taken as 2706 lbs. The typical strain at failure was recorded

as, 0.0176. The other properties were computed as follows;

oi, =69,416 psi

F, = oi, = 69,416 psi

ei' =.0176

E, =oi' -69416 =3.94Msi' ei, .0176

214
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ur, = J 3z = g,43 (lnterpreted from Plot of lnstantaneous values, hence no ultimate vatuês)tl

- ei, = '0084

Fiouro 8.14: S€riès C. Lonoltudinål stross Strain Plots

Flgure 8,15 Seriss c, Longitudlnal lnstantaneous lrajor Poisson's Rat¡o plots
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The value of the Major Poisson's ratio was interpoleted, and determined to be

0.43. The D 12 value of 0.43 ¡s higher than typical book values which are

approximately 0.3.

8.5,8 Serles C,Transverse Goupon Test Resulûs

The results of the series C, transverse tests are presented in Figure

8.16. Some slippage of the Pi gauges has resulted in shifted plots. The

problem w¡th var¡able results is demonstrated with this series as with all

previous trânsverse tests. The process parameters and the delicate nature of

these specimens suggest that in future, thicker specimens should be used.

However, ¡f the same slab manufacturing process is to be employed then the

other test samples would also be increased complicating the f¡xturing

procedures.

Fiûuro 8.16 Serles C. TranBverse Sûeg3€trein plotÊ

Eight coupons survived handling and the results are as follow:

of, -- t5s6 psi.

FZt = oIt = 1556 psi

eIt = .002 Average of 8 specimens
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8.,-+=.77Msi
- ¿2t

F^
u21 = fi xup = .095 (Betti's Reciprocal Law)

8.5.9 Series C , Shear Coupon Test Results

Eight coupons were tested , and found to vary considerably, w¡th only

six plotted in the Figs. 8.17 and 8.18. The average shear load at failure was

determined to be 315 lbs. The in-plane shear strength F 6 was thereforê found

to be 5764 psi.

The determination of the shear modulus G12 appears to be more

difficult than with any previous specimens as can be seen ¡n Figure 8,18. lt

was noted that when instantaneous shear moduli versus load are plotted there

is a low modulus state near the end of the loading regime characterized by

fiber pull out. Since the results were unsatisfactory it was decided to apply a

value based on information from our supplier and set Grz to have a value of

.34Msi(ro6 x psr). Typical values for E-glass composites with polyester , vinyl

ester and epoxy resins range from .3 Msi (ldx psi) to .54 Msi (ldx psi). The

lower end of the range ¡s represented by polyesters and the upper end of the

range by epoxy res¡ns (Daniel and lshai, 1993). The sensitivity of Qr term to

Gr? variations in the transformed lemina stiffness matrix was checked and

found to be relatively insensitive for a wide range of values of shear modulus.

Material properties for the series C shear tests are as follows:

tä = F6 = 5764 psi ( using altltmata value )

yt =2x(8,)=0.0207 ( saatn gauge mountad at d )

Grr=3
/e

results unreliable .'. Arbinary setting used = .34 Msi
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8,5,10 Series C, Gompreseion Coupon Test Results

Eight coupons were tested with seven curves plotted in the Fig. 8.19.

The l¡mit of the foil gauges was exceeded and some grip slippage was

apparent for coupon C9, but this did not appear to be of any relative

significanc€ due to the linearig of the curve. The average load at failure was

determ¡ned to be 2290 lbs. The average compressive stress was determined

lo be M,297 psi. The compressive strength, F1" , is therefore 64 ksi

Flquro 8,19: Serlo3 C. Coçrpres8lon Test Plot6

8,5,11 Series C, Determlnatlon of Classical Laminallon Theory Stlffness

lUatrix

The st¡ffness matrix, Q perameters are defined previously by Eqs.4.8 to 4.11

and Eqs. 7 .21 to 7 .22 .

So that the untransformed Q matr¡x, for use in classical lamination theory

procedures for the C series, becomes,

Comprqsllvs St,gas verau! mlcroltlåln
G sorlo8 Vlnylost.r Resln

a,

.10

.80

l0

Ë*'
s
6. so
Ê

m
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0

,.10

Cl ¡v
C3 tv
C,l ¡v
C5 lv
C6 lv
c? tv
C0 lv
C0 lv

j15 r-10 f 0 s

I'llcrclt¡rln

\{\\_t-'-NL
*è=
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10.37ól 
" 
ro' 34ç2oo o I

e"-**, =l 34u2oo soz2oo o I rri
I 0 0 3400001

This stiffness matrix will now form the basis for the determination of

the laminate properties for modelling of the deflection of the three Canzeal

poles which will then be compared to the experimental results in a following

section. Peculiar to the Canzeal poles is that the axial layers are wound at a

true 00 angle and no rotat¡on transformation will be required. However the

circumferent¡al winding must still be appropriately transformed.

8.5.12 Series B,C : Fibre volume ,Vf , Burn tests

Samples of the coupon slabs were held back until the end of the

procedures to evaluate material properties for the various coupons. The burn

data is presented in Table 8.1. Surprisingly the volume percentage is much

lower than expected. The ser¡es B coupons were overlaid with release film

and squeegeed flat. Only Series C was actually vacuum bagged at

approximately a full atmosphere of pressure. ln spite of a pressure of nearly

"15 psi the volume fraction, yr for series C is only 4.2o/o higher than B series .

There is one significant complication to the low f¡ber volume of coupons

manufactured in this manner. lf the material properties are based on these low

values then there is a risk that we underestimate the actual performance of a

manufactured pole if it should have a higher volume fraction of fiber, ln fact,

the poles as manufactured have significantly higher fiber volume fractions and

will be further discussed later in this chapter. The poles are typically over
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wrapped with circumferential fiber as the last stege of the process. Surface

normal forces are very high for this last layer and typically the forces drive

large amounts of resin out of the underly¡ng leminae.

Tabls 8.1 Test coupon bum t€Bt tesult€

Series B
Polyester
/r'.-alooo

Series C
Yinylester
/E-sl¡ss

Sample lVeight
(grans)

44.91 52.16

After Burn
Glass lVeight

26.1O 32,54

Fiber Weight
Percent
W¡

58.lYo 620/"

Resin Weight
Percent
V-

41.9o/o 31o/o

Gless S.G. 2.6 2.6
Resin S.G. 1.1 1.1
Volume Percent
Vr

36.8V" 4lo/o

8.5.13 Summary

The results of the coupon testing program are summarized in the following

Table 8.2.
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lablE 8.2 ìlaterlal prcpo?tles of tost coupons

Property I!-utas3/
Polycster

E-Glass
Vlnylester
ll' S.ri..ì

Res¡D Typ€ Faroe¡ CX 132
I.ôñthcliô Pôlvô.

Dow Dcrakrne
Vinvlc¡fer 411-350

Glass Typ€ Owcrs-Cornirg
1100 TEX

aÂñr.ÊÞnll nñ¡a

Flberer
1üþ TEX

Flber Volume
Perc€trt
y1

36.8Yo 4tvo

l,ongitùd¡Dal
Modulus
lli . Meiì

3.69 Msl* 3.61 Mslt

Traosyerse Modulus
fF - M.l\

0,615 Msl 0.77 Mst

Iu-Pla¡e Shear
Modulus
ll: .. M.ll

0,4 Msii 0.34 Ms¡*

Major Polsson's
Ratlo

0.35 0.43

Mlnor Poisson's
R¡tlo

0.06 0.0925

Inngitudinal lensile
Strcrgth
lr' .- l{ci\

88.5 ksi 69.4 ksi

TrsIlsverse Tensile
Stre¡gth

17E3 psl 1556 psi

In-Pl¡ne SbearStrêtrgtb
lF. Dslì

5404 ps¡ 5764 psi

UItinâte l,ong¡tudinsl Str8ltr

(ái Fr MsÐ

0.02 0.0176

Ultimate Trstrsverse Strein
(8i,)

0.0029 0.002

Longitudi¡âl
Compressiv€ Strength
rF-ì

49.7 Isi 64.3 ksi

*lMsi =/0ox nçiì
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8,6 DETERMINATION OF EFFECTIVE AXIAL MODULUS OF LARGE

SCALE POLES USING CLASSICAL LAMINATION THEORY

Eleven poles were modeled; all had the same ¡nternal dimensions

determined by the mandrel dimensions. The poles were all fabricated using

the Owens-Corning 1 ,1 10 TEX E-glass roving. The resin used was that

developed by Faroex and designated CX132. The series B coupon tests

determined the material properties of that particular resin/glass system. ln

order to confirm that each pole is described correctly in the model, samples

from the base and top of each pole were extracted and analyzed after

completion of the load deflection experiments conducted by lbrahim(2000).

The samples were all cut out parallel to the meridian.

The llrst step is to establish the w¡nd angle at the base of the polê and

the initial thickness of the axial geodesic and circumferential layers, The term

layer is not a reference to lamina or laminate rather a layer is a progrämming

concept derived from the filament winding process, ln this case a layer ¡s a

completely closed surface of filaments all of the same w¡nding pattern whether

it be circumferential or geodesic. A circumferential layer is typically near g0

degrees w¡th respect to the meridian and is composed of a forward and

reverse direction i.e. +88 0 and -880. The circumferential layers therefore are

composed of pairs of unidirect¡onal lam¡nae of opposite sign. The fact that the

two laminae have only a small total difference in angles makes the pairs very

difficult to separate after the burn out. So the pair is measured and given a

thickness value. A single lamina is assumed to have half the thickness of the
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pair. ln practice the winding of a single circumferential lamina is problematic

and must be forced with manual interference of the w¡nd¡ng progrâm.

lndividual lamina of axial geodesic wind patterns can be easily teased

apart afier burning out the resin. There are two ways to vary the thickness of a

geodesic wind pattem, One method is to set the starting number of circuits to

a higher value than is the minimum required for complete coverage. ïhe

second method is to wind multiple layers above each other of the same

pattem. The first method results in some difficulties when attempting uniform

compaclion and reduced resin content. So for this study multiple layers are

employed. Since each layer is a pair of laminae of opposite angles then a

stack of n layers is simply t(n/2) laminae.

ln the case of multiple layer axial winding, â diff¡culty is encountered at

the dome ends. As the number of layers ¡s increased the subseguent layers

no longer contact the geodesic dome surface but rather the previous layers.

The geometry of the dome is changed with each layer applied. ln th¡s study ¡t

was found that 4 consecutive layers was the maximum practical limit before

the filaments would begin to slide off the dome ends. This problem did not

appear to apply to circumferential winding since this type of winding does not

extend beyond the mandrel banel. The problem limiting total axial thickness

was easily resolved.

For the purpose of modeling of the laminate, the inner circumferential

layer is assumed to be composed of 1 pos¡t¡ve and I negative lamina. The

outer circumferential layer is also treated the same wey. However the n

number axial layers of positive and negative wind angles are summed to a

total thickness fr and the reduced to I positive lamina of f r/2 thlckness and 1
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negative lamina of the same thickness. This procedure was used to simplify

the input of data and to âvoid having to treat each of the poles as a spec¡al

case.

The laminate structures and totâl number of laminae at the base of

each pole used in this study are detailed in the Table 8.3. The number outside

of a bracket in the last three columns details the number of times the

particular winding pattern was run. The term in brackets is referred to as a

w¡nding layer since winding rêquires both positive and negative paths for

closure of a surface. A winding layer is therefore composed of 2 laminae. The

specific winding layer is measured for thickness and knowing the number of

laminae within permits calculat¡on of individual lamina thickness. The

thickness of the individual laminae w¡thin the lam¡nate as measured by the

burn tests are given in the following Table 8.4. The data as presented refers

only to conditions at the base or start position of each pole.

PolB lD l-ÀminalB stèck gen8rôli¡ed' designaton aIBASE Poôilion
OutBr Circ Lqyer
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decomposition of the top sample yields the change in wind angle of the

var¡ous layers and is given in Tables 8.5 and 8.6. The measurement of the

various winding layers permits determinat¡on of which type of winding pattern

is responsible f0r the thickness variation.

Pols lD !ãm¡nãts stãck gsng..l¡r€d i

dêBiqnalion al BASE Pos¡tion
i lnn.'
i .{)ircr¡nlerenl¡ri
i lqær

ú¡cl¡esB
(ndl6s) nnr

9!]Yl'i.. t-86.-€6.1t{.186.:861 .. 0 04
3l ¿12 t.06,.8ô.5,-5,r86.-€6'1 0.021

slvl! f+ t.0.-l0l
:sTa{ Ii86.46..10.-10+8ô-061
.qi4 . - . . þ86.-€6..10.-10..86.-061
É!¡í.9... ; f.€E-8J.t1p.:!0r+q6.€6J

ê! t 2t,-20t
qrr? [+86,{5.+2O-20..86,{51
Év! [r86.-86.+20.-20..86.{6'ldlã [+ E6,{6] '20.-20- 

r € 6. {61
q!wl-! þ86.{6.*20--20.86.€6j

'¡tüal i ,

(Geod6s¡c) : outa.
lôyar CÌlû¡ mlsr€ ñtia.l
ìñid(rÉss al lãysr
EÀ$E : q¡ckrlsBs

. f!d9Ð .!!!r _ - ,(DÈ!9) . ñ!ì!-
1.4, .0.109 271 0.013: 1.rB
o53' 0.055 1.A. 0.021 0.53

.. 0 235 5.97.
0.012 l.fn 0.107 LT2 0.042 1.07
0.021 0.53 0.ì10 1m 0.021 0.53
0.021 0.53 0.056 i.12 9.ozl b.s3

9.231 5.q7
0.024 0.61 0.138 3_5t 0.025 064
o.o3? o.ú o.iÈ6 +?2 o.o38 o9z
o.o2 o.si o.1ls zæ. f).()zl o.st
9.02 B.5l q.059 t.75 OO2 0.51

Table 8.5 is identical to Table 8,3 except for the column describing the axial

layer wind angle. The change in wind angle from the base to top position is

due to the wind angle drift.
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Table 8.5 Laminate Structurc at TOP of Tæt Poles

Pote lD Laminate sììùk !àneralired
dÊsignation aITOP Posilion

9l,lf_1 t(+ 18. -88). (+ 6. ¿ -6.7). (+ 88.-88)l

_sl_ârr_!?,.. . . [(-88.{Ð.({.2.+.7),(.88..88)i .

slvl [(.13.5.-13.5)]sfu4 [(+88,{8),(+13.5,-13.Ð,(+88,-88)]
l€tv,3'_.._.-. (.8C.-q8)(-1.!,5,-,1¡,Ð.(t99.;QQ)1
gy.l1 (+88.{8).(+135.-13.Ð.(+!8.-88)l

{,4 lþ27.'27r1
1rr? t(+88.-Qq),(+2?.:?7),(rq8.-8q)l
,ûA . . .. I(+88.aBlþ2i.-2?)(+88.48I .:sé. [(.I8. -8 8). (.2i.-2Ð. (.I8.-88)]
slfMl [(+08-{8).(+2i.-2Ð,(+88.-88J].

The thickness of the various lamina at the top position are given in

Table 8.6. The small thickness changes to the circumferential winding

laminae are thought to be due to variation in measurement technique.

Tablo 8.6 Lemlnate Structur€ and Thlckness at TOP of Ts3t Poles

Pol€ lÐ Laí¡n.rlB BlÀd( q€nBr.l¡r6d' dBs¡gñlrùon at TOPPosition
'i

tl

A).i!¡ l

lcFod€s¡c) I õúer
lqær j c¡ rdinrler€ñtinl
th¡d(nes6 ôl lôy€t
TO¡ lii¿*¡€33

. _. - -únQ€e) mF . (!dB!) mm
t.fp 0.r,11 3.65t6 0.043 l.w.
0.533 0.0i 1.?m 0.021 0.5331
om

The third major step is to assemble a detailed graphic containing the

raw data collected from the burn tests for each individual pole. The following

.lnner Oic.-Layer 'l Axlol layer OuterC¡€L6yet
l Ci¡c lÂyer ¡Ë composed ofl

ü¡c*¡ess posilivs o¡d 1

cgmposed ol1 negative lÊmina
ldü6rd 6nd I
lrewree directon i .

i:l

: F 99,:8-8lx-!
þ88.:8q¡?.
t-q9,:99Fr.
þ88.-€8Fr

0.042
0.02i
o.ô20

0.0?!
0.038
0.021
ó.021

0.m 0.3r 7.871
1.m7 0.138 3-5052 0.042 l.t[Ë8
o.rÍr3 o l,{3 x.Éra o.o2r 0.53,31q.íE 0.!q9 1.651 0.02 0.5¡E

o.2a6 758{
tr6ro 0.186 dt24 o.ö2¡ osiEs
0.s5 0.13 3.3t8 0.038 0.S2
0.533 0 138 3.5{'52 0.021 0.5334
0.Ít3 0.076 l.ga¡{ 0.02 0.m
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Figure 8.20 shows the graphic details of how the structure changes over the

length of the pole. For brevity sake the graphics for the remaining poles are

not presented. However the information conte¡ned in those graphics is given

in Tables 8.3 through 8.6. ln all examples it is quite clear that the axial or

geodesically wound layer (Green) is increasing in thickness and the

circumferent¡al layers are unchanged.

F9LE Èt s11vl4
Laminate
Dâslgnatlon
(t aa), (t s), (t at),

Axial Layèr Thlcknss6

@Bæe .1tÍll1=,027"

Cf rcumfer€ntlal Låyqr ThickneÊs
@Bas€ .083/4=.021

@Top .086/4=.0215

Flquro 8.20 T€st Pole sllvl4

Knowing all the conditions at the base of the pole it is the goal to

describe mathematically all the conditions at any other position in order to

ultimately conduct the load deflection model. Recall that the base conditions
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can be easily determined by the des¡gner sincæ these are the basic winding

machine ¡nput parameters.

The first cr¡t¡cal step is to be able to model the chenges in thickness

due to w¡nd angle drift. Using the Eq.7. 19 and 7 .20 the top th¡ckness can be

predicted since only the axial layer is affected by drift. To determ¡ne a top

thickness for a given test pole ¡t is required that ú o of Eq.7.20 be set equal to

the total base axial layer thickness. ln addition the inner and outer

circumferential layer thickness must be provided as well as the corect

equation for radius, length and the B parameter. Faroex large scale test poles

were all constructed on a 240' (6096 mm) long mendrel with a B

value=8"(203.2 mm) and having r=mx+B where m =-11120 (Base

radius=8"(203.2 mm) Top radius=6'(152.4 mm)) .

The predicted top thicknesses, derived only from the base data, for the

experimental test poles are given in the following Table 8.7 and compared

with the actual values determined by burn out and direct measurements. The

results in some cases are extremely encouraging. lt was evident at the time of

winding test poles that some variation in resin content between poles and

within poles themselves was occurring for unidentified reasons, Some

discrepancies were to be expected since the entire thickness modeling

procedure is based on the assumption that the cross-sectional area of a resin

¡mpregnated roving band does not vary. The variation of lhe cross-sectional

area of impregnated roving is expected to involve factors such as resin

v¡scosity, temperature, and forces due fibre tension in the case of both the

circumferential and geodesic winding patterns. At the time of fabrication no

knowledge of the significance of these ¡ssues was po6sible.
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fot rn¡rrÍ
l¡E¡nr¡¡

faP A¡rc tôt¡ or lo9
l¡lllló ücl¡¡..
T¡þ¡II"¡
fr!.tr E¡r!
ai¡¡r¡¡
l¡¡ra{raal

stvl
s3rú4

s4,r3
sg¡t ¡

så/S
slvT
s0ri6
rgtf
sl fþl1

l¡¡{tat ToP
liþlra{¡
DÐlrdor
Irorr

aqûatþn,

¡ttP
lotd ot¡r¡l

ÞL¡

(¡nches) (mm) (inúes) (mm' (¡nches (mm (inches (mm (¡nches) (mm)
sllvl4 0.220 5.59 0.035 0.8S 0.144 3.65 0.228 5.79 0.226 5.74 '1.01

s1â¡12 0.112 2.84 0.036 0.91 0.07 1.78 0]12 2.84 0.116 2.95 0.97

0.31 7.87 0.0387 0.98 0.3096 7.86 0.3r 7.87 0.312 7.92 0.99
9i.222 5.ø4 0.0345 0.88 0.138 3.51 0.2?,2 5. 4 0,?2? 5.77 0.98
0.'185 4.70 0.035 0.89 0.14 3.56 0j82 4,62 0,195 4.98 0.93
0.105 2.67 0.0325 0.83 0.065 1.65 0J07 2.72 0.116 2.95 0.92

0.2s8, 7.52 0.037 0.94 8.258 7.52 0.296 7.52 0.319 8.10: 0.93
0.23 5.84 0.031 0.79 g]BE 4.72 0.234 5.S4 0.233 6.0i 0.98

0.206. 5.U3 U.0325 0.83 0.13 3.30 fl.194 4.93 0.239 6.0i 0.81
0.18 4.57 0.0345 0.88 0.138 3.51 0.18 4.57 0.201 5,11 0.99

9.117 2,57 0.038 0.97 0.076 1.S3 0.116 2.95 0.136 3.45 0.85

The last column of Table 8.7 lists the experimentally measured

thickness divided by the mathematically predicted value of thickness for

each pole. This value is a measure of how close the predicted values

are to the measured values. The pred¡ctions range from 81o/o ol

measured to 101% of measured thickness. Overall the th¡ckness

predictions average 93% of the actual experimentally determined values

and it was felt that further elaboration of the modeling was justif¡ed.

Knowing the thickness and w¡nd angle of the axial layers at any

point within the length of the pole permitted the determination of the

effective laminate st¡ffness at the same points. ln the following Table 8.8

the values of the effective laminate stiffness are g¡ven for Base and Top

of each of the experimental poles. ln Table 8.8 only the base
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conf¡guration of the laminate is g¡ven, for the top configuration refer

back to Table 8.6.

The values foi the st¡ffnéss at the Base (x=0 mm) and Top (x=6096

mm) in Table 8.8 are entirely derived from he Base data presented in Tables

8,3 and 8.5 and were determined using the classical lamination theory solver

program wr¡tten with the aid of Maplev. The term Msi in Table 8.8 is 108 psi.

Teble 8.8 Efrscdve Lemlnete Sttflno8s of Test Polos: et Base end Top

i I ì 1c9. 
tcu.taiàa i ,

,i I :effsctive l

il lcalculated I l*iul I i

;t-arge scåle iefiEErivs axiat I Young's
Pc!ãs I lYq,q¡sls nsCg!9-si. . . a.q. lulus l

r jceneralizad ÊasB : ', l

Lôm¡nate Stn¡cture I I ,

i:\

2.30S t5.!t2r 2.44 16.82
2.34 16.13 2.47 .17.03

2.74 10.0S 2.34 16.13
2.158 1¡180 2.ß4. l{71
2.493 t?.19 2.306 i5.9û
21?8 rs.m 2.14? 11.80

1.693 11.67 1.23 g.1s

1.798 1¿{0. 1.38 !3.0ú
1.745: l¿fB: 1.405i 9.6S
1.?97 1239 1.383 9.54
J.i61 : iz.r4' i.¡ 5.65

Table 8.8 is a summary of the results obtained by running the modeling

program for each test pole, only the base and top values of stiffness are

presented. The program actually plots the data regarding stiffness graphically

with respect to axial posit¡on. The following Figures 8.21 to 8.23 are taken

from the output of the modeling program and show that the var¡ation in

stiffness is clearly not necessarily linear. The stiffness variat¡on of the two 50

poles are shown superimposed ¡n Figure 8.21. The fact that the stiffness is

increasing ¡s the result of increasing thickness offsetting the losses due to

sllvl4 . þ86.{6.+5.{,+06.{61
,sJe12 [+ffi.{6.+5.{.+06.{6'j

-s!y! . t-1or qs0rr{ frË.{6,+10.-lO+86.{51
igly9 .[+86--8J.+10--1O+86-{61:St41. . _ F8t{6.1t0.:!Or8Ê.{.6'l

qd ; plo:zul
:qy? .. _-..i[r-S.j98._r,ãt+O*86;{61.lSìó [+ffi.f6]+ã1.-20+,86jq .

.Év!, . [+86.{6.+æ.-al.+85.{61slMl þ8G.{6.+20.{0.186.{Ql
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wind angle drift.

17

16.8

16

l6

Flour€ 8.21 St¡frne8s Varietion of Poles Èllvl¡l and s12v12

The effective axial st¡ffness of the four 100 poles are shown in

Figure 8.22, Two poles, s4v3 blue, and s1v1 red, demonstrate

degrading stiffness toward the tip.

D¡stanca frorn E}ase (mln)
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The two other poles (green s3v4 and brown s5yl3 curves) show a relatively

stable modulus from base to top.

ln Figure 8.23 the axial stiñness of the f¡ve 200 wind angle poles are plotted.

Characteristic of these poles ¡s the low in¡tial st¡ffness and the rapid

degrading of the initial values.

Distance from Base (mm)

F¡quro 8.23 St¡ffnegs of Polos s6v8. 37v7. s8v6. sgv5, s10v11

8.7 EXPERTMENTAL DATA ON LARGE SCALE POLES IFAROÐ(

POTES)

The main goal of this project was to be able to model test poles and the

curious interaction between winding types, thickness, and general laminate

structures with regards to ANSI 05.1 load classes
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The Faroex poles were large scale single section poles, shown in

delail ¡n Fig.8.24. The setup complies with the ASTM (1999) standard for

testing wooden poles and is intended to represent a typical 1 meter deep

burial with a load applied to the cross arms approximately 26"

( 660 mm) below the top of the pole, this prov¡des a 175" (4445 mm) gauge

length.

Tcp Posli:n, Ex¿nd t¡rtdtr,¡se

.-F RBtreneÊt| tlom Fo¡fle¿ltEn dãtd

Er 6ndt, cdG¡st8d st toglton
F+ãimatd tqrdh

Er 8frdl, ôsþdÈed 6a ÉÉd¡cn

ñudi¡¡= l9fnr¡ f B7sh)=tr

ÊquûlrEî of É(Èmxrg

Con¡ ¡ic ord 51d ße*r¡i¡rl

t2D

BoÈ Foám Ex mdrHt'lnEæ
ReEl8fËd ficlrt FshrtcdoD dûtB

Flqure 8,2¿l ASTM 119991 Stândard Pole T€stinq sot uÞ
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The experimental testing program for the Faroex poles previously discussed

wâs conducted as part of a Ph.D. thesis (lbrahim 2000). ln that work the poles

were incrementally loaded to ultimate failure and the results tabuleted and

fitted to the equivalent ANSI 05.1 Pole class.

The testing data is summarized in Table 8.9;.

Tablo 8.9i Faro€x Fulhscele Polo Experimental Porformance Detâ

I : ANS| 05.1 , :

Expeiimenlal EquivôJsnl
DellsEtion Pols claBs.i--:.--i --'.' : ----'-'--'

...-....-..!t.egh! ,-i -. -
. . mm . ..(i4c1îp9) . . ,.þe ,. :{lb€)

:€i ivl{
iijzø¿ -_ ,

."lv!
'dþ{
is{ùt
lsti'jt

:ú,0
r;titt--'-.,
:i¡r,õ-'--' 

.

i;$å'.- -

islùît

63 138.5

.38, 8!,6

l0o. 2?9
68 149.6
61 134.2
3s . Qs.S

9Ù 2oS
8l 178.2
72 rEB.¡
50 132
38 836

20 4496 't03 t5.87 I
8.8 

. 1978 2?S 10.94 5

342 i688 490 19.30 Fß
30.1 6767 6m æ.S4 tp.
zo.8 rsiq 14 16.93 I7.55 1697 zfi 9,45 6

30.! 6834. ¡Ar 16.97 Le36.4 8183 63{ 24.95 m
za.i' 631? ss3 23.35 Fa18.9 4249 1r5 16.38 26.9 r55r zíz s.Et 6

The load ranges and classes of the ANSI 05.1 system are presented in the

following Table 8.10.
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ANSt 05.1fi9921

ïi'.Fl+?i€
:,r.::ti;:,,

:aËr:1:i

r.':,,'T¡ef", 
."

,,-11f1,t91:¡;",,

.i.:l?:9¡å.!:

if.itt*],ålF
H6 11400 50.7

H5 '10000 44.5

H4 8700 38.7

H3 7500 33.4

H2 6400 28.5

H1 5400 24.O

1 4500 20.o

2 3700 16.5

3 3000 13.3

4 2400 10.7

5 1900 8.5

6 1500 6.7

7 1200 5.3

8.8 OEFLECTION AND THICKNESS MODELING OF LARGE SCALE

POLES

8,8.1 Faroex Types
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The follow¡ng Figs.8.25 to 8.27 are Maple V output from the Bernoulli-

Euler lterative Beam deflection model, presented in Chapter 7.0, and was

used to compare ultimete deflections. The test pole models are reduced from

240'(6096mm) down to 175" (4445mm) long according to the ASTM testing

procedure as shown in Fi9.8.24. The test pole properties used ¡n the model

were set up to reflect that portion of the pole undergoing loading. The zero

point for the following graphs is the top of the I meter deep concretê reshaint

and the tip is actually the loading point where displacement measurements

were taken during the actual exper¡ments (lbrahim, 2000). Knowing the

properties at lhe true base of the pole, the intermediate zone, under going

loading, can be determined with some degree of accuracy since the winding

angle changes and thickness var¡ation can be determined methematically.

ln Figure 8.25 the ultimate load is quite different and is expected since

these two poles are quite d¡fferent in overall weight and thickness. From Table

8.9 the weight of s11v14 is 62 kgs and that of s12v12 is nearly half at 38kgs.

Much of the weight difference is known to have come from the increased

number of lam¡nae in s11v14( see Table 8.3). Both poles were wound using

the same patterns only the number of them was altered as can be seen in

Tables 8.3 through to 8.7. These two poles represented the culmination of

our efforts to control the problems associated with very low wind angle

fabrication.
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Dislance fom Bess (mm)

lm
lt)

DeÍsclion lmmì
-zl)

Flour€ 8.25 Dêf,ection at Fe¡lurÈ 50 poles : sllv.l4 ancl sl2v12

ln Figure 8.26 the four 100 poles are shown super imposed, with poles s1v1

and s4v3 virtually identical in displacement at failure. However, these two

poles are quite different in thickness and load capacity as can be seen in

Table 8.4.

Dislance foûì Base {mm)

\-..'.'.-._...-

Flours 8.26 Dofrection at FeiluÌe 100 polâs:31v1. s3v4. s¡1v3. ssvl3

The 20 0 poles are shown in the following Figure g.27.This group of

poles represents a very wide range of load classes, from Class 6 to H3.

Digr¡nre fioñ 8¿ss (mn)

osûldlon(mm) 
-

-¡æ

¡ûr

\ìS -.\--*--_

\

FiourB 8.27 DeflEctlon at Fallur€ 20.poles: 36y0. s7v7. sgv6. s9v5. sl0vl I
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The 200 ax¡al wind angle group of poles represented a range of thickness in

order to determ¡ne the limits of winding stability over our geodesic domes.

Test pole s6y8 is one of the thickest wound during this phase and was in fact

completed w¡th great difficulty. F¡lament tows had to be manually pos¡tioned

during the last winding pattern as all stability wâs lost due to fibre build up on

the smaller geodesic dome. The rest of the 200 group used circumferent¡al

w¡nd¡ng to compact the axial geodesic filaments.

The results of the deflection modeling are presented in Table 8,11.

Table Lll Farosx full-scale oole8. Modol D€flect¡on vðrsus Expêdmental

iì

Large
calecale ,Ullimate

PolEs Load

Spqdmst { ld{

15.87
r 0.0¡

19.30 /fl8: 16.4523.s¡. ûi 2¿.3416.93 at¿ i6.22
9.45 2G} 11.15

...rÍn+es) . Pfe4/Exp.

352 13.8iira$ 12,06

659 25.96
tiP 20.96
291 1 r.46

,Þ1_tV!4 . 20,. 4i99r. 413

:stavlz nt, 19?8 27A

slvl 3+2 ?688 ¡lgl
E1v4 30.1 6767 613
qtr_...,.....?qJr . 4qiQ. 431¡

-!S;_3 . . .?.55. !697:. ¿4

€å,/ß ¡0.1. 6834 131
s7v7 :15.{ 8183 634

4\,1. z8.r 631i Egtdtã t8.9 4249 4t6's'lovll i 6.9' 1551 . 2Ez

16. et
24.S6
23.i6
!q.!8
s.92

s4i 2r.36 r.¿â6ii 24.04 o.s

0.07
i.ro

0.85
ar.ri3
4r.96

1.iò

r.l1
1.28
t.l5

ln general the model appearÉ¡ capable of modeling the deflection of

poles quite well. The accuracy of deflection predictions (predicted value/

exper¡mental value) ranges lrom 87o/o to 128o/o w¡th the overall average being

'117%. The w¡de range of prediction accuracy is somewhat discouraging.

Since the model is totally dependent on accurate measurement of the
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laminate thickness at the base of a pole, unidentifìed manufactur¡ng

irregularities can drastically undermine predictions. The problem is

compounded by another factor namely that of resin content.

The data used to model the lam¡nate effective stiffness E, is taken

from the Series B coupon data which is composed of identical materials to the

test poles but fabricated under slightly different circumstances. The actual

resin content of the test poles fluctuates, as was to be expected due to lack of

experience. The coupons were known to have a lower glass content (yr =

0.38) than the gpical test poles, see Table 8.12, but some of our poles were

behaving in en unexpected manner. Some poles were much stifier than

expected based on coupon material properties.

The 200 w¡nd¡ng pàttern encircles the mandrel with substantially more

force than was evident with either 10 or 5 degree patterns. At the time of

w¡nding the 200 pattern res¡n squeeze out wes occurring at an alarming rate

and had the appearance of circumferential winding. The pressure on the

laminate stack was clearly higher than for any olher pole sets.

This change in pressure was evidenced through comparison between

Pole s1v1 a 100wind otheruise very similar to Pole s6v8 a 200 pole. ln Table

8.11 the deflection prediction of the Bernoulli-Euler Model of Poles s6v8 and

s7v7 represents a deviation from all other poles. The effective axial stiffness

for these two poles is increased by a mult¡plication factor of 1.4. This

adjustment factor to the coupon data is the resin volume compensation

factor.
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8.9 Balancing Resin Gontent

The material properties of the poles were calculated based on the

properties determined experimentally from test coupons, but the poles were

found to differ in resin content from the coupons in spite of using the identical

constituents. Since these resin volumes were not identical, a procedure

based on the Rule of Mixtures was used to adjust the E, value determined

from coupons at one resin volume to poles with a difhrent resin volume.

It was assumed that the difference in the derived E, values is êntirely

due to the difference in the volume of resin. Filament winding circumferential

fibers over top of low ângle âxial f¡bers results in very high compression and

squeeze out of resin not poss¡ble to duplicate with manual coupon fabrication.

For this study it was determined that the average f¡lament wound tube had a

glass volume of between 52 and 55 o/o. The coupon burn tests indicated that

the glass volume was 38% for the ¡sopthal¡c polyester samples.

Burn tests of large p¡eces from scrap test poles indicated that the new

wind¡ng protocols edopted had significantly reduced the resin content. The

jointed pole production technique resulted in glass content average of 53%

by volume. The clear impact of such a mismatch between coupons and

machine made filament wound test samples resulted in a serious

underestimate of pole stiffness.

According to the basic Rule of Mixtures,

Ec = Eflf+ Entvnt (Eq.8.12)

Where the Young's modulus of the composite is the sum of the products of

moduli and the volume fractions for fiber and matrix respect¡vely. Substituting

into this equation the known values detennined experimentally from coupon
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test¡ng an adjustment factor was required to correlate coupons with samples

of identical material but different volume fractions.

The following are typlcal material properties values from supplier

information, however the value fo¡ resin is so much less than that of the fiber

that in effiact it is almost negligible.

E" = 3.6x106 psi

v¡ = o'38

E^=9,000 Psí

n,, =(r-ur)

Substituting these known values into the Eq. 8.12, the value of E¡ is

solved for and found to be 9.46 Msi. This is very close agreement w¡th general

literature (Flinn, R. A. and P.K. Trojan, 1990 ) which lists a value for B at 10

Msi. Substituting the calculated value of Er back into the Eq. 8.12 and

replacing the coupon matrix volume fraction, u- with that for the filament

wound poles, 0.531, the new E" value is determined to be 5.0 Msi. This value

is then div¡ded by the original 3.6 Ms¡ to derive a multipl¡cation factor of. 1,396

The factor of 1.4 is applied to the Erlong¡tudinal modul¡ value determined by

the Classical Lam¡nation theory prior to the modeling process. lt appears

that the compensation fac{or can be applied directly to the values of E1 and E2

of the 3 x3 Q, lamina stiffness makix, derived from coupon tests, since Ez is

possible to derive from Er using Betti's Reciprocal Law. The effective axlal

modulus can then be calculated as described earl¡er, using Classical

Lamination theory. As a check, the compensation factor was applied to both

the original calculated laminate effective axial stiffness and the Q stiffness

2Á,1
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matrix and found to be in close agreement . lt appears the differences in the

two methods of application of the compensation factor are equivalent for these

specif¡c cases.

Our coupon testing work revealed a conceptual problem w¡th the axial

modulus E1. lf a pair of identical longitudinal coupons are fabricated and one

is tested, one could assume the sister would exhibit the same failure

properties, lf however we take the untested sister coupon and apply pure

resin to both faces should we expect a change in fa¡lure strength? This

possibility was tested in our program and it was noted that the failure of such

coupons was nearly always identical to the original coupon. The contradiction

occurs inadvertently when the thicknèss is measured to calculate the stress

applied to a cross-sectional area to calculate the Young's modulus.

While fabricating our test poles, occaôionally the operator would

squeegee the surface of the mandrel to remove free running resin and recycle

it into the impregnation tanks. This was done for economy end cleanl¡ness,

as was required. On some days this operation was performed more regularly

than on other days. Small changes in the ambient temperature would affect

resin v¡scosity. At higher temperatures the resin would dr¡p noticeably and

required more squeegee work to control the drips.

The burn out data on sample sections clearly showed variation in res¡n

content but the actual cause was never clea¡ly determined at the time since

the tension on the filament tows and the resin m¡xture were assumed to be

constant.

At the time of fabrication a record of the total amount of glass f¡bre

consumed wes made by weighing the glass fibre bales before and after each
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pole was fabricated. Resin weight w¿¡s more d¡fficult to account for due to

spillage. The total weight of the pole less the weight of glass consumed was

used to determine the weight of resin consumed by the particular pole. The

formula for determining the volume percentages from weight percentages

is as follows,

( Glasswt. \ I Glasswt. Resin rvt. ì
\ sp.c. o¡ c t on )' \ sp.c. o¡ c t a s s' sp.G. o/ Re sin,/

(Eq.8.13)

The Specific gravity, Sp.G., of Glass, was set to 2.55 grams/cm3 and resin

was set to 1.1 grams/cm3 . The data obtained is presented in Table 8.12.

A smâll number of extra samples were taken from the top and base of

certa¡n poles, weighed, burned out and weighed again. These few burn

specimens are recorded under the Fiber Volume columns of Table 8.12 on

either side of the vâlues determined from production data in green.

Table Ll2 Flbre volume Percont Data

Pole t .

si!.¡ {
912.1?

siù
a2¿-
i3v4'--
"{resiv! -

s6\8
è?u¿ '

s8\6
3g\Ã
¡iiMi-

5 588 60.760
2.0{5 ¡VA

7.8?4 90.21
7.112 92.06

5.6388 ìVA
4 639 IVA
¿667ÀyA

7.5184 101.35
5.842 98.700

5.2324 i 14.350
4.572 rVA

2.9718 tVA

lAfferBum ,

Weight Fibér
glq¡6 volume

49.950 0.53rvA rva

0.55

The most important conclusion drawn from the deflection modeling is

that the designer of poles must heve some assurance that the fabricator of

poles is cons¡stently producing poles w¡th the intended properties. The

performance of the deflection model presented in Chapter 7.0 is very

8ôs9
Sôrnple Bass
m€ssuråd sûnple
thick¡Bss weiqht
mm gt6rnF

4.674 72110
?,4qs ¡r'A

5.969 60.04

5.3€18 57.85
4.S514 fVÁ
{.064 t{/4

2.4892 ÌVA

s.s671 ss.o2
41752 66 950' 4.?214 98.320
3.9621ÀVÁ
2.76861.{A

no n*E

üî "'-

AierBurõ
wE¡ghl

9rlln!

56.8?0

43.i2
51.45

NA
¡{A

72.26 0.63
iq.9¡ 0.5s

IVA ¡VArvA rvA
NA IVA

i4.51 0.55
81.400 0.67
88.980 0.60r.{A ¡vÀÀvA r'{4

0.60

r.vA ¡vANA WA

42.65 0.53
52.030 0.60
65.180 0.16
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encouraging ând it appears to have a potent¡al for use during the design

stage. A typical pole design requires only minutes to input and run, thus

allowing the designer to make multiple modif¡cations to a design and quickly

see the effect on performance.

8.10 Canzeal Poles

Canzeal lnc. of Yellowknife N.W.T, Canede, submitted three filament

wound poles to the Univers¡ty of Man¡toba for load deflection and ultimate load

tests. The poles represented a set of prototypes that were being

manufactured with a new type of winder being designed and built by Canzeal

shown in Figure 8,28.

The sample poles were the produced with this new machine, as such,

no expectations of suitability were ever in their plans. Rather these poles

served as design aids in the machinery building stage and verification of the

technology. The proto$pe machine is shown plac¡ng axial fiber tow along the

length of a 30 foot (10 m) mandrel.

ln Figure 8.28 the axial tow is shown working one side of the mandrel,

in fact the machine simultaneously applies fibre to the opposite side of the

mandrel just out of view of the camera. The same heads can be redirected to

apply circumferential fibres during the over wrapping stages. The inner

circumferential fibres can be just seen in a gap below the axial tow.



Fiouro 8.28 Canzeal P.ototvpe Wndlno tlach¡ne Placlno Zero DeoÞê Rov¡no

8.10.I TESTAPPARATUS AND SET UP

Three spec¡mens fabricated by Canzeal were delivered to the

University of Manitoba for full scale stalic load deflection tests. The test set

up is shown in Figure 8,29. lncluded in the shipment was a specially

constructed flange base for the support of the test specimens. The flange

was fabricated with a heavy steel l-Beam core and Steel Base Plate. The

entire surface was finished smooth w¡th an FRP barrel. (Figure 8.30)

The first step in the testing program was to mount the flange to the

vertical strong wall of the structures laboratory. This required the use of a

pair of steel box beams to mount to the base of the Flange and also to

accomodate the 0.5 m spacing for fixtures on the strong wall. Eight 314" (19
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mm) dia. steel bolts secured the flange to the box beams. Four, 1" (25.4 mm)

dia. , bolts held the box beams to the strong wall (Figure 8.29)

. The test poles required modification in order to mount the pole properly

to the ffange. Four wooden strap anchors were bonded to each pole base ,

shown in Figure 8.29 in order to pull the test poles tight over the llange. The

wooden anchors werc 24" long , 1.5" thick and 5.5' wide. Mounting at the

diagonal positions allowed for unobstructed top and bottom suffaces of the

poles, The wooden strap anchors were trimmed so as not to project beyond

the flange banel into the free volume of the poles being tested.

Poles were securely drâwn tight onto the tapered flange by tensioning

four ratchet straps looped over the wooden strap anchors and lhrough four

individual r¡ng bolts mounted to the flange . The slight gap, found at the bese

of each pole with the flange, was filled with thickened epory pumped into the

void. This prevented any slight shifting of the pole during loading. Straps

remained in place during the test as a precaution, to prevent p¡eces of

broken poles from falling unexpectedly.

Poles were instrumented with triplet rosette strain gauges, 450, 00 and

-450 at 2.5 cm ,25 cm, 50 cm, 75 cm and 100 cm from the ftange tip, along

the top and bottom meridians. This making for five locations in the expected

tension zone (bottom) and five locations in the expected compression zone

(top) . The pole load was applied in an upward direction at 24' (0.610m) from

the tip. The load¡ng point was 28' (8.534 m) from the base. A cable type

extensometer LVDT was mounted direcfly below the loading po¡nt, this

determ¡ned tip deflection. For Pole #3, a rigid rod type extensometer, LMT,
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was mounted directly beneath the flânge tip to measure vert¡cal flange

displacement,

FiguÞ 8.29 Ho¡izont8l lestlng Confrgullt¡on

ln total each pole was equipped with 30 stra¡n gauges and one or two

extensometers. Loads were measured with a 10,000 lb load cell mounted

between the pole and the loading crane. Data was collected with a Digital

Data Acqu¡sition System, sampling every 1/100 second intervals each of the

33-34 channels .
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stcêl I Beefn

to basef
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B arrc Flange
Anchor B olte x 6

Composlt€
Flangc

B eÉe Plate

Wall rlnchor
.----- loltsx4 \

\
St€cl Box Bcarn

Flgurc 8.30 Canzeal Flangê Assembly

These poles were 30' long with a base d¡ameter of 19.5' , and top

diameter of 12". Basic data is presented in Table 8.13-8.16. The graphical

data for the laminate structures of the three poles is presented in Figures

8.31-8.33. The experimental loading conditions are presented in Tables 8.1&

8.16 and the experimental load deflection curves for the three poles are given

in Figs. 8.34 and 8.35. Note that in Figure 8.34 that f¡vê displacement curves

are plotted. Poles I to 3 are plotted as raw data for tip deflection and repaired

pole 3 plot represents the results of repairíng pole 3 and retesting, pole 3 is

also plotted in red with flange displacements removed. ln Figure 8.35 Pole#3

is plotted as raw datâ in yellow and also w¡th the flange effects removed from
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the total deflection in blue. The correct displacement curve is determined by

measuring the flange deflect¡on at the top edge w¡th a linear measur¡ng

device. The Corrected tip deflection is then calculated using the following

formula,

c r.D = M r.D -(rsin(øn- I 1ff¡¡¡ (Eq.8.1a)

Where, C.T.D. is the Corrected Tip Deflection; M.T.D. is the Measured Tip

Deflection; L the constant gauge length (length of the test pole); F.D. is the

measured Flange Displacement; and the final term F.L. is the constant length

of the flange barrel.

This technique was not used with the Faroex test poles since the poles

were fixed w¡th¡n a concrete block which was strong enough not undergo any

rotation.

The test Pole lf3 was the only pole that had a working flange LMT.

Raw displacements of the Canzeal Poles are plotted in Fi9.8.34. The

corrected tip displacement for poles #1, #2, and #3R. were determ¡ned by

using the slope of the corrected deflection plot for Pole#3 wh¡ch is shown in

Fi9.8.35. ln Tables 8.'13 through 8. 16, the original tip deflections are given

beside the corrected tip deflections. ln Figure 8.36 the four test poles are

shown with maximum load and the locations of the failure zone r€lative to the

babe of the flange. The repa¡r method used on the broken Pole#3 is shown

in Fi9.8.37. Afier the repair, Pole#3 is designated as Pole#3R in the Table

8.16.
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Fiour€ 8.31: Canzeal Pole#l Descrlot¡on
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Fiqure 8.32: Cenzeal Pole#z Descrlption
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Flour€ 8.33: Canzâal Pole#3 Descr¡ptlon
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Flgur€ 8.35 Corr€cted Tlp llefloctlon Curve Pole #3

Burn out tests were conducted on samples taken from the Canzeal poles

tested.The results revealed discrepancies in the expected and actual laminate

structure ofthe poles. Unlike the previously discussed Faroex Poles, the new

Canzeal poles had significantly different geometry and laminate structures.

Since the axial component of the laminate was 0o, the Constant of Clairaut,

C =rsin4 was undefined. The Bemoulli-Euler deflection model developed in

this study was modified to permit a solution by replacing the 0o wind angle

w¡th the inf¡nitesimally small zx10a to avoid a substantial rewriting of the

MapleV code.
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7.66kN @ 812.8 mm def,êctlon

Failu]t at 6@.6 mm

3082 lbs @52" dllectlon
{3.78 tN @ 1320.Emm dêlectlon
Fa¡lurr ät 2690m m

Pole#3 before repalr

F Þlù snÞ

Poler{ 3 after repair
1886 lbs @{3'dsfloctlon
8,38 kN @ 10s2 mm

F¡gurs 8.3ô Fallur€ Locations fo¡ Canzoat Test Polsg

The thickness equation, 8q.7.19 for geodesic winding on tapered

mandrels is capable of handling the special case of O0 winding since the

Cosine term goes to Un¡ty and Eq.7,20 maintains a constant cross sectional

area over the length of the mandrel. This implies that the axial layer will

maintain a constant stiffness, but the ¡nteraction w¡th the circumferential fibers

over wrapping the axial fibers was not clear.
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Surlece Prepartstlon

80 Gr¡t Sãnded

Continemenl Wrãp p¡ll g

10 oz Biãvìãl E.6lãss
¿1" Tàpe/ Epoxy
2 Leyers Only

approx.,020"

Wrãpp¡ng ol Fãilure Zone

F¡guro 8.37 Pole #3 Ropair Procedure

The Canzeal poles were analyzed using the Bernoulli-Euler lterative defleclion

model. These poles were also used to uncover some technical weaknesses

in the robotic control systems. The primary consequence of these resolution

errors was the inconsistent applicat¡on of axial fibers. The fiber paths were

inegular and resulted in some overlap and some gapping. The determinâtion

of laminate thickness posed some difficulty as æn be seen in the Figs. 8.31-

8.33. To resolve the discrepancies, average thickness ând the minimum

thicknesses were used. Each pole was modeled using the two thickness
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values and deflections câlculated for the given load. The results are presented

in Tables 8.13-8.16 for Poles #1, #2, #2, and pole #3R respectively. The

determination of the effective axial modulus of the pole laminates was made

using the Series C vinylester material propert¡es, described previously (see

Appendix for resin details).

The deflection model was reconfigured for the different geometr¡es and

loading conditions as well as the different thicknesses at the base for the

c¡rcumferent¡al and axial layers.

As a consequence of 00 winding there is no geodesic drift and the

modulus of the axial layer does not vary. However, the unusual nature of the

wind¡ng results ¡n the effect¡ve stiffness of the total laminâte actually

increasing toward the tip, as seen in Fig. 8.39, since the thickness of the axial

layer increases due to the pole taper .

D¡stance fom Base (mn)

-400

-600

-8ü]

,tm

Flour€ 8.38: Cânzoal mles: Ultlmste Load Oollecüon Curvss Uslno
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Flqure 8.39: A¡ial llodulu3 of Cenzoal Poles
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The experimental load deflection data was plotted in Fig 8.3g. A small

component of rigid body deflection due to deformation of the mounting base

was detected . The last pole #3 had a specific LVDT attached to track flange

deflection. When this rotation was subtracted from total deflection the

component of the deflection due to load on the pole alone was plotted in

Figure 8.38.

The Bernoulli-Euler deflection model predicted deflections, for a given

load quite well, when using the minimum thickness value obta¡ned from the

base samples. The analysis of the Canzeal poles demonstrated the sensitivity

of the model to thickness values in determining the effective moduli of poles

and the deflection behavior.
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8.II SUMMARY OF POLE LOAD DEFLECTION PERFORMANCE

ANALYSIS

From the preceding discussion it is clear that the total thickness of the

pole and the relative thickness of the axial and circumferential layers

determine the eventual deflection behavior of the pole as a structure. ln early

chapters, it was shown that circumferential w¡nding essentially results in

constant thickness and almost constant wind angle. As such this type of

winding produces nearly constant stiffness along the length ofthe pole.

Geodes¡c axial winding on the other hand is characterized by wind

angle drift and thickness increase on tapered mandrels toward the small ends.

The effective axial stiffness may increase, decrease or remain nearly constant

depending on the initial starting wind angle and taper rate of the mandrel, This

variation in stiffness requires special attention since it clearly affects

thestructural performance of the pole.

Zero Degree winding is a special class of geodesic winding and should

be treated separately. The Canzeal Test poles demonstrated near linear

increase in stiffness over the length of the pole. While subject to the similar

thickness increase toward the small end of the pole as did the Faroex poles,

the increase is due purely to the taper since there is no drift effect involved.

The Zero degree winding may also be somewhat simpler to model with

reference to the Test Coupon data since the rate of compaction is not as

severe as with the Geodesic winding. Therefore there appeared to be no need

to employ a resin volume compensation factor as was done occasionally with

the Faroex poles.
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ln general the Faroex poles appeared to have consistently higher

effective ax¡al stiffness values than the Canzeal poles but this is simply due to

production dec¡sions to limit the amount of axial material applied. There is no

evidence with which to compare the two technologies.

8.I2 COMPARISON OF DEFLECTION MOOEL WTH FINITE ELEMENT

MODEL

lbrahim (2000) attempted to model deflection of the Faroex full scale poles

using the finite element method, and presented a very limited graph

comparing experimental results to f¡nite element predictions. Out of the

eleven poles febricated, the only finite element deflection results presented

were for three of the 10o poles identified ¡n the text as poles #1,fi4 and #5

which correspond to SlVl, S4V3 and SSV13 respect¡vely in this study.(See

Table 8.1'l). The finite element predictions are plotted but not tabuleted so

with the aid of geometry tools direct measürements were taken from the plots

knowing that the data for the lines representing the experimental deflections is

the same as presented in Table 8.1 I .

The finite element deflection prediction for pole#1 (s,lv1) et the ultimate

experimental load of 34.2 kN appears to be approximately 421 mm which is

86% of the actual experimental value. The Bernoulli-Euler model prediction is

4'18 mm or 85% of the experimental value of 490 mm.

The f¡nite element deflect¡on prediction for pole#4 (s4v3) at the ultimate

load of 20.8 kN appears to be 358 mm or 83% of the experimental deflection

which was determined to be 430 mm. The Bernoulli-Euler model predicted a

deflection at the same load of 412 mm or 967o of the experimental deflection.
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The pole #5 (S5V13) when modeled with finite element methods showed

perfect alignment on the lbrahim (2000) plots. Bernoulli-Euler modeling

predicted a deflection of 283 mm at a load of 7.55 kN while the exper¡mental

deflection was only 240 mm or 1.18o/o of experimental deflection.

Unfortunately comparisons of the fin¡te element method with the Bernoulli-

Euler method are not meaningful with only three specimens to look at. lt

should be steted clearly that the development of the Bernoulli-Euler model

was prompted because of unsatisfactory peÉormance of the f¡nite element

methods employed for predicting deflections. lt was not clear at the time why

this was so. ln order to resolve some of the assumptions being made about

the geometry and fiber orientations it was necessary to step back from the

fìnite element method and begin with the development of basic descriptive

analyt¡cal mathemetics. Using the Maple mathematics program as the main

device it was found to be eesier to describe the pole accurâtely rather then

using assumpt¡ons to utilize specific element classes within ANSYS.

Eventually the classical lamination theory solver was incorporated direcfly

into the Maple code describing the pole struc{ure. At some point ¡t was

decided to velidate the model using the simple linear deflection equation used

by Sherman (1984) and presented in Chapter 10. When this was eventually

replaced by the Bernoulli-Euler method adapted from Bisshopp and Drucker

(1945) it seemed to have evolved lnto a complete stand alone analysis

proc€dure. At no time was this effort thought to replâce finite element

methods but was thought only to illuminate the flaws in the assumptions made

using ANSYS. ln truth the Maple code was expected to clean up the

weaknesses within the input data for f¡nite element methóds.

2ß'l
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9 JOINTED POLE STUDY

9,1 GENERAL

Two key issues, previously discussed, were cons¡dered problematic for

the design of large diameter tapered tubes: the increasing thickness of

filament wound geodesic layers as the radius decreases and the upward drift

in wind angle as a consequence of decreased rad¡us. These two variables

afect the stiffness of the poles. Cãreful selection of wiñding angles and tâper

rates can m¡tigate these effects. The most significant concept developed

during the course of this study was to breek up the pole length into segments

whose lengths are chosen to reduce the effects of variable stiffness.

The basic issues of variable thickness and wind angle dr¡ft were

discussed in Chapter 5.0. An analytical model based on the Bernoulli-Euler

fundâmêntäl beam deflection equations desfiibed by Bisshopp and Drucker

(1945 ) was presented in Chapter 7.0. To test the veracity of the modeling

prográm, änd to gàin new insights about the production process, a rìumber of

small poles were fabricated. These poles were to be assembled with a ferule

type joint to peimit assembly of a lower and upper pole segment with the

same taper and match¡ng radii at the joint interface to permit e smooth

êidernál surfãeê.

9,2 MANOREL GEOMETRY

Two mandrels were designed using the techniques previously discussed in

Chapter 6.0. The lower mandrel was modified to provide an extension, which
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would result in a stepped down region of 12' length over which the upper

segment would slip into place. The lower mandrel had a base radius of 4,

(101.6 mm) and at the top had a 3" (76.2 mm) radius (120" from the base). At

120' (3048 mm) position the radius is stepped back by .37S' (9.525 mm) and

continues to the 132" (3352.8 mm) pos¡tion w¡th the same slope of -1l120.

At the 132" (3352.8 mm) position a self-extracting dome end drive is

placed to permit mandrel extraction from the part and providê a smooth

stable turn around surface for the geodesic w¡nding. The .375" (9,S2S mm) set

back provides for the thickness of the upper pole segment and the thickness

of the lower pole segment. Since the thickness of the lower pole segment

increases toward the small end and the step down region further decreases

the radius, a significant increase in the thickness of the joint substrete was

expected. The set back was made larger than actually required as an

insurance precaution. Any need to enlarge the fenule diameter was

accomplished by over wrapping the 12" (304.8 mm) extension w¡th

circumbrential windings. This permitted the underlying axial f¡bers to remain

undisturbed. Having a region of high modulus axial fibers incorporated direclly

into the joint was considered advantageous and was intended to control any

local deformation at the joint. The various mandrel geometric relationships are

shown in Figure 9.1.

The greatest difficulty during the design stage was that filament winding

surface control is typically possiblg only through contact with the mandrel

surface. The joint requires a precise outer surface geometry to permit a

locking taper system to be fabricated. The upper pole segment ¡s not an ¡ssue

since the inner suíâeê of thé upper segment is under direct control of that
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mandrel surface. The lower segment outer surface is uncontrolled but infened

through the control of thickness. lt was found to be impractical to achieve the

tolerances requ¡red for a locking taper surface on the outer surface of the

lower segment if they were not under complete control.

A split clam shell mould was made from the upper segment base

region and used to compress the fenule after w¡nding so it would have the

exact surfece geometry of the analogous region of the upper segment. This

introduced a new issue. The ferrule surface was now possible to fábr¡cate with

lhe exact surface required but the alignment was not under complete control.

To resolve this issue the clâm shell mould was extended to include a short

section that would engage the dome drive shaft and insure proper alignment,

An additional feature of the clamshell mould was that it provided a means of

including additional surface treatment for the joint bearing surface. By

applying tooling resin to the inside of the clamshells we could add a resin rich

surface only in the joint area, which was not feasible during winding.
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9,3 FIBER OPTIC INSTALLATION

At the time of manufecturing e procedure was developed to embed

fibre optics into the laminates of pole sections. To provide a maximum

êmbeddèd length of fibèr within the lâmináte ¡t wâs fóund to be necêssary to
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pass over and around the dome ends. Access to free f¡ber ends was made

possible by having the ends exit the laminate near the base. The filament

wind¡ng process is ¡nterrupted during optic embedment and subsequently

resumed with final circumferential w¡nding layers. This project was in¡tiated to

evaluate the commercial feasibility of installing optic fibers, w¡th a f¡lament

wind¡ng machine, directly within the princlpal structural lamina. Fiber optic

lines were evaluated after part removal from the mandrel by exposing one of

the terminal ends of a f¡lament to 690 nm HeNe Laser beam, A second

witness would conf¡rm visually if the red light was observed on the ouþut end.

Two ¡nstallat¡on patterns were evaluated for feasibility. ln the fìrst casê

fber optic filament was pulled through the machine payout eye w¡th structurel

glass roving. The fiber tow placement algorithm determines the circuits used

for laminate winding, one of which is used to install the fiber optic filament,

The machine is manually stopped in mid-pattern (after the completion of some

number of normal circuits) and the controller reduces all relevant velocities.

During the hold stage a fiber optic filament is inserted into the roving band and

slowly pulled through the payout eye. The fiber optic filament is inserted with a

br¡ghtly colored tracer thread to aid in the tracking of the filament. The winding

circuit is slowly completed and halted. When the fiber reaches the desired exit

point, the fiber optic filament is lhen cut, secured and the normal wínding

resumed. ln th¡s case the filament ¡s integral to a specific ply of the structure,

and traverses a geodesic helical path a arbitrary distance along the fiber. Any

posit¡on L along the fiber does not correlate directly with a z-axis position

along the tube. T0 cãlculate the exact pÖSition in spacê 0f any point L along
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the fiber, one is required to employ the parametric equat¡ons for the Geodesic

Space Curve previously discussed.

The geodesic ¡nstallation method is shown in Figure 9.2. The most

significant feature being the manner in which the fiber oplic filament passes

through the payout eye concurrent with the structurel glass roving but does

not pass through the impregnation tank.

ln the second case, the mach¡ne is again halted at a specific location.

However the operator after inserting the fiber through the payout eye does not

resume a normal circuit. lnstead the operator manually jogs the machine to

the end of the mandrel and the f ber is applied along the mandrel meridian in a

linear fashion. This l¡near technique is shown in Figure 9.3. The filament is

manually looped over the dome end and then the machine ¡s jogged back

through the same path on the opposite side of the part.

Serious difficulties were encountered with this procedure but ultimately

resolved. This technique permits a distance L, along the filament to be

correlated with a spec¡fic z location along the part. However, the fiber is in fact

no longer located in a specific lamina nor aligned with the structural fìbers.

The large diameter of optical fibers compared to the structural fibers

creates a bridging effect when the optic filament is overwrapped. Bridging of

the optical fiber results in some cases to produce an induced air void parallel

to the fiber. This is especially true when using low viscos¡ty resin. The

filaments so implanted proved to be continuous but suspect since they did not

have a well resolved ¡nterface with the surrounding laminae.
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This project established the physical feasib¡l¡ty of s¡ngle and mult¡ple

filament embedment with optical continu¡ty. The project establ¡shed

proc€dures for two distinctly ditferent fiber optic path types. Finally the

accessibil¡ty of terminal ends of filaments was established.

The telecommunications grade t¡ber optics used in this experiment

were relatively easy to incorporate into cylindrical struclures. Many of the

techniques using fìber optic strain sensors are still ¡n the research phase.

Since this technology is still being developed it ¡s not possible to anticipate the

full requirements at th¡s time for commerc¡alizetion.

A number of sensor types are presently be¡ng considered. Some

systems require access to e singlê fiber end and others to two ends. Jointed

poles can be implanted as single un¡ts. The most su¡table method of getting

data across the joint discontinu¡ty has yet to be determined.

The main insight gained from this work was that the simple linear

installation was slower and morê problematic than the geodesic installation.

From a fabricators point of v¡ew the geodesic installation technique is

preferred while the optical techniciens w¡ll be required to use complex

calculations to relate a distance L, along the filament to a global Cartesian

coordinate system. ln part, this problem is partially resolved with the equations

presented in Chapter 3.0.
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9.4 COMPOSITE FLANGE POLE ANCHOR

Previous experimental tests with larger poles used steel reinforced

concrete base supports. These supports were found t0 be difficult and time

consuming to assemble and d¡smantle. For testing of jointed poles, a new

flange base was designed and fabricated using composite materials. The

flange system would restra¡n the pole base during testing and permit rapid

removal and installation. A mould, shown in Fig. 9.4 was fabricated from the

base section of a pole to capture the exact geometry of the taper and provide

a high quality surface. The height of the ffange barrel was 12" (304.8 mm) and

a perpend¡cular flange base was incorporeted with the barrel mould. The

barrel to flange outer surfaces were the control surfaces. The union of the two

surfaces was accomplished by filleting the interface region. Having the outer

surfaces under control, it was required to estäblish internal dimensions to

cope w¡th the anticipated bending stresses.

The top of the flenge required a small radius to avoid damaging the

tubes internally yet required substantial stiffness to avoid ovalization. The

base area required additional support to avoid interlaminar delamination

during bend¡ng.

A plug mandrel was designed to f¡t inside the flange barrel mould to

provide surface control of the inner surfaces ofthe flange. ln short, since the

outer surface was controlled by the nêed to match fit the inside of the test

tubes, the only direction available for dimension control was the internal area.
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The internal plug, shown in Fig. 9.4 ellowed the local reinforcement of the

flange top and the massive reinforcement of the base.

ln Figure 9.5, the general shape of the flange is shown. To

accommodate the small working space, a complex compos¡te laminate

structure was employed. Since th¡s is a female mold the first materials laid

down represent the outer surface of the flange. An epoxy tooling resin was

applied initially to provide a smooth wear resistant surface. The next mater¡al

to be applied was bidirectional fiber glass fabric 5,6 oz. per square yard and

epoxy laminating resin. The fabric was laid up wíth the zero axis parallel to the

natural axis of the flange bârrel and 90 degree in the hoop direction.
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The flange-barrel interface was laid up using a 00-900 stack rotated by

450 degrees to provide a t 450 stack to pass from the outer rim over the fillet

and then to overlap the barrel stack by several inches. A loop of unidirectional

glass roving impregnated with epoxy was dropped into the mould to bond with

the banel stack and fill the area up with a massive unidirectional rim hoop. A

second massive internal hoop was placed inside the flange coincident with the

overlap region effectively beginning the development of a second internal

flange supporting and restraining the external flange.
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Composite Flange

Bidirectional Laminate 0-90

Bidirectional Laminate 0-90

Unidirectional Hoop Roving

Quasi-Orthotropic Bidirectional Fabric

f,:t
L:=l

The mater¡al was allowed to cure and the part then cleaned up of

rough edges. The flange base was machined flat and lhen bonded to a stack

of bi-direc{ional glass with a quasi-isotropic stacking sequence. This lower

stack was a continuous plate. After curing, the flange was ready for the final

internal reinforcement of more massive internal circumferential hoops. These

last hoop fibers were used to develop a smoothly contoured internal circular

buttress w¡th a much larger radius of curvature. The Flange was drilled in

several places to permit instellation of mounting bolts. The mounting bolts

were dropped through a steel ring plate through the composite and through a
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steel base plate system. The entire system wâs anchored to the structural

floor of the test Iaboratory.

Unfortunately, as robust as the flange design was, it still had some

deflection. A series of single pole segment tests were conducted to determine

the load deflection characteristics of the flange base. The set up procedure is

shown in Fig 9.6.

A plot of flange deflection was made to establish the deflection

characteristics for use in subsequent pole tests. ln Figure 9,7, a load

deflection plot shows a linear response of the flange top to loads over 230.00

in. lbs, The ffange system was tested three t¡mes with base pole segments

loaded 96" above the Range top. The maximum load ever applied during the

testing of poles was 2462 lbs. The poles all failod catastrophically and no

damage was discerned for the flange. At the moment of failure, flange

rebound was very large and the shock weve was found to damage the LMT

sensors. For all future tests the LMT was removed and pole deflection due to

the rigid body contribution imparted by flange daflection was subtracted from

the measured tip deflections.

Poles were installed on the flange by tapping them into place. No

adhesive was used for any testing and no slippage was ever detected. Poles

proved to be easily removed and suffored no damage in the areas supported

by the flange barrel.

274
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FlouÞ 9.6: coÍectlon of rlq¡d bodv motion due to Flanqe defrôctlon

Load-Doflectlon cuave of compoalte f¡ångo top

Flourc 9.7: Load deñection curye for composlte fianqe
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9.5 JOINTED POLE FABRICATION

Test poles were fabricated with the ass¡stance of the Faroex staff

using the same machinery as previously used for the large d¡ameter 20 foot

poles. The materials used were discussed in chapter 8.0 and were the same

polyester glass compos¡te as used for the Faroex poles (Series B).

Several procedures were however altered for the smaller specimens.

Firstly, a smaller tow was pulled and wider bandwidth settings were used to

reduce th¡ckness, lt was clear after the fabrication of the lârge poles, that the

control of laminate thickness was very important. Roving and bandwidth

settings were set to investigate the degree of control, which could be

exercised to minimize laminete thickness. Pole winding programs were

designed to ver¡fy whether or not we could predict a laminate thickness for the

base and tip of each pole segment. Differences in the behavior of

circumferent¡al and axial layers were also examined.

Greater insight ¡nto filament winding permitted a higher quality of

production than ever before. Significantly the poles appeared to have

consistently high glass content.

9,6 EXPERIMENTAL SET UP

The research on jointed poles was divided up simultaneously between

three invest¡gators. The work of Dr. Ninguan Xu focused on stress distribution

and finite element modeling of jointed poles while Mr. Dino Philopulos focused

on the failure mechanism and critical joint length (Philopulos, 2002). Some of

the following sections may se€m to be overlapping that of my colleagues,
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since the focus of this thesis is performance modeling of f¡lament wound

tapered tubes. By necessity the discussion will be brief when the topic is

covered in other publicat¡ons. Some overlap is however required to provide

coherency to the deflection analysis,

The foil type strain gauges, SG and linear measurenient transducers,

LMT sensors are ananged in specific localions âs outlined in Table 9.1. The

location of transducers was selected to model jointed pole performance us¡ng

fin¡te element methods (Philopulos, 2002). The generalized pole dimensions

are shown in Figure 9.8. These figures were taken from the work of Philopulos

(2002).

Tablâ 9.'l: X4oordlnetes of lnstrumontetion El€msnt8 f lnchesl

spec¡men
A'12

¡ôinf+nñrrrâ

speclmen
812"
i¡ri nl

¡rpecrmen
C 8" joint

specrmen
D 4" Jolnt

Load
Position
(inches)

218 218 218 210

sG1 0 0 0 0
sG2 6 10 10 10

sG3 12 20 20 20
sG4 18 30 30 30
sG5 120 40 40 40
sG6 132 50 50 50
sG7 138 115 115 115
sG8 144 120 120 120
sc9 132 124 124
sG10 138 134 '130

scll 144 140 136
54 æ 54 54

LMT2 102 102 102 102
LMT3 114 114 114 114
LMT4 17tl 170 170 164
LMTS 224 224 224 214
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Not-to-Scale

9.7 EXPERIMENTALRESULTS

Data for the four pole tests is presented in Table 9.2. The four

specimens are recorded as Poles A through D. Pole A has a ferrule length of

12" and includes a complete residual dome section. lt is composed of an

upper and lower seclion. Pole B has the same dimensions as Pole A, with a

ferrule length of 12" but this specimen has had the dome removed. Pole C has

a fenule of 8" in length and pole D has the shortest fenule with a lenglh of

only 4".

All surfaces were sanded to remove all traces of surface contaminants

and bonded together with a general-purpose epoxy adhesive thickened w¡th

colloidal silica to prevent the joints from draining. Both surfaces were fully wet

with adhesive before assembly. All joints were hammered close then splinted

to ¡nsure proper alignment end left to cure for a day or more. The poles were

T
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T
120 in
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mounted on the flange and tepped into place with a large hammer and

wooden block serv¡ng as a pad to prevent local impact damage.

The Pole D was found to heve a slightly undersized diameter for the

ferrule and required that the upper segment be shortened 12" to provide a

tight fit. The data reflects this modification.

Strain Gauges of the foil type were installed at various locations, (see

Table 9.1) to monitor stresses in the immediate joint areas. LMT d¡splacement

instruments were mounted at several locations along the length. These

measurements were used to determine ultimate deflections and curvature of

the poles under load to isolate joint effects on bending. Free body deflection

of the pole was not measured due to the violent nature of failure but was

determined from previous tests and appl¡ed during analys¡s.

A detailed analysis of bending stresses and strains was published

separately (Philopulos, 2002). This paper shows that experimental stresses

at the joint edges were not sign¡ficantly different than predicted with finite

element analysis. Failure location was determined using the ANSYS finite

element software and proved to accurately predict failure stress and location.

A buckling wave was detected v¡sually just prior to failure and the period of the

wave and amplitude tended to shift failure locations slightly up or down from

predicted locations. No damage to joints was detected in Poles A, B and C.

Failure locations are shown in Figure 9.9. Pole D, not shown, fa¡led at

the joint through the adhesive. lt was determined that bonding imperfections

initiated the âdhesivê failure. However this specimen failed at a load value

nearly identical to the previous specimens.
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Flou¡o 9.9: Tsst oole failure locatlons

Typ¡cal local bucking failure is shown in Fi9.9.10. The jo¡nt collapse

failure is shown in Fig,9.11. ln Figure 9.12, failure occuned directly beneâth a

strain gauge and shows the extremely local area of delamination typical of all

failure seen during this project, The delamination zone is attributed to the post

failure efiects of edges grinding past each other,
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Floure 9,10: Tost pole showlno tvpicel locat bucklino fa urs

Flouß 9.11: Tost ools showlno feiluro ot4" lo¡nt duo to adhes¡vo falfur€
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Fioure 9.12: Tgst pols show¡no failur€ zone delamlnâtlon

The Load deflection curves for Poles A-D are shown ¡n Figs.g. 13-9.16.

The curves of all the LMTs are shown in each Plot. The right most curve of

each fìgure is the ultimate d¡splacement, subsequenüy used for compadson

with the Bernoulli-Euler deflection model of the same pole. The most

significant interpretation of these plots is the remarkable linearity of the load

response up to the ultimate load, This strongly suggests that the joints do not

v¡sibly effect the curvature of loaded poles.

Flou¡e 9,13: Pols A Load -Donection curves
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Flouru 9.16: Pole D Load -Deflectlon curves

9.8 JOINTED POLE DEFLECTION MODELING

9.8.1 Jointed Pole Deflection Modeling

ïhe general geometry and laminate structure for the four test poles are

g¡ven in Fi9.9.17. Specific geometries for the analysis set up are shown in

Figs. 9.19 9.23,9.27, and 9.31. The modeled deflection curves from the

Maplev programs are shown in Figs. 9.21, 9.25, 9.29, and 9.33 for poles A-D,

respectively. ïhe MapleV program modeled thickness of the tube wall w¡th

respect to axial position for the four poles in Figs. 9.20, 9.24,9.28 and 9.32

respectively.

20 25 30 35 ¡0 ,16 50
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Additional inputs include the slope and dimensíons for each segment

and the starting thickness of each segment for both the ax¡al and

circumferential layers. The model as used completely ignores the joint. This

assumption is required to keep the exercise manageable. The main thrust of

this work is to begin a process where by deflèction control can be achieved

through eppropriate manipulations of individual segment laminate properties.

The lam¡nate structures and geometries are summarized in the Fig.

9.21. A generalized pole is shown composed of the two sections mounted on

a flange. Beneath the drawing are rows of laminate structures. The left most

represents the structure of a lower section while the right most represents the

structure of the upper sect¡on. Below each pair of winding laminae is given

the thickness for the pair. While the poles appear very similar there are

important differences.

Each of the Poles A through D are processed by the Bernoulli-Euler

Deflection Program. The output for each of the poles shows plots for effective

axial modulus versus posit¡on, axial and total thickness versus position and a

fiflh iteration deflection curve.

Pole A processing yields Figures 9.18-9.21, Pole B Figures 9.22-9.25,

Pole C Figures 9.26-9.29 and Pole D processing results in Figures 9.30-9.33.

The pole information is shown in this order to give the reader some

perspective for interpretation of the plots.
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Flgur€ 9.17 Lamlnate Structur€s of Jo¡ntod polss
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Figur€ 9,27 Pole C Goometdes and Load

Flgur€ 9.28 Pole C Vatlation ¡n Th¡ckno8s

Flgur€ 9,26 Pole C Axlal ModuluB Var¡at¡on
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Figure 9,30 Polè D Axlal Modulus variation

Figure 9.31 Pole D Gsomotry and Load
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Pole D10 degråB @532lbs 5lh ielålion Ds8åclio¡r Cu¡,r

Figurs 9.33 Pole D D€llect¡on Cuwe 5h lterat¡on

The results of jointed pole modeling are summarized in the following Table 9.2

and predictions are compared to exper¡mental values. The model predictions

are in good agreement with the corrected experimental results for deflection,

when the effect¡ve moduli of poles are adjusted for the difference in fiber

volume fractions as compared to test coupon values.
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9.8.2 Volume Fract¡on Compensatlon

As previously demonstrated ¡n Chapter 8,0, the determination of material

propert¡es of the pole is based on coupon test results and the application of

the class¡cal lemination theory. Test coupons were shown to have a modulus

in the longitudinal direction of 3.6 Msi. When these values are used in the

determination of the effective axial modulus of a laminate composed of axial

and circumferential fibers, they were found to result in modeling overestimetes

of deflection. ln effect the model was expecting the poles to be much sofier

than the experimental results would indicate wes true.
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Substituting the calculated value of Er into the Êq.8.12 and replacing

the coupon fiber volume fraction with, that for the filament wound poles, 0.58.

The new Ec value is determined to be 5.49Msi. Th¡s value is then divided by

the original 3.6 Ms¡ to derive a multipl¡cation factor of 1.52 . The factor of 1 .52

is applied to the ð,, effective axial Young's modulus determ¡ned by the

classical laminatjon theory during the modeling process.

9.8.3 Deflectlon Modet Sensitivlty to Shear Modulus Varlation

The difüculties in determining a value for the shear modulus, Grz, wer€

discussed in sections 8.5.3 and 8.5.9. Due to these difficulties encountered

from the twisting of roving during the unwinding process, it was decided to use

a typical shear modulus based on recommendations of the Faroex staff and

the resin suppliers. That value as previously discussed was determined to be

0.4 x 106 psi (0.4 Msi). However, it was decided to verify the significance of

dev¡ations in the shear modulus to determine the risk to calculating tip

deflection.

The method chosen to ¡lluminate the sensitivity of the Bernoullli-Euler beam

model to var¡ations in the shear modulus is not experimental but rather

mathemat¡cal in nature. Since we have experimental data for both the full

scale single section and the two section jointed poles it was an arb¡kary

decision to choose Pole A from the jointed s€r¡es as the reference. The

decision to avoid the use of the Faroex poles as reference material was due in

part to our regarding these poles as having been superseded by the jointed

poles as a consequence of the improved production procedures,
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Knowing the original material properties of Pole A used for the BernoullÈEuler

Model which included the arbitrarily chosen value of the shear modulus, the

total tip deflection for the experimental load was calculated to be 44.79 inches

(1 137 mm) (see Table 9.2).

The Bernoulli-Euler model incorporated a major subroutine to calculate the

laminate effective axiâl moduli as previously described in chapter 7.0. lnputs

for the Pole A material properties are described in section 8.5,13 and are

der¡ved from Series B coupon testing.

ln order to determine the sens¡tivity of Bemoulli-Euler deflection model to

variations in the value of the shear modulus, lhe analysis program is run

multiple times w¡th different values of Grz under and over the original value to

inspect effects on deflection. The dete for the multiple runs of the program are

presented ¡n Table 9.3. The original values for the analysis of Pole A are

highlighted in yellow,

ln chapter 9.0, deflect¡on is g¡ven as a value in the direction normal to the

principal axis of the pole. lt is unconvent¡onal but somewhat more accurete to

describe the deflection ¡n terms of both X and Y directions especially in the

case of large deflections. The experimental setup for testing pole deflection

did not afford â means of calculating the X axis displacement of the tip, so

only the Y component of d¡splacement is presented for experimental tests. ln

the case of Pole A the actual experimental tip displacement, after excluding
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rigid body motion of the flange mount, was calculated to be -44.32" in the -Y

direction et a loâd of 548.64 lbs.

Examination of the results presented in Table 9.3 suggêsts thet the value of

the shear modulus has a very minor influence on the calculated deflections of

the Bernoulli-Euler Model. This is not surpr¡sing since the only influence that

the shear modulus has is during the calculation of the material properties of

the individual lam¡nee, prior to the assembly of the laminate compliance

matr¡x,

ln general the higher the shear modulus the stiffer the pole appears to be but

the effect is very small. At a deviation of +10o/o of the shear modulus, the

displacement is reduced in the Y direction by 0.30". At a deviation of -10%,

the displacement in the Y direction is increased by 0.35". A t 0.30' deviation

is only 0.00669% of the displacement originally calculated using a shear

modulus of 0.40 x 106 psi. ln short, an error of 10% îo¡ the shear modulus

results in a displacement error of less than 1%. ln fact an enor of t 20% for

the shear modulus value, results in a displacement enor of only 0.0127o.

Focus on the shear modulus as a potential source of deflection error is not

considered to be signiñcant for this study.

Teble 9.3 Doflsctlon Mod6l Sensltivtty to Shoar ltodulus Varlat¡on

X-position I Y-position

(Ms¡) | ( at zero Load X=220") | ( at zero Load Y=0 inches)



0.5 210.02" 44.11',

0.48 209.99" 44.23"

0.46 209.96' 44.35"

o.M 209.92' 44.49"

o.42 209.88" -44.635"

0.40 209.84" 44.79"

0.3E 209.79', .44.959"

0.36 209.74" 45.14',

0.34 209.68" 45.34'

o.32 209.619" 45.56'

0.30 209.55" 45.81"

0.20 209.O2" 47.60"
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9.8,4 Gomparison of FEM and Bernoulll-Euler Models

The numerical modeling program, ANSYS, using the finite element method

was employed to analyze the behaviour of the four jointed poles. Philopulos

(2002) describes the method in detail and summarized the work in an

undergrâduate thesis. At the time Philopulos was using a copy of an earlier

version of Maple Code that predated the fully integrated Bernoulli-Euler
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model previously discussed. This older version had very similar results for

deflect¡on predictions to those presented earlier in this chapter.

Philopulos (2002) states that the ANSYS model of the jointed poles

incorporated eight-node layered solid elements in contrast lbrahim (2000)

used eight node layered shell elements to model the Faroex poles. The key

difference being that the solid elements had corner nodes while the shell

elements had mid-plane nodes and therefore the thickness of a shell element

is expressed as a "Real Constant". The Philopulos (2002) analysis method

was considerably more complex than that of lbrahim (2000) since he was

trying to model the geometries of the joint region where the lower pole section

acts as a fenule inside the end of the top section. The requirement for and

intermediate contact layer to model the edhesive interface was also

incorporated in the Philopulos (2002) model.

Philopulos (2002) was able to accurately model stresses and strains through

the joint region as well as the rest of the pole lengths. He noted thet thore is

an abrupt local decrease in strain and stress along the length of the joints.

This fact is due to the increased thickness of material in the overlap region of

the joint.

Philopulos (2002) states that," The FEM results for deflection were about 507o

higher than the test (experimentaÌ) Íesults". He goes on to state that the FEM

model "...did not account for the fact that the effective modulus of elasticity

was variable along the length of the pole, as a result of the change in fiber
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angle...". Since pole design is necessarily a deflection issue, the use of FEM

analysis was appropriate when limited to stress, skain and failure issues and

only when comb¡ned with the Bemoulli-Euler deflection model it became

poss¡ble to get a good overall picture ofjointed pole behaviour.

1O DESIGN OF FILAMENT WOUND POLES

10,1 LOAD CAPACITY CLASSIFICATION OF POLES

The previous chapters were devoted to the development of a

filament winding process for tapered tubes and to methods for

controlling the material properties of a given pole structure, Algorithms

were developed to calculate the variation of geodesic winding thickness

over a length of the pole and the subsequent changes in wind angle and

axial stiffness. A method of computing the deflection of a given pole

design was also developed using the Bernoulli-Euler lterative procedure

which typically predicts deflections slightly greater than the

experimentally derived results.

The model as presented is however less than ideal for designing

a pole to meet a particular service load requirement. Wooden poles

used by the electric power utilities are classified according to ANSI
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Standard 05,1 (1992). This classification system is based on the ability

of a given pole to carry a specified transverse load. No matter what the

length of a pole, in order to meet a particular Load Class, it must

support the required transverse load. The shorter the pole then the

lower the moment capacity, and the longer the pole then the moment

capacity must be increased.

For example, a 30'wooden pole of Class 1 is required to support

a minimum transverse load of 4500 lbs. A 60' Class I pole has the

same requirement, Thus it is not possible to extend a 30' Class 1 pole to

60' since the moment capacity required is double. ln practice the longer

poles have significantly greater diameters at the base. There are 13

classes described by the ANSI standard 0.5.1(1992) and these are

presented in Table 10.1.

This is by no means the only set of standards being employed for

the industry with regards to wooden poles (CAN/CSA-O15-90, 1990) while

other standards exist for steel poles, (Design of Steel Transmission Pole

Structures (1990)).

It was always apparent that filament wound utility poles were

going to be evaluated by direct comparison to the wooden pole classes,

which had been widely adopted by the utilities. One of thê objectives of

the research projec-t was to design filament wound poles to meet a

wooden pole classification system.
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Table'10.1:Wooden Pole classification svstem based on load caoacitv

ANS|05.1

(.;lass I rensverse

Load (lbs.)

Transverse

Load (kN)

H6 11400 50.7

H5 10000 44.5

H4 8700 38.7

H3 7500 33.4

H2 6400 28.5

HI 5400 24.0

1 4500 20.o

2 3700 16.5

3 3000 13.3

4 2400 10.7

5 1900 8.5

6 1500 6.7

7 1200 5.3
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10.2 THE DESIGN PROBLEM

Since wooden poles are not geometrically or materially similar to

composite poles, a common design parameter was required. One such

parameter was load capacity. For filament wound poles, the load

capacity is a value derived from the laminate struclure, overall geometry

and mater¡al properties. There was no way to inform the fabricator how

to design a mandrel or to set his machine and program parameters to

faþricate a pole to meet a given load capacity. The problem becomes

more difficult if one must find an optimal solution based on some

external parameter such as economics.

The solution to this problem requires an additional input

parameter, i.e. deflection. ln conversations with Mr. Ben Yu of Manitoba

Hydro (Yu, 2002) it was made clear that many power line designers

preferred to limit pole defleciion to'10% of the free length. The

standards did not specify a maximum acceptable deflection at load

capacity but clearly deflection was of some concern to the distribution

and transmission line designers.

The 1070 maximum deflection parameter proved to be the missing

parameter required to link filament wound poles to wooden pole

classes.

lf the deflection is preset al 10o/o, then it is possible to solve the

closéd form solution to the differential equation in reverse for the load

required to produce such deflection knowing of course the material
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properties and geometries. Sherman (1984) made some basic

assumptions for the variation in thickness by using a linear interpretation

to get values for moment of inertia. The same procedure could be used

to linearize the variation in axial stiffness without too much loss of detail

since the actual values can easily be determined using the Classical

Lamination Theory programs. However, it is now clear that the stiffness

in filament wound tapered tubes can be increasing, decreasing or stable

towards the tip. The linearization of thickness is a much simpler issue

than the l¡nearization of the axial stiffness.

According to the simple beam theory,

d'y-M
úc2 EI (Eq.10.1)

the modeling of pole deflection using Eq. 10.1 represents an

expectation of reducing the complexiÇ of the problem to a single

solution equation. Traditionally Eq. 10.1 is solved explicitly by assuming

that the Young's modulus, E, is constant as is the second moment of

inertia, L These assumptions can not be used in the case of composite

tubes, so the E and I values are made to be simple linear functions of x.

Thus,

ô2 /\ M, P(L-x)
;tt\x)=7*=E:GTr1 (Eq.10.2)

Recall that from previous discussion that the thickness of filament wound

tubes, tx, requires a constant value for circumferential w¡nding, t", and a
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second to reflec{ the geodesic wind¡ng which increases as radius

decreases, L. Thus thickness of the tube can be expressed as

t, = to * r" (Eq.10.3)

The solution for f, , from the quadratic form of Eq.7.19 is inconvenient when

integrating the deflection equation. A simple expression accurately reflecting

Eq.7.19, was required. ln our project the winding angles were kept below 200

and wind angle drift occurred relatively slowly. As a consequence it was found

that a simple expression could model the variation in axial thickness,

t^+Bt"or (Eq.r0.4)
r,

So that the comb¡ned thickness term becomes

. -to 
B , ..x--1'Lc (Eq.10.5)rf

The bending moment, M is described as a function of x,

M, = P(L - x) (8q.10,6)

The moment of ¡nertia, l, is conveniently represented as follows.

I, = nt,r] (Eq.io.z)

And finally the simple linear radius defining function, m being the slope and B

the starting radius of the mandrel gives

r, = m)c + B (Eq.10.8)

ln order to simplify the solution of Eq.10.2, direct incorporation of the

wincl angle rélationships and the classical lamination theory used in the

Bemoulli-Euler deflection model were avoided. Keeping ¡n m¡nd that the

solution of Eq, 10.2 will require the simultaneous solution of each of the
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Equations 10.3 through 1 0.8 at each and every point along the length of the

pole.

Clearly, we cannot find a simple general function to describe the

manner of variation for different w¡nd angles and tapers, but we can

adequately determine the Ex values at the start and end positions using the

Classical Lamination Theory. Knowing the two values of E at the base and top

it is possible to assume a linear variation between those points. Thus E at

any point between is simply

E, =Eo +(sx)

Assuming that we know the moduli et the

follows

,s=(4 _EòtL

(Eq.r0,9)

top and base the slope, S is as

(Eq.l0.r0)

and Eo and Et are the moduli at the base end the top respectively. L is the

length of the pole.

The terms of Eq.10.2 are now expanded to represent functions of x ,

but only indirectly linked to wind angle drift,

ô2 MG\
õVYW=EGÑG)

(Eq.10.1r)

It ¡s possible to solve the second order linear differential equations, Eq.10.2

and 10.11 symbolically, with MapleV, using the appropriate boundery

conditions, (@çQ, slsp¿=0, F0). The symbolic solution can lhen be set up

P(L- x)
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to be equal to the 10% value of deflection. This solution can be resolved

symbolically for the unknown value of load, P. This is basically a

rearrangement of the equation to get the load over to the left side of the

equation. To derive a solution for a particular set of geometric and material

properties specific to a pole all the symbolic quantities will háve to be

assigned values.

One of the most significant aspects of MapleV is the ability to place a

number of equations within a single execut¡on group to be solved

s¡multeneously, By placing the symbolic solut¡on of Eq.10.2 in terms of the

unknown load P into the execution group followed by Eqs.10.5,10.6, 10.7,

10.8, 10.9 and 10.10 they can be solved simultaneously for values of x over a

range that iE user specified. Naturally our interest is limited to the values of x

between 0 and the top of the pole. Since the Eqs. 10.5 to 10,10 are also

symbolic, they must have a means of being assigned floating point values. lt

is possible to have a list of assignments either within the execution group or

outside and ahead of it. The other input parameters required to permit the

solution of the equations using MapleV and are as follow,

L = Total Length to Load

P = Load

m = slope of taper

B = radius at Base of mandrel

to = storl¡ng lhicfuiess of Geodesíc Layer at base of mandrel

tc = Ihiclness of Circumferential Plies (Total of all plies)
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When Eq.10.10 is set up in MapleV ¡t ¡s quite simple to manipulate the

thickness of var¡ous plies since everything is referenced to the start posit¡on. lt

is a simple matter to input the new starting pos¡tion parameters, as well as the

known valueg of axial stiffness at the base and top of the pole.

The procedure was set up in Maplev as e complex program The first

set of parameterE required for the solution is the geometries of the pole such

as length, taper, and butt radius. The basic axial fiber wind angle is input. The

thickness variations over the length of the mandrel are calculated using either

the exact thickness equations Eq.7.19 and Eq.7.20, presented earlier or an

approximation such as Eq.'10.5. As long as the exact thickness equetion is

kept out of the execution group that solves the differential equation Eq.10.11

there seems to be little trouble finding a solution ln general, an effort is made

to keep complexity w¡thin an execution group to a minimum,

This procedure uses an approximetion of the efiective axial st¡ffness to

eliminate the need for the construction the fully populated laminate. stiffness

^"rrn,l!,;.'., ?:l*t the subsequent ¡nversion to determine the laminate

compliance matrix.

This contracted procedure is strictly speaking valid only for symmetric

balanced laminates, f90,+ 0,- 0,- 0,+e,901, the inherent assumption justifying

thê use of the contracted method is that c¡rcumferential plies of 880 are close

enough to 900 and the axial laminae are so interwoven that they can appear

equally as symmetric or ant¡symmetr¡c. The basic contracted formula for Et

is taken from Daniel and lshai (1994), where
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- ll. A'-l
E, =:l A_ - --¿- | (Eq.10, 121nl AoJ

With h being the total laminate thickness and the stiffness matrix , A¡ is given

as

nk
A- =>,@-) tt = t"Qi'"t + t"Q"{ = hQ*

A*=;)@,y tr=t"Qi'"'+t"Q"l" =hQo (Eq.'ro.r3)
t=l

n .k
A, =>{B ) t r = t.Qi''' + r 

"Q f -- hQ,,

The right hand expressions ¡n 8q.10,13 include the total geodesic ex¡al

thickness, L and the total circumferential layer thickness, tc , which is the sum

of the inner and outer c¡rcumferent¡al lâm¡nae, ttc and bc . The kansformed

lamina stiffnesses, Q, for the circumferent¡al and axial layers are denoted with

the superscr¡pt terms crc and axial.

Expanding Eq.10.12 by incorporating Eq.10.13 gives the following

".=|(t"or'.,"n*¡-ffiffiJ ,Eq,o'14)

The formula for E, is now constlucted so that the actual thickness of

the axial layer is nonnalized to 1 unit and the thickness of the circumferent¡al

layer is some fract¡on of the axial layer. Recognizing that the actual th¡ckness

of a laminate, ñ in Eq.10.14 does not affect the Er value, since it will always

cancel out by the total thickness terms seen in Eq.10. 13. The lâminate axial

modulus can now be expressed in terms of a thickness ratio of the axial to

circumferentiel layers, so that, the thicknesses of the circumferential and axial

layers are def¡ned by the ratio,
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(Eq.10.151

where the grçi¡;" na ç$jjal terms are the xx xy and yy terms from the

respective transformed lamina stiffness matrices for the circumferential and

axial layers. Note that when an effective laminate stiffness value is required

for the base and top of the pole the respective wind angles and F ratios must

be accounted for as separate operations.

The Ex value increases non linearly as the thickness of the

circumferential layer decreases with respect to the axial layer. As the amount

of circumferential fibre decreases the effective modulus converges with the

theoretical unidirectional modulus of the axial plies. lbrahim (2000) presented

a correlation between load performance and ultimate load capacity of the

Faroex poles using the ratio of circumferential to axial fibre thickness. This

approach is now regarded as suitable only for comparison of very similar

poles with nearly identical geometries.

Hav¡ng Eq.10.16 constructed in Mâplev as a symbolic expression

requires further the construction of the laminae stiffness matrices and

transformation by the appropriate wind angle. The basic material properties

for the resin/fiber system are input in order to fill out the matrices. Since the

project only used the two basic fibre / resin systems, B and C, series the

direction becomes

ì

,J 
,Eq.1o'16)

ffness in the axial

(T.'';^1')

w;a1
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properties could be handled qu¡te simply as e data block with the

transformation matrices adapted based on the user input spec¡fied wind

angles. The effective ax¡al stiffness of the laminate, E" can thên be solved

explicitly once the hansformed laminae stiffness matrices are constructed. ln

order to handle base and top st¡ffnesses they are denoted as E e and E1 .

Note that the term E, is used to Ìefer to Eq.10.16 which is the approx¡mation

of the term within the differential equation Eq.10. 1 1. thls second E, is an

approximation based on the assumpt¡on of linear variation between E o and Er

The solution to the unknown value of the load, P, is canied out using

the MapleV solve function.

Knowing the anticipated load for the particular laminate skucture, it is

qu¡te simple to determine the max¡mum stress value for a particular pole.

Cross checking the load with thè ANSI 05.1 standard, the compos¡te pole can

be classified accordingly. By checking the maximum stress value with the

known failure criteria, it is now possible to establish the suitability of the

laminate design. lf the stress state is found to be unacceptably high, the

designer can modify the starting thickness of the pole, by ¡ncreas¡ng the value

of either the circumferential or axial layers. Safeg factors can also be

incorporated into the analysis as required. Clearly varying the thickness of the

axial or the circumferential layers will affect the ult¡mate pole performance in

different ways.

The Faroex pole, s7v7 was used to illustrate the effectiveness of the

simplified approach given in th¡s chapter, The deflection modeled under the
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experimentel failure load of 8183lbs (36.4kN) was calculated lo be 26.4

ínches. The experimental value was measured to be 24.96 inches. The load

capacity of this pole was re-calculated at 10o/o deflection limit using

179(4445mm) as the free length and the deflection limit of 17.5" (,144.5 mm).

Based solely on the ANSI 05.1 standerds, the pole could be designed

as H3 class, that is with no consideration for deflection, At â limit of 10%

deflection however, this pole was calculated to support a load of 6000

lbs,(26.7kN). lf dellection was a criteria for classif¡cation this would drop pole

s7v7 down to H1 class. lf then the pole were to be re-designed to fit back into

the H3 classification, using a 10% deflection limit, it is found that the ax¡al

layer must be increased from .138" et the base to a thickness of.178". The

existing circumferential thickness of .048" remains unchanged, as do the wind

angles.

The maximum stress, ø msx can be simply determined from

Mco**= t
(8q,10.17)

where M ¡s the moment with , and c being the moment of inertia and the

radius to the centre of the tube wall, respectively. The ultimate failure stress of

the original pole design, with 24.96' deflection at 8183 lbs of load was found

lo be 42,720 psi. lf however the pole design was modified by the addition of

,040' thickness to the totel circumferential layer thickness load performance

is changed slightly. lncreasing the circumferential layer resülts ¡n a 1To/o pole

deflection at just under 6428 lbs of transverse load. This modification is just

sufñcient to ra¡se the pole to H2 classification. However, the maximum stress

at the base drops to 26620 psi.
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ln order to demonstrate the complexity of mâking modif¡cations to a

pole design a demonstrat¡on is provided in Table 10.2. The example pole,

s7v7, is placed in the middle row with its original description laid out from left

to r¡ght. The consequences of additional thickness to the circumferential

layers are tabulated above the middle row, ¡n increments of 0.010". For each

increment of thickness the F parameter and moduli are recalculated in order

to determine the new load capacity at 10% deflect¡on. At the end of each row

the new load class is presented. Below the central row, 0.010" increments are

added to the axial layer and the results tabulated.

The consequence of the two alternatives is to either degrade or

improve the effective axial modulus of the pole. lt is evident that the addition

of thickness will ¡mprove the load capacity but in more or less efficient manner

depending where the additional material is placed.

3ll
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Knowing that changes to thickness of either the circumferential or axial

layer thickness can alter the pole designation, the designer will wish to alter

wind angles. The effects of changing winding angles are presented in Table

10.3. Again using the pole s7v7 as reference, a s¡mple change of wind angle

from +200!200 to +100/-'lO0 results in a 10% deflection under 7476 lbs of

transverse load. This is only 24 lbs short of the 7476 lb minimum for H3 class.

There was ng change to either the circumferential or axial layers. However the

maximum stress value is much higher at 37,300psi. FurthèÍ improvement is

demonstrated by changing the w¡nd ångle to (+50/-50). With th¡s winding angle

lt
hnazS.aiElH llÉ.10'6od fP./6.895-td lÞ|.4aql I
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the load required to get a 10olo deflec'tion has further increased to 7862 lbs,

and maximum stress is further increased to 39370 psi

Table 10.3: Pole s7v7. w¡th f¡xed lamlnate lhlckness. Wlnd anEle effects

examlned.

lìu d¡Í ro rJ.J
I 3.5052 r.2rg2 14.38 12.51 -33.25 -257.18

120 ctiflloz7.l 0.138 U.UaU ¿.BB 4.zt z.¿!4 ì.U5/ _5559.b -z55.um 
I

i 3.s0s2 r.2192 11 82 r? i1 -26 69 -206.44

The failure stress in the compressive mode Frc was determined to be

49.7 ksi for the unid¡rectional, E-glass/polyester material (see Table 8.2,

Section 8). The designer may choose to reduce the maximum stress by a

combination of lower winding angles and slight increase in axial layer

thickness.

ln Figure 10.1, the pole class limits are not shown, however one can

elitt'apolate easily the required axial layer thickness required to meet a specif¡c

class designation w¡th a fixed circumferential layer total thickness of 0.040'.

ln Figure 10.2 the maximum stress at the 1 0% limit is plotted versus axial

layer thickness for poles wound with 50,100 and 200 patterns. The

circumferential layer is again fixed at .040' in thickness. This plot is again

based on the 240" (175" ¡ree length), 8" to 6" radius tapered mandrel.
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II SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The original goal of this thesis was to provide industry with a

technology that would replace wooden electric utility poles with advanced

composite poles, bearing in mind that these new poles would be judged by

standards orig¡nally developed for the wooden poles. Previous to this thesis

there was no comprehensive set of ptoc€dures to aid the manufacturer to

determine, in advance, the design of a pole meeting a specific load class.

This thesis not only describes such procedures but also provides the

manufacturer with guide lines to fabricate the specialized mandrels for single

and multiple section polès.

The mathematical tools developed here in are suitable for use with a

variety of filament winding technologies. Also these tools can eas¡ly be

employed to determine material costs of pole structures as well as providing

the basis for robotics programm¡ng.

The concept of replac¡ng wooden utility poles with f¡lament wound

poles is no longer a theoretical discussion as is proved by the number of

examples fabricated in a varie$ of geometries. The analysis of jointed and

single segment pole structures using the Bernoulli-Euler lterative procedures

has demonstrated consistently accurate results.
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11,1 MAJOR PROJECT INNOVATIONS

a) The development of light we¡ght composite mandrel construct¡on

procedures.

b) The use of filament winding machines as mach¡ning stations to produce

their own mandrels.

c) The development of Geodesic Dome Ends of unequal size for tapered

mandrels eliminating the need for pin+ing turn around structures.

d) The development of selÊextracting mandrels and the elimination of costly

str¡pping equipment.

e) lntegrat¡on of ferrule joint fabrication during the winding process.

f) Development of simple solutions to estimate laminate thickness and

material propertieg variation in tapered tubes.

g) The derivation of a parametric closed form solution to geodesic wind paths

on tapered mandrels, with both ñrst and second derivative solutions.

h) The development of wind path solvers for both circumferential and

geodesic wind paths.

i) The integration of laminate properties analysis routines with wind path

solvers.

j) Development of wind path software capable of integrating m¡xed mandrel

geometry problems.

k) Development of composite coupon manufacturing process for the

evaluation of process translation losses and determination of material

constants.
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11,2 COMMERCIAL ACCEPTÂNCE

This research project has proved that the conc€pt of the designer setting

machine parameters is feasible. ln order that the product meets qual¡ty

assurance protocols, basic design parameters must be met. currently,

advanced composites are largely employed in low demand s¡tuations, largely

due to the complexity of the design phase and weak understanding of

performance.

Such a situation is not lost on the utility and regulatory agencies.

ln order to sat¡sfy the tradition of scepticism it is necessary that rigid protocols

be adopted. The premise of this work was that compos¡tes while complex

were not the problem. Rather the process of design end fabrication were

flawed as long as designers thought of the material as another version of

kaditional materials, By giving the designer the tools to manipulate ideas with

a link to the manufacturing iechnology, the fabricator would never m¡stake or

take liberties with the designer's intentions.
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APPENDIX : Resin Technical Details

(from http:www.wostsy3t6m.com)

Typlcal Physlcal PropeÌlies of WEST SYSTEM Epoxy Resln/Hardener

systemS. (from htÞ:$,u,ur.westsystem,com)

Test specimens cured at room temp€rature for two weeks, unless otherwise

noted. Typical values; not to be construed as specificat¡ons, Neat epoxy

specimens (i.e., containing no fillers or fiber reinforcements) were used for

testing.

Prop€rty 105/205 105/206

r05/209

tllx Ratlo by weighf

illx Vfscos¡ty (D 72'F (cPs)

Pot Llfe of 100 g @ 72'F (min.l

Speciffc Gravlty ot Cut€d Ræln

Hardneas @ 1 dây (Shore Ol

Hardno$ @ 2 wooks (Sho7€ D)

Compr€srlon Yleld @ I day (PSl)

Compresslon Ylsld (9 2 weeks(Psl)

Tensll€ Str€ngth (PSl)

Tensllo Elongatlon (%)

Tenslle Modulu3 (PSl)

430E+05

Floxural Strcngth (PSll

Flexunl ilodulus (PSl)

5.o7t1 5.0:1 3.411 3.58:1

975 725 775 725

12 21.5 26.4 5l

1.t80 1.t80 1.163 1.163

80 80 78 70

83 83 82 82

10,120 7,990 6,0'l¿1 1,228

r1,4r8 1t,500 10,838 10,027

7,U6 7,320 7,509 7,338

3.4 ¡1.5 3.4 3.5

4.08E+05 4.60E+05 4.f0E+05

11,112 1r,810 13,016 12,600

¡t.6tE+05 ¡1.50E+05 5.1¡lE+05 4,28E+05
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Hsat Dofloctlon Temperatuñs (oF) 1t8 123

onset of Tg by Dsc ('F) 1?g '126

ult¡mats Tg by Dsc ('F)

118 116

123 121

137

lzod lmpact, notched (ft-lb3/¡n) 0.93 0.54 1.27

,t12 139 134

1.10

Typlcal values; not to b€ con3truod as specif¡cat¡on8, Nêåt epory spoclmons,

i.e.,conta¡ning no fillol3 o¡ t¡bor r€lnforcements, werg usod for te8tlng.' Actual Retio

Dlspensod by Callbrated WEST SYSTEM@ ÍYlinlpumps. Copyrlght @ 2000, Gougeon

BrothêrÊ, lnc. All rlghts resewed.

Thls page is malntalned by Gougeon BrotheÉ, lnc, Last |todlfred on Tuasday,

Decsmber 05, 2000,

WEST SYSTEM and EPoxYwORKS âr€ rsglster€d tredemarks of Gougeon

Brothers, lnc. Bey C¡ty,

Michlgan, USA.

DOW . DERAKANE MOMENTUM 411.350 EPOXY VINYL ESTER RESIN

DERAKANE* MOMENTUM- 411-350 epory v¡nyl ester resin is a bisphenol-A

epoxy resin designed to prov¡de resistance to a wide range of acids, alkalis,

bleaches end solvents for use in many chemical proc€ssing industry

applications.

Typical Physical Properties of DERAKANE MOMENTUM 411-350 resinr

Viscosity, mPa.s at 25'Clcps at 77"F 350

Specific Gravity 1.U5



Uncatelyzed Stability,

dark, months a177"Ft25" C2

I ryptcAl eRopERTIES; Nor ro BE TNTEReRETED As

SPECIFICATIONS.

2 No RoDlttves, pRoMorERs, AooELERAToRS, ETc

Typical Room-Temperature properties of Clear Castings made with

DERAKANE MOMENTUM 411.350 resinl

Tensile Strength, MPa/psi

Tensile Modulus, GPa/ unit l0^S psi

Tensile Elongation, %

Flexural Strength, MPa/psi

Flexural Modulus, GPa/ unit 105 psi

Heat Distortion Temperature, ('C)F. et 1.B2Mpa

applied stress (at 264 psi applied stress)

Barcol Hardness

æt12,100

3.2t4.6

5.0-6.0

21,400

3.4/5.0

105t220

35

lwptcAL pRopERTIES; Nor ro BE TNTERpRETED

SPECIFICATIONS.

Recommended gel time promotion ¡nformet¡on:

Gel Time Data Using MEKp (Norox g2SH)

Gel Time Data Using MEKP Alternat¡ves

cel ïime Data Using BpO
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European Gel Time Data Using MEKP (Butonox LPT)

Trademark of The Dow Chemical Company

DERAKANEHome: Specification Center: Product lnformation Table: MNTM

41't-350

Copyright @ The Dow Chemical Company

(1995-2002). All Rights Reserved.


